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President’s Welcome Message

Welcome to the 83rd annual meeting of the Southern Sociological Society!

Our meeting theme is *Sociology in Action*. When I selected this theme, I anticipated papers and sessions that would highlight the outstanding work that is being done putting our disciplinary knowledge to good use in the world – whether through research, teaching, in activism, or in our workplaces. I am so pleased with the response to this theme: we have sessions on teaching community-engaged courses, on research projects with community partners, and reporting research that informs institutional and public policy.

Building this conference is a group effort, and the SSS is extremely well-served by the executive office staff of David Brunsma, Slade Lellock, and Lyla Byers. Tanetta Andersson has led a terrific program committee to bring us the program you see here. And Laura Atkins and the Local Arrangements crew have provided information and guidance to facilitate our experience here.

This meeting, and the SSS overall, has been a professional touchpoint for me for many years, and it has been a pleasure to serve as president this year. I look forward to a wonderful few days with you all in Jacksonville.

Sincerely,

Beth Rushing
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## SSS 2019-2020 Committees

### Executive Committee

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beth Rushing</td>
<td>Appalachian College Association</td>
<td>President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Bissler</td>
<td>Randolph Macon College</td>
<td>Vice President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Brunsma</td>
<td>Virginia Tech</td>
<td>Executive Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kylie Parrotta</td>
<td>California Polytechnic State University</td>
<td>Recording Secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adia Harvey Wingfield</td>
<td>Washington University of St Louis</td>
<td>President-Elect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Acosta</td>
<td>Georgia State University</td>
<td>Vice President-Elect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toni Calasanti</td>
<td>Virginia Tech</td>
<td>Past President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eduardo Bonilla-Silva</td>
<td>Duke University</td>
<td>Past-Past President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Ellison</td>
<td>University of Texas – San Antonio</td>
<td>Past-Past-Past President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Combs</td>
<td>Clark Atlanta University</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marni Brown</td>
<td>Georgie Gwinnett College</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Dellinger</td>
<td>University of Mississippi</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will Tyson</td>
<td>University of South Florida</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kecia Johnson</td>
<td>Mississippi State University</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisette Garcia</td>
<td>Hispanic Association on Corporate Responsibility</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publications Committee

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kim Ebert</td>
<td>North Carolina State University</td>
<td>Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toby Parcel</td>
<td>North Carolina State University</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Renzulli</td>
<td>University of Georgia</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Carter</td>
<td>University of Central Florida</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micah Roos</td>
<td>Virginia Tech</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gayle Kaufman</td>
<td>Davidson College</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toni Calasanti</td>
<td>Virginia Tech</td>
<td>voting ex-officio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Maples</td>
<td>Eastern Kentucky University</td>
<td>non-voting ex-officio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Brunsma</td>
<td>Virginia Tech</td>
<td>non-voting ex-officio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Slade Lellock</td>
<td>Virginia Tech</td>
<td>non-voting ex-officio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Wilson</td>
<td>University of Miami</td>
<td>non-voting ex-officio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Crowley</td>
<td>North Carolina State University</td>
<td>non-voting ex-officio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Program Committee

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tanetta Andersson</td>
<td>Trinity College</td>
<td>Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Brackett</td>
<td>Auburn University</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krista Brumley</td>
<td>Wayne State University</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Donley</td>
<td>University of Central Florida</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Everett</td>
<td>Stetson University</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Foster</td>
<td>University of Mississippi</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Hinz</td>
<td>Case Western Reserve University</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Hunt</td>
<td>University of North Alabama</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker Rogers</td>
<td>Georgia Southern University</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Shefner</td>
<td>University of Tennessee Knoxville</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idee Winfield</td>
<td>College of Charleston</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee</td>
<td>Chair/Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local Arrangements Committee</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Atkins</td>
<td>Jacksonville University Chair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Welch</td>
<td>University of North Florida Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Will</td>
<td>University of North Florida Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Finance Committee</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Brunsma</td>
<td>Virginia Tech Chair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toni Calasanti</td>
<td>Virginia Tech Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Rushing</td>
<td>Appalachian College Association Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adia Harvey Wingfield</td>
<td>Washington University of St Louis Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Moller</td>
<td>University of North Carolina - Charlotte Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Hossfeld</td>
<td>Clemson University Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Reynolds</td>
<td>Florida State University Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nominations Committee</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Bissler</td>
<td>Randolph Macon College Chair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Ray</td>
<td>University of Tennessee Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eileen O’Brien</td>
<td>Saint Leo University Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maliq Matthews</td>
<td>University of Cincinnati Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomeka Davis</td>
<td>Georgia State University Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Niecarkz</td>
<td>Western Carolina University Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Johnson</td>
<td>Virginia Commonwealth University Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathy Zimmer</td>
<td>University of North Carolina – Chapel Hill Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Gonzalez Guittar</td>
<td>Rollins College Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Election Committee</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Brunsma</td>
<td>Virginia Tech Chair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kylie Parrotta</td>
<td>California Polytechnic State University Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Slade Lellock</td>
<td>Virginia Tech Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Committee on Honors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norma Burgess</td>
<td>Lipscomb University Chair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Delligier</td>
<td>University of Mississippi EC Liaison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogelio Saenz</td>
<td>University of Texas – San Antonio Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Renzulli</td>
<td>University of Georgia Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanya Koropeckyl-Cox</td>
<td>University of Florida Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Isaac</td>
<td>Vanderbilt University Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie McClure</td>
<td>Georgia College Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Site Selection Committee</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toni Calasanti</td>
<td>Virginia Tech Chair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Rushing</td>
<td>Appalachian College Association Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adia Harvey Wingfield</td>
<td>Washington University St Louis Member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Charles Tolbert  Baylor University  Member
David Brunsma  Virginia Tech  Member
Amanda Koontz  University of Central Florida  Member

**Committee on Racial and Ethnic Minorities**

Kwame Harrison  Virginia Tech  Chair
Kylie Parrotta  California Polytechnic State University  EC Liaison
Elizabeth Aranda  University of South Florida  Member
Kendra Jason  University of North Carolina – Charlotte  Member
Lisette Garcia  Hispanic Association of Corporate Responsibility  Member
Maria Amado  Guilford College  Member
Marlese Durr  Wright State University  Member

**Committee on Professions**

Ken Kolb  Furman University  Chair
David Brunsma  Virginia Tech  EC Liaison
Robert Freymeyer  Presbyterian College  Member
Jonathan Coley  Oklahoma State University  Member
Jill Yavorsky  University of North Carolina – Charlotte  Member
Michelle Petrie  University of South Carolina – Aiken  Member
Brandy Simula  Emory University  Member

**Committee on Sociological Practice**

Amy Donley  University of Central Florida  Chair
Will Tyson  University of South Florida  EC Liaison
Carrie Smith  Millersville University  Member
J. Sumerau  University of Tampa  Member
Diego Thompson  Mississippi State University  Member
Shelia Cotton  Michigan State University  Member
Richard Moye  Winston Salem State University  Member

**Committee on Sociology in Community and Small College**

Nicole Lucas  Fayetteville State University  Chair
Barbara Combs  Clark Atlanta University  EC Liaison
Victor Romano  Barry University  Member
Sarah Cribs  Randolph-Macon University  Member
Naomi Simmons  Newberry College  Member
Aaron Rowland  University of Tennessee - Martin  Member
Ramona Olvera  Owens Community College  Member

**Membership Committee**

Susan Pearce  East Carolina University  Chair
Lisette Garcia  Hispanic Association of Corporate Responsibility  EC Liaison
Megan Underhill  University of North Carolina – Asheville  Member
Brandon Jackson  University of Arkansas  Member
Maria Aysa-Lastra  Winthrop University  Member
Von Bakanic  College of Charleston  Member
Mary Scherer  Sam Houston State University  Member

**Committee on Graduate Students**

Sadie Giles  Virginia Tech  Co-Chair
Regine Jackson  Agnes Scott  Co-Chair
Kecia Johnson  Mississippi State University  EC Liaison
Kaitlan Boyle  Virginia Tech  Member
Shaonta’ Allen  University of Cincinnati  Member
John Hedlund  North Carolina State University  Member
Hersheda Patel  Georgia State University  Member

**Committee on Gender and Sexuality**

Austin H. Johnson  Kenyon College  Chair
Marni Brown  Georgia Gwinnett College  EC Liaison
Matthew Colon-Diaz  Georgia State University  Member
Melinda Kane  East Carolina University  Member
Kristen Barber  Southern Illinois University  Member
Tanetta Andersson  Trinity College  Member
Idee Winfield  University of Charleston  Member

**Ad-Hoc Website Committee**

J. Slade Lellock  Virginia Tech  Chair
Marni Brown  Georgia Gwinnett College  Member
James Maples  Eastern Kentucky University  Member
Steve McDonald  North Carolina State University  Member
Julia Miller  University of Kentucky  Member
Shannon Carter  University of Central Florida  Member
J. Scott Carter  University of Central Florida  Member
Shannon Davis  George Mason University  Member

**Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Taskforce**

Lisette Garcia  Hispanic Association on Corporate Responsibility  Chair
Marni Brown  Georgia Gwinnett College  Member
Ketty Fernandez  University of Central Florida  Member
Jessica Herling  Virginia Tech  Member
Austin Johnson  Kenyon College  Member
Kecia Johnson  Mississippi State University  Member
Kylie Parrotta  California Polytechnic State University  Member
Bedelia Richards  University of Richmond  Member
Melvin Thomas  North Carolina State University  Member
SSS Publication Teams

Social Currents

Editors
Martha Crowley  
George Wilson

Graduate Editorial Associates
Rachel Lautenschlager  
Brandon P. Martinez  
Kelsey J. Mischke

Editorial Board
Alison Adams  
James Ainsworth  
Rachel Allison  
Jennifer Augustine  
Dustin Avent-Holt  
Jennifer Bickham-Mendez  
Stephanie Bohon  
Enobong (Anna) Hannah Branch  
Reginald Byron  
Tomeka Davis  
Kirsten Dellinger  
Marc Dixon  
Sinikka Elliott  
Maryann Erigha  
Joshua Guetzkow  
Timothy Haney  
James Hawdon  
Jill Kiecolt  
Neal King  
Ana Liberato  
Ryan Light  
Ken-Hou Lin  
Andrew Martin  
Ervin (Maliq) Matthew  
Amy Chasteen Miller  
Robert Perdue  
Jeremy Reynolds  
Jason Shelton  
Darren Sherkat  
Eric Stewart  
Don Tomaskovic-Devey  
Ed Walker  
Jill Yavorsky

North Carolina State University  
University of Miami  
University of Miami  
North Carolina State University  
University of Florida  
Georgia State University  
Mississippi State University  
University of South Carolina  
Georgia Regents University  
The College of William & Mary  
University of Tennessee  
University of Massachusetts, Amherst  
Southwestern University  
Georgia State University  
University of Mississippi  
Dartmouth College  
University of British Columbia  
University of Georgia  
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem  
Mount Royal University  
Virginia Tech  
Virginia Tech  
University of Kentucky  
University of Oregon  
University of Texas, Austin  
The Ohio State University  
University of Cincinnati  
University of Southern Mississippi  
Elon University  
Purdue University  
University of Texas, Arlington  
Southern Illinois University  
Florida State University  
University of Massachusetts, Amherst  
University of California, Los Angeles  
University of North Carolina, Charlotte
Social Currents, the official journal of the Southern Sociological Society, is a broad-ranging social science journal that focuses on cutting-edge research from all methodological and theoretical orientations with implications for national and international sociological communities. The uniqueness of Social Currents lies in its format. The front end of every issue is devoted to short, theoretical, agenda-setting contributions and brief, empirical and policy-related pieces. The back end of every issue includes standard journal articles that cover topics within specific subfields of sociology, as well as across the social sciences more broadly.

The Southern Sociologist

Editor
James Maples Eastern Kentucky University

Graduate Student Editors
Harry Barbee Florida State University
Walker Lee Valdosta State University
Kelsey Mischke North Carolina State University
Manuel A. Ramirez University of Connecticut
Kyndall Tiller Eastern Kentucky University
Nadya Vera University of Tennessee
Della Winters University of Tennessee

Teaching Corner Editor
Sarah Cribbs Randolph Macon College

Teaching Corner Student Editors
Holly Bowman Randolph Macon College

The Southern Sociologist (TSS) is the official publication of the Southern Sociological Society. It is typically published electronically four times a year in the months of May, September, January, and March. The purpose of TSS is to report the news, announcements, and information of interest to the profession and to serve as a medium of communication for the SSS membership on issues affecting the profession Contributions To bring you the news, we need your news! Please send any news of your department and/or colleagues for possible publication in TSS. Articles pertaining to the state of the profession or the discipline are also welcome. To appear in the next issue, submissions must be received by the deadline listed below.

Deadlines for submission to TSS:
Feb. 10th
May 10th
Aug. 10th
Dec. 10th

If you have questions regarding The Southern Sociologist, please contact James Maples (James.Maples@eku.edu).
Anti-Harassment Policy

SSS reminds everyone: Our Annual Meeting is convened for the purposes of professional development and scholarly educational interchange in the spirit of free inquiry and free expression. Harassment of colleagues, students, hotel staff or other conference participants undermines the principle of equity at the heart of these professional fora and is inconsistent with the principles of free inquiry and free expression. Consequently, harassment is considered by SSS to be a serious form of professional misconduct.

The following Anti-Harassment Policy outlines expectations for all those who attend or participate in SSS meetings. It reminds SSS meeting participants that all professional academic ethics and norms apply as standards of behavior and interaction at these meetings.

Purpose

SSS is committed to providing a safe and welcoming conference environment for all participants, free from harassment based on age, race, ethnicity, national origin, religion, language, sexual orientation, gender identity or gender expression, disability, health conditions, socioeconomic status, marital status, domestic status, or parental status (hereafter, simply harassment).

"Participant" in this policy refers to anyone present at SSS meetings, including staff, contractors, vendors, exhibitors, venue staff, SSS members, and all other attendees.

Expected Behavior

All participants at SSS meetings are expected to abide by this Anti-Harassment Policy in all meeting venues including ancillary events as well as official and unofficial social gatherings.

• Follow the norms of professional respect that are necessary to promote the conditions for free academic interchange.
• If you witness potential harm to a conference participant, be proactive in helping to mitigate or avoid that harm.
• Alert conference security personnel or law enforcement if you see a situation in which someone might be in imminent physical danger.

Unacceptable Behavior

Harassment of any participant is unethical behavior under the American Sociological Association Code of Ethics, which offer guiding principles for how sociologists should conduct themselves in all professional activities both in person and online. Harassment consists of a single intense and severe act or of multiple persistent or pervasive acts which are demeaning, abusive, offensive, or create a hostile professional or workplace environment. Harassment may include sexual solicitation, physical advance, or verbal or non-verbal conduct that is sexual in nature; it may also include threatening, intimidating, or hostile acts; circulation of written or graphic material that denigrates or shows hostility toward an individual or group; epithets, slurs, or negative stereotyping based on group identity.

Attendees are encouraged to immediately report instances of harassment during the Annual Meeting to a member of the SSS Executive Committee (see list here https://goo.gl/2Cmduu). To read the American Sociological Association Code of Ethics in its entirety, visit www.asanet.org and follow the link to "Ethics."
Previous SSS Award Recipients

Roll of Honor

2015 Robert Agnew, Emory University
2014 Walter Gove, Vanderbilt University
2014 Kenneth Land, Duke University
2013 John Shelton Reed, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
2012 Ronald Wimberley, North Carolina State University
2011 Charles S. Johnson, Fisk University
2008 Clifton Bryan, Virginia Tech
2008 Patricia Yancey Martin, Florida State University
2006 Richard L. Simpson, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
2002 Ronald L. Akers, University of Florida
1996 Lewis M. Killian, University of West Florida
1995 Charles B. Nam, Florida State University
1994 Alan C. Kerckhoff, Duke University
1990 Rudolf Heberle, Louisiana State University
1989 Kurt W. Back, Duke University
1986 Guy B. Johnson, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
1986 Joseph H. Fichter, Loyola University
1984 Joseph S. Himes, University of North Carolina-Greensboro
1982 Vernon J. Parenton, Louisiana State University
1979 Ernst Borinski, Tougaloo College
1977 Rupert B. Vance, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
1977 T. Lynn Smith, University of Florida

Martin L. Levin Distinguished Service

2019 David Brunsma, Virginia Tech
2016 Dennis R. McSeveney, University of New Orleans
2014 Stephanie Bohon, University of Tennessee-Knoxville
2013 Bob Freymeyer, Presbyterian College
2010 Tom Hood, University of Tennessee
2006 Clifton Bryant, Virginia Tech
2005 Abbott L. Ferriss, Emory University
2004 Catherine Harris, Wake Forest University
2003 Martin L. Levin, Mississippi State University

Distinguished Lectureship

2019 Barbara Risman, University of Illinois Chicago
2015 Jon Shefner, University of Tennessee-Knoxville
2012 Shirley Laska, University of New Orleans
2011 Larry W. Isaac, Vanderbilt University
2008 Larry J. Griffin, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
2007 E.M. Beck, University of Georgia
2016 Earl Wright II, University of Cincinnati
2010 Larry J. Griffin, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
2006 William W. Falk, University of Maryland
2005 Dolores Aldridge, Emory University
2002 John Moland, Jr., Alabama State University
1997 Charles U. Smith, Florida A & M University
1994 Daniel S. Johnson, Dillard University

Katharine Jocher-Belle Boone Beard

2018 Robin W. Simon, Wake Forest University
2015 Holly McCammon, Vanderbilt University
2014 David Maume, University of Cincinnati
2013 Karen Campbell, Vanderbilt University
2010 Irene Padavic, Florida State University
2004 Barbara Risman, North Carolina State University
1999 Patricia Yancey Martin, Florida State University
1995 Rachel Rosenfeld, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

Distinguished Contributions to Teaching

2019 Jody Clay Warner, University of Georgia
2016 Department of Sociology, University of South Florida
2015 Mindy Stombler, Georgia State University
2013 Rebecca Bach, Duke University
2010 Edward I. Kain, Southwestern University
2006 Gregory Weiss, Roanoke College
2005 Idee Winfield, College of Charleston
2004 Maxine Atkinson, North Carolina State University
2002 Clifton D. Bryant, Virginia Tech
2002 Department of Sociology, James Madison University

Charles Gomillion-Joseph Sandy Himes

2019 Cynthia Neal Spence, Spelman College
2019 Charles U. Smith, Florida A&M (posthumous)
2019 John L. Moland, Alabama State University (posthumous)

SSS Junior Scholar Award

2019 Michaela DeSoucey, North Carolina State University
2019 Victor Ray, University of Tennessee
On-Site Accommodations

**SSS Hospitality Suite**
Thursday, April 2  8:30am – 5:15pm  Mainstreet 8
Friday, April 3  8:30am – 5:15pm  Mainstreet 8
Saturday, April 4  8:30am – 3:45pm  Mainstreet 8

**Gender-neutral Bathroom**
The gender-neutral bathroom is on the third floor. (1) By the St. Johns Room and (1) across from City Terrace 7.

**Lactation Room**
SSS is providing a room which may be used by nursing parents. Parents can sign out room keys for the space by visiting the On-Site Registration desk in the Grand Foyer, 2nd floor.
Thursday, April 2  8:30am – 5:15pm  Client Office 3
Friday, April 3  8:30am – 5:15pm  Client Office 3
Saturday, April 4  8:30am – 4:00pm  Client Office 3

**Quiet Room**
SSS is providing a quiet space where members can get away from the hustle and bustle of the conference. Comfortable chairs, tables, and silence will be provided.
Thursday, April 2  8:30am – 5:15pm  Boardroom 4
Friday, April 3  8:30am – 5:15pm  Boardroom 4
Saturday, April 4  8:30am – 4:00pm  Boardroom 4

**Business Center/Printing** (accessible to those with a Hyatt Regency guest room key)
Wednesday April 1 – Saturday April 4  2nd Floor

**Complimentary Wi-Fi**
1. Select Network: @Hyatt_Meeting
2. Username: SSS20
3. Password: SSS20
Schedule at a Glance

Wednesday, 1 April

2:00 PM—6:00 PM

Executive Committee Meeting 1 ................................................................. Mathews

4:00 PM—6:00 PM

On-Site Registration ...................................................................................... Grand Foyer-Registration
Pre-Registration ............................................................................................ Grand Foyer-Registration

5:30 PM—8:30 PM

Welcome Reception, Open Mic, & Candidate Meet and Greet ....................... Grand Ballroom 4

Thursday, 2 April

7:00 AM—8:00 AM

Yoga with Marc Settembrino ........................................................................ Riverdeck 4

8:00 AM—4:00 PM

Book Exhibits ................................................................................................ Grand Foyer Exhibit
Pre-Registration ............................................................................................ Grand Foyer-Registration
On-Site Registration ...................................................................................... Grand Foyer-Registration

8:30 AM—5:15 PM

Quiet Space .................................................................................................... Boardroom 4
Lactation Space ............................................................................................. Client Office 3
SSS Hospitality Suite ..................................................................................... Main Street 08

8:30 AM—9:45 AM

1. Well-Being and Resistance through Self-Narratives of Disability, Health, and Illness [PAPER SESSION] ................................................................. City Terrace 05
2. Ideology and Political Participation [PAPER SESSION] ................................ City Terrace 06
3. Family and the Criminal Justice System [PAPER SESSION] ....................... City Terrace 07
4. Environmental Injustice and Community Response [PAPER SESSION] .......... City Terrace 08
5. Histories of Race, Place, and Violence [PAPER SESSION] ......................... City Terrace 09
8. Understanding Student Success [PAPER SESSION] .............................................................................. Main Street 01
9. Sociology of Reproduction *Sponsored by SWS-South [PAPER SESSION] ....................................... Main Street 02
10. Measures, Data, and Methods [PAPER SESSION] ................................................................................. Main Street 03
11. Religion Defining Family and Sexuality [PAPER SESSION] ................................................................. Main Street 04
12. Social Media, Apps, TV and Health [PAPER SESSION] ........................................................................ Main Street 05
14. The Unbearable Lightness of Teaching: Navigating Course Prep, Personal Research, and Student Support as Graduate Students & Women of Color [PANEL] ......................................................... City Terrace 11

8:30 AM—10:30 AM

Executive Committee Meeting 2 ................................................................. Mathews

8:30 AM—11:15 AM

15. Documentary Film Screening and Discussion I [SPECIAL SESSION] ................................................. City Terrace 04

10:00 AM—11:15 AM

16. Social Change and Narratives of Disability, Health, and Illness [PAPER SESSION] ...................... City Terrace 05
17. Gender and Sexual Identities across the Life Course [PAPER SESSION] ........................................ City Terrace 06
18. Narratives around Criminality and Justice [PAPER SESSION] ............................................................ City Terrace 07
19. Politics and the Possibility of Environmental Progress [PAPER SESSION] ........................................ City Terrace 08
20. Legacies of Educational Institutions and Initiatives Focused on Disadvantaged Populations [PAPER SESSION] .......................................................................................................................... City Terrace 09
21. Historic Black Towns of the South: Place, Identity, and Affirmation [PAPER SESSION] ............... City Terrace 10
22. Theorizing Liberation and Oppression [PAPER SESSION] ................................................................. City Terrace 11
23. Teaching Research Methods and Senior Seminar Using Participatory Action Research and Community Engagement [PAPER SESSION] ............................................................................... Main Street 02
24. The Effects of Institutional Factors on Latinx Undergraduate Students' Perceptions, Experiences, and Outcomes [PAPER SESSION] .................................................................................. Main Street 04
25. Teaching Sociology through Multimedia [PAPER SESSION] .......................................................... Main Street 05
27. Navigating Cisnormativity in the Academy as a Trans* Scholar *Co-sponsored by SWS-South and SSS Committee on Gender and Sexuality [PANEL] ........ City Terrace 12
28. Teaching Sociological Practice *Sponsored by the Committee on Sociological Practice [PANEL] .......................................................................................................................... Grand Ballroom 1 & 2
29. Community College Forum *Organized by ASA and the SSS Committee on Sociology in Community and Small Colleges [PANEL] ................................................................................. Main Street 06
30. GIFTS: Good Ideas for Teaching Sociology and for Publishing in TRAILS [WORKSHOP] .......... Main Street 01
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10:30 AM—11:30 AM

Finance Committee ........................................................................................................................ Mathews

11:30 AM—12:30 PM

Site Selection Committee ................................................................................................................ Mathews

11:30 AM—12:45 PM

31. Mentoring/Networking Event I ................................................................. Grand Ballroom 4
32. Bodily Cares: BMI, Exercise, Nutrition and Teeth [PAPER SESSION] ........................................ City Terrace 05
33. Issues of Gender and Sexuality [PAPER SESSION] ...................................................... City Terrace 06
34. Sociology and the Wake of 2016 [PAPER SESSION] .................................................. City Terrace 07
35. Shaping Environmental Attitudes [PAPER SESSION] .................................................. City Terrace 08
36. Economics, Race, and Family [PAPER SESSION] ....................................................... City Terrace 09
37. Trans Activism in the Southeastern U.S. *Co-sponsored by SWS-South and the SSS Committee on Gender and Sexuality [PAPER SESSION] .................................................... City Terrace 10
38. On the Higher Education Frontline: Marginalized Faculty Members’ and Graduate Students’ Experiences, Consequences, and Strategies [PAPER SESSION] .......... City Terrace 11
39. Gender, Sexualities, and Religion *Sponsored by SWS-South [PAPER SESSION] ........ City Terrace 12
40. Theoretical and Methodological Advances in Computational Sociology [PAPER SESSION] .... Main Street 02
41. Marginalized Mothers/Mothering from the Margins *Co-sponsored by SWS-South and the Committee on Gender and Sexuality [PAPER SESSION] ........................................ Main Street 03
42. Debt, Economic Mobility, and Wealth Inequality [PAPER SESSION] ................................ Main Street 04
43. Sociology of Culture: Music, Literature, and Film [PAPER SESSION] ................................ Main Street 05
45. Navigating the Journal Publication Process: Perspectives from the Editors of Sociological Inquiry and Social Currents *Sponsored by Alpha Kappa Delta (AKD) [PANEL] ............... Main Street 06
47. Poster Meeting Session I: Children/Youth and Consumption [POSTER SESSION] .......... Grand Foyer Nook

11:30 AM—2:15 PM

48. Documentary Film Screening and Discussion II [SPECIAL SESSION] ................................ City Terrace 04

1:00 PM—2:15 PM

Graduate Program Info Session ..................................................................................................... Grand Foyer Nook

Publications Committee ................................................................................................................ Mathews

49. Monumental: Racial Inequalities in Health [PAPER SESSION] ........................................ City Terrace 05
50. Let’s Talk About Sex [PAPER SESSION] ........................................................................ City Terrace 05
51. Race, Public Places, and Virtual Spaces [PAPER SESSION] ............................................. City Terrace 07
52. Environmental Education [PAPER SESSION] ..................................................................... City Terrace 08
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>53.</td>
<td>Gendered Work and Pay [PAPER SESSION]</td>
<td>City Terrace 09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.</td>
<td>Hip Hop &amp; Rap: Making America &quot;Woke&quot; Again (Part II) *Sponsored by</td>
<td>City Terrace 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the Committee on Racial and Ethnic Minorities [PAPER SESSION]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.</td>
<td>Impacts of Social Media in the Lives of Women and Girls [PAPER SESSION]</td>
<td>City Terrace 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56.</td>
<td>Interactions and Perceptions in Workplaces [PAPER SESSION]</td>
<td>City Terrace 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.</td>
<td>The Impact of Barriers and Supports on Marginalized Groups</td>
<td>City Terrace 09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in Educational Settings [PAPER SESSION]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58.</td>
<td>The Reproductive Politics of Child Welfare Systems *Sponsored by</td>
<td>Main Street 03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SWS-South [PAPER SESSION]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td>New Perspectives on Social Media and (in) the Social World [PAPER SESSION]</td>
<td>Main Street 05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.</td>
<td>Sociology of Work and Alienation [PAPER SESSION]</td>
<td>Main Street 06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.</td>
<td>Interviewing Minority Populations *Co-sponsored by SWS-South &amp;</td>
<td>Main Street 04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the Committee on Racial and Ethnic Minorities [PANEL]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stephen Russell, University of Texas-Austin [KEYNOTE]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.</td>
<td>Medical Sociology, Healthcare Access and Utilization [PAPER SESSION]</td>
<td>Main Street 07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.</td>
<td>Gender and Violence [PAPER SESSION]</td>
<td>Main Street 02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.</td>
<td>White Emotions and Language [PAPER SESSION]</td>
<td>Main Street 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67.</td>
<td>Religious Sub- and Countercultures [PAPER SESSION]</td>
<td>Main Street 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.</td>
<td>SSS Distinguished Lecture [PAPER SESSION]</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom 1 &amp; 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.</td>
<td>Teaching Sociological Topics [PAPER SESSION]</td>
<td>Main Street 02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.</td>
<td>Identities, Inequalities, and Family Relationships [PAPER SESSION]</td>
<td>Main Street 03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.</td>
<td>Race, Health, and Socialization [PAPER SESSION]</td>
<td>Main Street 04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72.</td>
<td>Art, Podcasts, and Tourism [PAPER SESSION]</td>
<td>Main Street 05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.</td>
<td>Global Identities and Migration [PAPER SESSION]</td>
<td>Main Street 06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.</td>
<td>Navigating the Academy as a Faculty of Color: From First Job to Full--Tenure and Promotion in the Academy *Sponsored by the Committee on Racial and Ethnic Minorities [PANEL]</td>
<td>City Terrace 09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.</td>
<td>Roundtable: Elitism, Academic Jargon, and Optimizing Access to</td>
<td>City Terrace 07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sociological Knowledge [ROUNDTABLE]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77.</td>
<td>Roundtable: Adolescence and Young Adults [ROUNDTABLE]</td>
<td>City Terrace 07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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78. Roundtable: Rights, People, and Social Action [ROUNDTABLE] ............................................... City Terrace 07
79. Poster Meeting Session II: Health Inequalities, Higher Education, and Intersectional Analysis [POSTER SESSION]........................................................................... Grand Foyer Nook

5:30 PM—7:30 PM

CREM/Committee on Sociology in Small and Community Colleges Happy Hour................................. Off-Site
Intuition Ale Works @ 929 E Bay Street, Jacksonville, FL 32202

SWS-South JASMYN Happy Hour/Silent Auction @ MOCA [OFF-SITE EVENT] ................................. Jacksonville MOCA
Jacksonville MOCA @ 333 N. Laura Street, Jacksonville, FL, 32202

8:00 PM—10:30 PM

Student Mixer and Meet the Candidates ............................................................................................... Off-Site
Intuition Ale Works @ 929 E Bay Street, Jacksonville, FL 32202

Friday, 3 April

7:00 AM—8:00 AM

Yoga with Marc Settembrino .......................................................... Riverdeck 4

8:00 AM—4:00 PM

Book Exhibits ................................................................................................. Grand Foyer Exhibit
Pre-Registration ............................................................................................ Grand Foyer-Registration
On-Site Registration .................................................................................... Grand Foyer-Registration

8:30 AM—5:15 PM

Quiet Space .................................................................................................. Boardroom 4
Lactation Space ............................................................................................. Client Office 3
SSS Hospitality Suite .................................................................................. Main Street 08

8:30 AM—9:45 AM

80. Consuming Health Care: Shared Decision Making, Communication, and Pain [PAPER SESSION].......................... City Terrace 05
81. Gendered and Sexualized Bodies [PAPER SESSION] ........................................................ City Terrace 06
82. Critical Perspectives on Race and Whiteness [PAPER SESSION] .............................................. City Terrace 07
83. End-of-Life, Religion, Islamophobia and Public Health [PAPER SESSION]............................. City Terrace 08
84. Race, Space, and Place I [PAPER SESSION] ............................................................................. City Terrace 09
85. Abuse of Equity in Ourselves Based on Institutions of Power: Perspectives of People of Color [PAPER SESSION]............................... City Terrace 10
86. Health Effects of Immigration [PAPER SESSION].................................................................... City Terrace 12
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87. Sociology of Culture and Consumers [PAPER SESSION] ............................................................ Main Street 01
88. Civic Engagement and Service-Learning in Sociology [PAPER SESSION] ................................ Main Street 03
89. Development and Dynamism, or What Happens when Places Change? [PAPER SESSION] ...... Main Street 04
90. The Impact of Educational Resources, Policies, and Structures on Undergraduate and Graduate Student Outcomes [PAPER SESSION] .................................................. Main Street 05
91. Framing in Social Movements [PAPER SESSION] ....................................................................... Main Street 06
92. Health, Illness, and Disability [PAPER SESSION] ...................................................................... Main Street 07
93. Reproductive Experiences on the Margins *Co-Sponsored by SWS-South & the Committee on Racial and Ethnic Minorities [PANEL] ...................................................... City Terrace 11
94. Trauma, Stress, and Teaching: How Faculty Process and Cope with Secondary Stress [PANEL] ................................................................................................................................. Grand Ballroom 1 & 2

8:30 AM—10:30 AM

Executive Committee Meeting 3 ................................................................................................... Mathews

8:30 AM—11:15 AM

95. Documentary Film Screening and Discussion III [SPECIAL SESSION] ........................................ City Terrace 04

10:00 AM—11:15 AM

Sociologists for Women in Society-South Business Meeting ...................................................... Grand Ballroom 4
96. Understanding Sexual Violence [PAPER SESSION] ................................................................. City Terrace 07
97. Preparing Students for Career Success [PAPER SESSION] ..................................................... City Terrace 08
98. Queer Spaces, Communities, and Rights [PAPER SESSION] .................................................. City Terrace 09
99. Discrimination, Colorism, Whiteness, and Health [PAPER SESSION] .................................... City Terrace 10
100. Gender and Work *Sponsored by SWS-South [PAPER SESSION] ........................................ City Terrace 11
101. Policy in Social Context *Sponsored by the Committee on Sociological Practice [PAPER SESSION] ..................................................................................................................... Main Street 02
102. Sociology of Food [PAPER SESSION] ..................................................................................... Main Street 04
103. Critical Perspectives on Racialization: Popular Culture, LBTQIA+, and Tourism [PAPER SESSION] ............................................................................................................................. Main Street 05

106. Teaching Gender and Sexuality: Challenges and Strategies for Managing Discussion in an Online Environment *Sponsored by the Committee on Gender and Sexuality [PANEL] City Terrace 06
107. Amplifying Marginalized Voices in Sociology *Co-sponsored by SWS-South & the Committee on Racial and Ethnic Minorities [PANEL] ...................................................... City Terrace 12
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11:30 AM—12:45 PM

109. Reflections on Diversity, Equity & Inclusion at SSS ................................................ Grand Ballroom 1 & 2

1:00 PM—2:15 PM

110. Meanings, Memories, and Movements: Local Cultural Processes around the World
   [PAPER SESSION] .............................................................................................................. City Terrace 05
111. Thin and Fat Bodies [PAPER SESSION] ........................................................................... City Terrace 06
112. Du Bois, Critical Race Theory, and the Criminal Justice System [PAPER SESSION] ........ City Terrace 07
113. Sociologies of Multiraciality [PAPER SESSION] .............................................................. City Terrace 09
114. Queer Criminology *Sponsored by SWS-South; SWS-S 2019 Graduate Student Paper Award on the Study of Gender Awardee [PAPER SESSION] ..................... City Terrace 10
115. Parental Stress, Child Well-Being, Gender and Immigrant Status [PAPER SESSION] .......... City Terrace 11
117. The Hunger is Real: An Examination of Food Insecurity in the Deep South [PAPER SESSION] Main Street 04
118. The Effects of Public School Enhancements, Curriculum, and Personnel on Student Outcomes [PAPER SESSION] ........................................................................ Main Street 05
119. Popular Culture and Race [PAPER SESSION] .................................................................. Main Street 06
120. Theorizing Change [PAPER SESSION] ........................................................................... Main Street 07
121. Reformed American Dreams: Welfare Mothers, Higher Education, and Activism
   (Rutgers University Press, 2019), by Sheila M. Katz *Sponsored by SWS-South
   [AUTHOR-MEETS-CURIOUS-READERS] ............................................................................. Grand Ballroom 3
122. Teaching Community-Engaged Courses *Co-sponsored by SWS-South, the Committee on Gender & Sexuality, and the SSS Committee on Sociology in Community
   & Small Colleges [PANEL] ............................................................................................ Grand Ballroom 1 & 2
123. Designing and Strengthening Sociology Service-Learning Courses [WORKSHOP] ............. City Terrace 08
124. How Sociology Programs Can Assist Students to Crack the Job Market: Crafting Learning Outcomes, Syllabi, and Assessments [WORKSHOP] ......................................................... Main Street 01

1:00 PM—3:45 PM

125. Documentary Film Screening and Discussion IV [SPECIAL SESSION] ......................... City Terrace 04

2:30 PM—3:45 PM

126. Gender and Sexuality in the South *Sponsored by the Committee on Gender and Sexuality .......................................................... City Terrace 09
127. Mentoring/Networking Event II ..................................................................................... Grand Ballroom 4
128. Transnational Issues of Gender, Sexuality, and Race [PAPER SESSION] ......................... City Terrace 05
129. Fat Studies: Fatness in Diet and Fitness Culture *Sponsored by SWS-South [PAPER SESSION] ........................................................................ City Terrace 06
130. Dispatches from the Digital Front: Practical Tips on Seizing Opportunities and Meeting the Challenges of Online Learning [PAPER SESSION] ......................... City Terrace 07
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131. Guns in Society [PAPER SESSION] ................................................................. City Terrace 10
132. Adolescence: Risks and Choices [PAPER SESSION] .................................................. City Terrace 11
133. Racialization and Immigration [PAPER SESSION] .................................................. City Terrace 12
134. Applying Sociology in the Community *Sponsored by the Committee on Sociological Practice [PAPER SESSION] .................................................. Grand Ballroom 1 & 2
135. Professional Mobility: Opportunities and Constraints [PAPER SESSION] .................. Main Street 01
136. Theoretical, Methodological, and Political Issues in Research on Higher Education [PAPER SESSION] .......................................................... Main Street 03
137. Producing and Consuming "Food" [PAPER SESSION] ........................................ Main Street 04
138. The Outsized Power of Middle-Class Parents in U.S. Public Schooling [PAPER SESSION] .... Main Street 05
139. Sociological Analyses of Science [PAPER SESSION] ........................................ Main Street 07
141. Get a Helping Hand! The 411 on Teaching Institutions *Co-sponsored by SWS-South and the SSS Committee on Sociology in Community and Small Colleges [PANEL] ........................................ City Terrace 08
142. Contingent Faculty Forum *Organized by ASA [PANEL] ........................................ Main Street 06
143. Connecting Sociology to Job Skills Through Active Learning [WORKSHOP] .............. Main Street 02
144. Poster Meeting Session IV: Community, Political Economy, and Politics & Policy [POSTER SESSION] .......................................................... Grand Foyer Nook

4:00 PM—5:00 PM

Meet the SSS Authors Moment ............................................................................................................. Grand Foyer Nook

4:00 PM—5:15 PM

SSS Black Caucus Meeting ..................................................................................................................... Mathews
146. Fat Studies: Experiencing and Theorizing Fat Oppression *Sponsored by SWS-South [PAPER SESSION] .......................................................... City Terrace 06
147. Race, Space, and Place II [PAPER SESSION] ............................................................. City Terrace 09
148. Legal Consciousness among Law Enforcement and Emergency Department Staff [PAPER SESSION] .......................................................... City Terrace 10
149. Children, Weapons, and Politics [PAPER SESSION] .................................................. City Terrace 11
150. Attitudes toward Immigrants and Immigration [PAPER SESSION] ................................ City Terrace 12
151. Community-Based Research Across the Curriculum [PAPER SESSION] .................... Grand Ballroom 1 & 2
152. Constructing Workplace Identities and Meanings [PAPER SESSION] ......................... Main Street 03
153. Sociological Examination of Food Insecurity [PAPER SESSION] ................................ Main Street 04
154. Labor in Higher Education [PAPER SESSION] .......................................................... Main Street 05
155. Get a Helping Hand! The 411 on Research Institutions *Sponsored by SWS-South [PANEL] ............................................................................ City Terrace 08
156. Navigating a Career with a Lavender Vita *Sponsored by the Committee on Professions [PANEL] .......................................................... Main Street 01
157. Thriving in Grad School: Practical Strategies from Admission to the Job Market [PANEL] .................................................................................. Main Street 06
158. Community Activism in Jacksonville [PANEL] .......................................................... Main Street 07
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159. Roundtable: Theory [ROUNDTABLE] ................................................................. City Terrace 07
160. Roundtable: Race and Mental Health [ROUNDTABLE] ....................................... City Terrace 07
161. Roundtable: Undergraduate/Graduate Presentations [ROUNDTABLE] .............. City Terrace 07

4:00 PM—5:30 PM
SWS-South Self-Care Garden Walk @ the Cummer Museum ................................................... Off-Site

5:45 PM—7:00 PM
Presidential Honors and Convocation Ceremony, Annual Award, and Presidential Address .................................................................................................................. Grand Ballroom 1 & 2

7:00 PM—9:00 PM
Presidential Reception ........................................................................................................... Riverdeck 2 Lower Deck

8:30 PM—10:30 PM
Game Night ........................................................................................................................... City Terrace 12
Come with your card and board games (and beyond) to unwind and get to know your colleagues better in a non-competitive (or slightly less competitive) spirit! This is an informal gathering open to all SSS participants.

Saturday, 4 April

7:00 AM—8:00 AM
Yoga with Marc Settembrino ................................................................................................ Riverdeck 4

7:45 AM—8:30 AM
SSS Business Meeting ........................................................................................................ Mathews

8:00 AM—12:00 PM
Book Exhibits .......................................................................................................................... Grand Foyer Exhibit
On-Site Registration ............................................................................................................. Grand Foyer-Registration
Pre-Registration .................................................................................................................... Grand Foyer-Registration

8:30 AM—3:45 PM
SSS Hospitality Suite .......................................................................................................... Main Street 08

8:30 AM—4:00 PM
Quiet Space ............................................................................................................................. Boardroom 4
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Lactation Space ........................................................................................................................... Client Office 3

8:30 AM—9:45 AM

SSS Committee Meetings *Allotted meeting time for all other SSS committees not already listed in program ................................................................. Grand Ballroom 4
Executive Committee Meeting 4 ............................................................................................. Mathews
162. Geography Matters and Threats to Health [PAPER SESSION] ........................................ City Terrace 05
163. Factors Affecting and Affected by Family Demographics [PAPER SESSION] ................ City Terrace 06
164. Black Racial Attitudes, Frames, and Epistemologies [PAPER SESSION] ....................... City Terrace 07
165. Embodiment, Multiraciality, and Empowerment [PAPER SESSION] ............................... City Terrace 08
166. Corporations, Workers, and Communities [PAPER SESSION] .......................................... City Terrace 10
167. Race, Social Control, Disciplinary Practices, and Outcomes in Public Schools [PAPER SESSION] .............................................................. City Terrace 11
169. Incels and Hate Groups [PAPER SESSION] ........................................................................ Main Street 01
170. Substance Use and Abuse [PAPER SESSION] ................................................................. Main Street 03
171. Social Movements: Pathways to Barriers and Successes [PAPER SESSION] ................... Main Street 04
172. Doing and Teaching Applied Sociology: Indianapolis as a Classroom [PANEL] .............. Main Street 02

10:00 AM—11:15 AM

174. Mentoring/Networking Event III .................................................................................. Grand Ballroom 4
175. LGBTQ Health, HIV/AIDS, Stress and Suicide Intention [PAPER SESSION] .................. City Terrace 05
176. Families Facing Challenges [PAPER SESSION] ............................................................ City Terrace 06
177. SWS-South: Status and Experiences of LGBTQ+ Youth and Young Adults [PAPER SESSION] City Terrace 07
178. Community and Campus-Based Undergraduate Research [PAPER SESSION] ................ City Terrace 08
179. Transactional Approaches to Race: Emerging Scholarship on Race and Markets *Sponsored by the Committee on Racial and Ethnic Minorities [PAPER SESSION] ................................................................. City Terrace 09
180. New Perspectives on Race and Racialization [PAPER SESSION] ...................................... City Terrace 10
181. Identities, Sports, and Evening the Playing Field [PAPER SESSION] ............................... City Terrace 11
182. DIY Making and Making Identity [PAPER SESSION] ..................................................... City Terrace 12
183. Sociological Practice and Public Sociology *Sponsored by the Committee on Sociological Practice [PAPER SESSION] .......................... Main Street 02
184. Considerations When Working with the Hidden Homeless [PAPER SESSION] ................ Main Street 03
185. Reversing the ‘Gaze’ on Racism, Speciesism, and Spectacle [PAPER SESSION] ............... Main Street 04
186. Cultures with(out) Beer and Alcohol: Opportunities and Constraints [PAPER SESSION] .... Main Street 05
187. Careers in Medical Sociology: Pathways and Possibilities *Sponsored by the Committee on Sociological Practice [PANEL] .................. Main Street 01

10:00 AM—12:45 PM

188. Documentary Film Screening and Discussion V [SPECIAL SESSION] ............................. City Terrace 04
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11:30 AM—12:45 PM

189. Empowering Women [PAPER SESSION] ................................................................. City Terrace 06
190. Medical Sociology: State Authority, Public Safety, Capitalist Production
   and Social Capital [PAPER SESSION] ........................................................................... City Terrace 07
191. Social Inequalities [PAPER SESSION] ......................................................................... City Terrace 09
192. On Race and Policing: Lived Experience and Public Culture [PAPER SESSION] .... City Terrace 10
193. Alcohol Production, Distribution, and Consumption [PAPER SESSION] ............... City Terrace 11
194. Social Psychological Identity Development [PAPER SESSION] .............................. City Terrace 12
195. Affordable Housing, Housing Insecurity, and Homelessness [PAPER SESSION] ... Main Street 03
196. Emotional Labor and Empathy Work in Medicine, Museums,
   Theme Parks [PAPER SESSION] .................................................................................. Main Street 04
197. Fascism, Racism, and Oppression in the 21st Century—Why Palestine Matters [PANEL].... City Terrace 05
198. Applying Lived Experience in Sociological Practice: A "Write Where It Hurts" Panel
   *Sponsored by the Committee on Sociological Practice [PANEL] .............................. City Terrace 08
199. Finding Your Path: Reflections on Moving into Administrative Leadership Positions
   [PANEL] .......................................................................................................................... Main Street 01
200. Sociologists Doing Activism [PANEL] ........................................................................ Main Street 02
201. Graduate Students in Action: Navigating Action-Oriented Scholarship in Graduate
   School [PANEL] ........................................................................................................... Main Street 05

1:00 PM—2:15 PM

203. Whiteness, Otherizing, and Borders: Rhetorics and Logics [PAPER SESSION] ............ City Terrace 06
204. Mental Health, Care, the Gendered DSM and Genetic Counseling [PAPER SESSION] ..... City Terrace 08
205. Global Perspectives on Racism, Racialization, and Place [PAPER SESSION] ................ City Terrace 10
206. Positionality and Performance: Vertical and Horizontal Masculinities [PAPER SESSION] .... City Terrace 11
207. Social Interaction, Community Building, and Development Debates [PAPER SESSION] City Terrace 12
208. Games, Gaming, and Socialization [PAPER SESSION] .............................................. Main Street 01
209. Community Based Research and Public Sociology [PAPER SESSION] ........................ Main Street 02
210. Living Place: Eviction, Discrimination, and Place-Making [PAPER SESSION] ............. Main Street 03
211. Sociological Topics [PAPER SESSION] ....................................................................... Main Street 04
212. More Than the Eye Can CV: Repackaging Academic Skills for Non-Academic Careers
   [WORKSHOP] ............................................................................................................. City Terrace 09

1:00 PM—3:45 PM

213. Documentary Film Screening and Discussion VI [SPECIAL SESSION] ..................... City Terrace 04
## Detailed Schedule Wednesday, 1 April

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM–6:00 PM</td>
<td>Executive Committee Meeting 1</td>
<td>Mathews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM–6:00 PM</td>
<td>On-Site Registration</td>
<td>Grand Foyer-Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM–6:00 PM</td>
<td>Pre-Registration</td>
<td>Grand Foyer-Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM–8:30 PM</td>
<td>Welcome Reception, Open Mic, &amp; Candidate Meet and Greet</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Detailed Schedule Thursday, 2 April

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00 AM–8:00 AM</td>
<td><strong>Yoga with Marc Settembrino</strong>&lt;br&gt;Rise and shine with an accessible yoga practice lead by Marc Settembrino. This practice includes breathwork, movement, and meditation. Perfect for all bodies and levels of experience. Mats and props provided, or bring your own. Rainsite is Mainstreet 8 on 4th Floor.&lt;br&gt;<strong>Organizer:</strong> Marc Settembrino, Southeastern Louisiana University</td>
<td>Riverdeck 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM–4:00 PM</td>
<td><strong>Book Exhibits</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Pre-Registration</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Quiet Space</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Lactation Space</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>SSS Hospitality Suite</strong></td>
<td>Grand Foyer Exhibit Grand Foyer-Registration Boardroom 4 Client Office 3 Main Street 08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM–9:45 AM</td>
<td><strong>Session 1. Well-Being and Resistance through Self-Narratives of Disability, Health, and Illness - Paper Session</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Organizer:</strong> Sara Green, University of South Florida&lt;br&gt;<strong>Presider:</strong> Sara Green, University of South Florida&lt;br&gt;• &quot;Our Child is Mentally Ill&quot;: Living This New Reality through the Confusion, Anxiety, and Uncertainty-- Douglas Engelman, University of South Florida&lt;br&gt;• Bi-Squared Narratives: Social Change at the Intersection of Bisexuality and Bipolar Disorder-- Jennie Lambert, Georgia State University&lt;br&gt;• Creating and Selling Art Gives Me a Sense of Independence: Narratives of the Importance of Art in the Lives of Artists with Disabilities-- Melinda Leigh Maconi, University of South Florida&lt;br&gt;• Tweeting Disability: Threads as Tools for Coping and Conflict Management Online-- Heather Sue McDonald, University of Georgia&lt;br&gt;• The Color of Hope: Narratives of Illness, Oppressive Immigration Policies, and Undocumented Americans-- Girsea Martinez Rosas, University of South Florida</td>
<td>City Terrace 05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM–9:45 AM</td>
<td><strong>Session 2. Ideology and Political Participation - Paper Session</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Presider:</strong> Corinne Castro, Texas Lutheran University</td>
<td>City Terrace 06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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• The Effects of Religious Affiliation and Party Identification on Political Participation-- Ashleigh Victoria Venezia, University of North Carolina-Charlotte; Scott Fitzgerald, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
• A Review of Texas Voting Rights and Minority Suppression: From 1800's to the Present-- Corinne Castro, Texas Lutheran University; Christina Resendez, Texas Lutheran University
• Supporting the President in a #NotMyPresident Context: Experiences of College-Aged Trump Supporters at a Liberal Arts University-- Madison Adams, Southwestern University
• Who Agrees with Online Hate: Support for President Trump and the Appeal of Hate-- Matthew John Costello, Clemson University; James Hawdon, Virginia Tech

8:30 AM–9:45 AM  Session 3. Family and the Criminal Justice System - Paper Session
Presider: Steven Tucker Keener, Christopher Newport University
• Examining the Opioid Epidemic Through Policies and Family Impact-- Bradford Shin, Davidson College
• The Moderating Effects of Religiosity on the Relationship Between Child Abuse, Negative Affect, and Deviant Coping: An Examination of General Strain Theory-- Christopher Purser, University of North Alabama; Tim McClure, University of South Carolina Aiken
• The Reentry Experiences of Parents: An In-Depth Look at Virginia-- Ashley Irving, Christopher Newport University; Steven Tucker Keener, Christopher Newport University
• #WeGotUsNow: Activism and Community Engagement Among Children of Incarcerated Parents-- Ashley Pointer, Howard University; Bahiyyah Muhammad, Howard University; Brittany Gatewood, Howard University; Amanda Castillo, Howard University; Sydni Turner, Howard University; Emerald Jones, Howard University; April Greene, Howard University

8:30 AM–9:45 AM  Session 4. Environmental Injustice and Community Response - Paper Session
Presider: Nadya M Vera, University of Tennessee-Knoxville
• Risk, Recreancy, and Environmental Illnesses-- Nadya M Vera, University of Tennessee-Knoxville
• Environmental Justice in the American South: An Intersectional Analysis of Black Women Farmworkers-- Anne Saville, University of Florida; Alison Adams, University of Florida
• Chemical Contamination and Toxic Uncertainty: The Case of Genx and PFAs in the Water Supply--Grace Marie Wickham, North Carolina State University; Thomas Shriver, North Carolina State University
• Contextualizing Indigenous (Adivasi) Women's Opposition to Land Inheritance in Jharkhand, India-- Pallavi Raonka, Virginia Tech; Alana Calhoun, Virginia Tech; Alex Enriquez, Virginia Tech; Bailey Turnicky, Virginia Tech

8:30 AM–9:45 AM  Session 5. Histories of Race, Place, and Violence - Paper Session
Presider: Courtney Echols, University of California-Irvine
• Racial and Ethnic Trends in Homeownership After the Recession- What is the Role of Household Formation?-- Janeria Easley, Emory University
• Histories Of Anti-Black Violence & Contemporary Black Death In The Murder Capital Of America-- Courtney Echols, University of California-Irvine
• Race/Ethnicity and Family Structure: An Exploration of Residential Segregation-- Colleen Elizabeth Wynn, University of Indianapolis
• "Natural Disasters Don't Kill People, Governments Kill People": Hurricane Maria, Puerto Rico, and Interstices of Neglect-- Adam Michael Straub, Oklahoma State University

8:30 AM–9:45 AM  Session 6. Factors Affecting Public School Perceptions and Choices - Paper Session
Presider: Brian Holzman, Rice University
• White Residents Discuss the Challenges of Improving Public Schools in Montgomery, AL after Visiting the Legacy Museum-- Brett Lehman, Auburn University at Montgomery
• The Perceptions of Private and Suburban Public Schools among Middle Class Parents: Evidence from Albany, New York-- Paul Knudson, Methodist University
• Newcomer School Choice in a Large, Urban School District-- Brian Holzman, Rice University; Camila Cigarroa Kennedy, Rice University

8:30 AM–9:45 AM  Session 7. The Black and Southern Roots of American Sociology - Paper Session
Organizer: Earl Wright II, University of Cincinnati
Presider: Earl Wright II, University of Cincinnati
• "Those Who Commit the Murders, Write the Reports": What Ida B. Wells-Barnett Taught Us About Black Lives Matter-- Shaonta' Allen, University of Cincinnati
• Real Tea, All Shade: Getting the Record Straight on Augustus Granville Dill-- Marcus Brooks, University of Cincinnati
• Half the Work, Double the Recognition: Underdeveloped Sociological Research Methods in the American Journal of Sociology, 1895-1919-- Kalasia Ojeh, University of
Louisville

- *A Well-Dressed Lie and the Naked Truth: The Contributions of HBCUs to American Sociology* -- Earl Wright II, University of Cincinnati

8:30 AM–9:45 AM **Session 8. Understanding Student Success - Paper Session**

Presider: Alison Rose Buck, Eastern Kentucky University

- *Examining Motivational Factors for Student Success in Social Statistics Class* -- Tze-Li Hsu, Sam Houston State University; Kelsey Priebe, Sam Houston State University
- *Transparency Matters, But Does It Matter More Online? Comparing the Impact of Transparency in Learning and Teaching in an Online and Face-to-Face Context* -- Alison Rose Buck, Eastern Kentucky University
- *The Importance of Sociology to Premed Students at University of Maryland Baltimore County* -- Fariha Khalid, University of Maryland Baltimore Country
- *Building Better Scholars: A Sociological Approach to Mentorship and Graduate Teacher Training* -- Erica Toothman, University of South Florida; Christina Partin, University of South Florida

8:30 AM–9:45 AM **Session 9. Sociology of Reproduction *Sponsored by SWS-South - Paper Session**

Organizer: Shannon K. Carter, University of Central Florida

Presider: Ashley Kim, Vanderbilt University

- *Fertility at Your Fingertips: The Racialized and Gendered Discourse of Fertility-Based Medical Technologies* -- Ashley Kim, Vanderbilt University
- *Sex Positivity, Empowerment, and Informed Citizenship: Framing Sexuality and Reproduction in Teen Vogue Magazine* -- Estefany Londono, University of Central Florida
- *Defending Abortion Access: Clinic-Centered Activism in Mississippi* -- Kimberly Kelly, Mississippi State University
- *Who Gets Access to Maternity Leave? The Intersection of Race and Class* -- Ja’Nya Jenoch, University of Central Florida

8:30 AM–9:45 AM **Session 10. Measures, Data, and Methods - Paper Session**

Presider: Terrence Hill, University of Arizona

- *Limitations of Fixed-Effects Models for Panel Data* -- Terrence Hill, University of Arizona; Andrew Davis, North Carolina State University; J. Micah Roos, Virginia Tech; Michael French, University of Miami
- *Assessment of Nonresponse Bias in a Citizen Satisfaction Survey of Law Enforcement Services* -- Russell E. Ward, Francis Marion University
- *Use of the Carers Assessment of Difficulties Index in Treatment-Resistant Epilepsy: Psychometric Evaluation*
Session 11. Religion Defining Family and Sexuality - Paper Session
Presider: Ashley French, Graduate Center-CUNY/Rollins College

- Family Pastors and the Search for the Elusive "Strong Family"-- Kimberly Brackett, Auburn University at Montgomery; David Feltmate, Auburn University at Montgomery
- A Family Affair? Parental Choice and Church Expectations for Children's Religious Socialization-- Laura Megan Krull, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill; Taylor Hobgood, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
- Young and Faithful: Identity, Religion and Sex-- Ashley French, Graduate Center-CUNY/Rollins College
- Conditional Hospitality as Lived Religion: LGBTQ Marginalization in a Southern Community-- Betsie Garner, Tennessee Tech University

Session 12. Social Media, Apps, TV and Health - Paper Session
Presider: Ananya Sarker, Case Western Reserve University

- Digital Pornography, Depression and Public Health-- Jennifer Johnson, Virginia Commonwealth University; Susan Bodnar Deren, Virginia Commonwealth University; Julie Honnold, Virginia Commonwealth University
- Medicalizing/Psychologizing and Trivializing OCD Through Apps-- Dana Fennell, University of Southern Mississippi
- Television Representations of Doulas and the Biomedicalization of Childbirth-- Katherine Knop, Winthrop University
- Cyber-Harassment, Race, and Mental Health: How Social Identity Connects Offline and Online Space-- Ryan Gibson, Emory University

Session 13. Welcome to Wherever We Are: A Memoir of Family, Caregiving, and Redemption (Rutgers University Press, 2020), by Deborah Cohan - Author-Meets-Curious-Readers
Organizer: Deborah Cohan, University of South
Carolina-Beaufort

Presider: Michallene McDaniel, University of North Georgia

- Author-- Deborah Cohan, University of South Carolina-Beaufort
- Curious Reader-- Danielle Currier, Randolph College
- Curious Reader-- Nazneen Kane, Randolph-Macon College
- Curious Reader-- Laura Simon, Mercer University

8:30 AM–9:45 AM  
Session 14. The Unbearable Lightness of Teaching: Navigating Course Prep, Personal Research, and Student Support as Graduate Students & Women of Color - Panel

Organizer: Asantewaa Darkwa, Georgia State University

Presider: Asantewaa Darkwa, Georgia State University

- Asantewaa Darkwa, Georgia State University
- Dresden Lackey, Georgia State University
- Hersheda Patel, Georgia State University
- Tiara Giddings, Georgia State University
- Asheli Atkins, Texas A&M University

8:30 AM–10:30 AM  
Executive Committee Meeting 2

8:30 AM–11:15 AM  
Session 15. Documentary Film Screening and Discussion I

Special Session

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  
Session 16. Social Change and Narratives of Disability, Health, and Illness - Paper Session

Organizer: Sara Green, University of South Florida

Presider: Donileen Loseke, University of South Florida

- Narratives as Tools for Social Change: The Case of Narratives of Disability, Health, and Illness-- Donileen Loseke, University of South Florida; Sara Green, University of South Florida
- The Sociological Importance of Moving Beyond Individual Narratives-- Carley Geiss, University of South Florida; Justine Egner, University of Wisconsin, LaCrosse
- "I Want to Go Places on My Own": A Narrative Construction of Post-secondary Experiences at Virginia Commonwealth University's Inclusive ACE-IT in College-- Lau Stephanie, Virginia Commonwealth University; Aliza Weiss, Virginia Commonwealth University
- Your Stories Are Our Stories: Narrative Construction of Organizational Identity in a Cancer-Specific Health Non-Profit Organization-- Katie Hilderbrand, University of South Florida
- GoFund Transitions: Trans Crowdfunding Narratives and the Construction of Medical and Financial Need-- Hayden Fulton, University of South Florida
10:00 AM–11:15 AM  Session 17. Gender and Sexual Identities across the Life Course  - Paper Session  
**City Terrace 06**  
**Presider:** LaTonya Jean Trotter, Vanderbilt University  
- *Beyond the Work/Retirement Dichotomy: An Intersectional Analysis of Older U.S. Men's and Women's Micro-Paths*-- Phyllis Moen, University of Minnesota; Sarah Flood, University of Minnesota; Janet Wang, University of Minnesota  
- *Gender Matters: How Men and Women in Older Adulthood Differ in Conceptualizing Wisdom*-- Kathryn E Hartikka, University of Florida  
- *Masculinity and Dependence among Clients in a Long-term Care Organization*-- LaTonya Jean Trotter, Vanderbilt University  
- "*Who's Afraid of Aging?: How Gender and Sexuality Influence Aging Anxiety in Midlife*"-- Harry Barbee, Florida State University

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  Session 18. Narratives around Criminality and Justice - Paper Session  
**City Terrace 07**  
**Presider:** Denise Bissler, Randolph-Macon College  
- "*No One Ever Forced Them To*: Law Enforcement Perceptions of and Experiences with Human Sex Trafficking*-- Chloe Rachel Parker, Mississippi State University  
- *Unleashing Justice?: How States are Using Legal Powers against Those who Fostered the Opioid Epidemic*-- Cheri Chambers, Saint Leo University; Denise Bissler, Randolph-Macon College  
- *Victims, Villains, and Heroes: Narrative Identities and Formula Stories at the Gun Range*-- Christina Partin, University of South Florida  
- *Reconciling Inconsistent Definitions of Mass Shootings: Analyzing 50 Years of Data*-- Linda M. Waldron, Christopher Newport University; Kelley Calvin, Christopher Newport University

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  Session 19. Politics and the Possibility of Environmental Progress - Paper Session  
**City Terrace 08**  
**Presider:** Jenna Lamphere, Texas A&M University, Galveston  
- *Preparing U.S. Cities for a Green New Deal: Insights from the 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act*-- Jenna Lamphere, Texas A&M University, Galveston  
- *An Environmental Justice Success Story: ReGenesis, Community Resilience, and Anti-Toxics Activism in Spartanburg, South Carolina*-- Rhiannon Leebrick, Wofford College; Matthew Newton, Wofford College; Amy Telligman, Wofford College  
- *A Problem-Solving, Socially Just, GIS-Modeling Strategy*
10:00 AM–11:15 AM Session 20. Legacies of Educational Institutions and Initiatives Focused on Disadvantaged Populations - Paper Session

Presider: Marie Jipguep-Akhtar, Howard University

- "Where Do We Go From Here?": Lessons from the HBCU Legacies Project -- Marie Jipguep-Akhtar, Howard University; Akiv Dawson, Howard University; walda katz-fishman, Howard University
- *Canonizing DuBois’s Atlanta Sociological Laboratory as a Foundation for Sociological Inquiry Related to Black Education* -- Kierra Nicole Toney, University of Cincinnati

10:00 AM–11:15 AM Session 21. Historic Black Towns of the South: Place, Identity, and Affirmation - Paper Session

Organizer: Susan Pearce, East Carolina University
Presider: Susan Pearce, East Carolina University

- *Black Catholic Education: Catholic Hill, SC -- A Case Study* -- Alison McLetchie, South Carolina State University
- Historically "Black Towns": A Profile of a Sample of Existing Municipalities -- Mamadi Corra, East Carolina University
- *Princeville, North Carolina in Reconstructed Heritage* -- Susan Pearce, East Carolina University

10:00 AM–11:15 AM Session 22. Theorizing Liberation and Oppression - Paper Session

Presider: Thomas Konrad, UNC Chapel Hill Sheps Center

- *It's About time: Applying Norbert Elias's Social Theory to the 21st Century* -- Thomas Robert Konrad, UNC Chapel Hill Sheps Center
- *Incredulous Onlookers and the Origins of Charisma* -- Paul Joosse, University of Hong Kong
- *Putting Cooley's Sympathetic Introspection in Your Pedagogical Toolbox* -- Charles E. Walton, University of Lynchburg
- *Paternalistic Leadership Model in the Context of Turkey's Middle East Policy* -- Zeynep Ozalp, Istanbul Medeniyet University

10:00 AM–11:15 AM Session 23. Teaching Research Methods and Senior Seminar Using Participatory Action Research and Community Engagement - Paper Session

Presider: Thomas Konrad, UNC Chapel Hill Sheps Center

- *It's About time: Applying Norbert Elias’s Social Theory to the 21st Century* -- Thomas Robert Konrad, UNC Chapel Hill Sheps Center
- *Incredulous Onlookers and the Origins of Charisma* -- Paul Joosse, University of Hong Kong
- *Putting Cooley's Sympathetic Introspection in Your Pedagogical Toolbox* -- Charles E. Walton, University of Lynchburg
- *Paternalistic Leadership Model in the Context of Turkey's Middle East Policy* -- Zeynep Ozalp, Istanbul Medeniyet University
Detailed Schedule
Thursday, 2 April

Organizers: Alicia Brunson, Georgia Southern University; Ned Rinalducci, Georgia Southern University
Presiders: Alicia Brunson, Georgia Southern University; Ned Rinalducci, Georgia Southern University

- Stress and Success Rates of Students Who Participated in Advanced and Regular High School Curriculums: Trends in the GA Southern Armstrong Campus-- Shannon Smith, Georgia Southern; Sarah Mohnkern, Georgia Southern University; Sarah Johnson, Georgia Southern University
- Influences Across Home, Work, and School Domains Influence Nutrition and Productivity of College Students-- Rebeca Montes, Georgia Southern University; Virginia Griffin, Georgia Southern University; Jamecia Wilkerson, Georgia Southern University; Tristian Hibbard, Georgia Southern University
- Surveying How Age, Gender, and Anticipated Income Effect Considerations of Adoption Among Students on the Armstrong Campus of Georgia Southern University-- Emma Loncon, Georgia Southern University; Erin Flaxman, Georgia Southern University
- Are There Differences Concerning The Medical Treatments of Vietnam Veterans and Operation Iraqi Freedom Veterans Diagnosed with PTSD?-- Alicia Stoutamire, Georgia Southern University; Roshawnia Dejesus, Georgia Southern University; Tazha Williams, Georgia Southern University
- Student Veterans and the College Experience-- Tiffany Sevigny, Georgia Southern University

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  Session 24. The Effects of Institutional Factors on Latinx Undergraduate Students' Perceptions, Experiences, and Outcomes - Paper Session
Presider: Ingrid Fernandez Arguelles, Florida Gulf Coast University

- By Designation or Design? Campus Climate at a Newly Designated Hispanic Serving Institution-- Jonathan Michael Cox, University of Central Florida; Ashley Stone, University of Central Florida; Kinyel Ragland, University of Central Florida; Shannon K. Carter, University of Central Florida; J. Scott Carter, University of Central Florida
- Growing Up Puerto Rican: College Students' Reality of Staying in Puerto Rico Post-Maria-- Bianca Pizarro Vazquez, University of Central Florida; Fernando Rivera, University of Central Florida
- Latina Undergraduate Students: Hard Work, Resilience, and Shared Identity-- Ingrid Fernandez Arguelles, Florida Gulf Coast University
- Investigating Florida’s Hispanic Serving Institutions--
10:00 AM–11:15 AM  **Session 25. Teaching Sociology through Multimedia - Paper Session**

**Presider:** Bradley Koch, Georgia College

- *Writing an Op-ed as a Course Assignment*— Raj Ghoshal, Elon University
- *Hashtag Teaching: The Use of Crowdsourced Syllabi and Social Media as Tools for Teaching Sociology*— Celeste Lee, Spelman College
- *Integrating Podcasts into the Classroom: Helping Undergraduate Students Become Creators and Consumers of Sociological Knowledge*— Katherine Ann Beardall, Indiana University; Jessica Calarco, Indiana University
- *Facebook as a Replacement for Learning Management Systems*— Bradley Koch, Georgia College


**Organizer:** Amy Blackstone, University of Maine

**Presider:** Deborah Cohan, University of South Carolina-Beaufort

- *Author*— Amy Blackstone, University of Maine
- *Curious Reader*— Deborah Cohan, University of South Carolina-Beaufort
- *Curious Reader*— Heather Downs, Jacksonville University
- *Curious Reader*— Ashley Kim, Vanderbilt University
- *Curious Reader*— Marybeth Stalp, University of Northern Iowa

**Discusssant:**

- Amy Blackstone, University of Maine

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  **Session 27. Navigating Cisnormativity in the Academy as a Trans* Scholar *Co-sponsored by SWS-South and SSS Committee on Gender and Sexuality - Panel**

**Organizer:** Nik M. Lampe, University of South Carolina

**Presider:** J. Erica Sumerau, University of Tampa

- J. Erica Sumerau, University of Tampa
- Naomi Simmons-Thorne, University of South Carolina
- Blu Buchanan, University of California - Davis
- Baker A. Rogers, Georgia Southern University
- Austin H. Johnson, Kenyon College

**Discusssant:**

- J. Erica Sumerau, University of Tampa

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  **Session 28. Teaching Sociological Practice *Sponsored by the Committee on Sociological Practice - Panel**

**Organizer:** Amy Donley, University of Central Florida

**Main Street 05**

**Grand Ballroom 3**

**City Terrace 12**

**Grand Ballroom 1 & 2**
Presider: Amy Donley, University of Central Florida
- Amy Donley, University of Central Florida
- Mandi N. Barringer, University of North Florida
- Danielle Currier, Randolph College
- Janis Prince, Saint Leo University
Discussant:
- Amy Donley, University of Central Florida

10:00 AM–11:15 AM Session 29. Community College Forum *Organized by ASA and the SSS Committee on Sociology in Community and Small Colleges - Panel
Organizer: Diego de los Rios, American Sociological Association
Presider: Diego de los Rios, American Sociological Association

10:00 AM–11:15 AM Session 30. GIFTS: Good Ideas for Teaching Sociology and for Publishing in TRAILS - Workshop
Organizer: Elizabeth Grauerholz, University of Central Florida
Presider: Elizabeth Grauerholz, University of Central Florida
Panelists: Elizabeth Grauerholz, University of Central Florida
Andrea Hunt, University of North Alabama
Julia Waity, University of North Carolina Wilmington
Bradley Nash, Appalachian State University

10:30 AM–11:30 AM Finance Committee

11:30 AM–12:30 PM Site Selection Committee

11:30 AM–12:45 PM Session 31. Mentoring/Networking Event I
Thursday and Friday sessions are designated for research and teaching discussions with senior scholars.

11:30 AM–12:45 PM Session 32. Bodily Cares: BMI, Exercise, Nutrition and Teeth - Paper Session
Presider: Sarah Hattaberg, The College of Charleston
- *Disentangling Racial/Ethnic and Income Disparities of Food Retail Environments and Obesity Prevalence*-- Yingru Li, University of Central Florida; Shuoyang Wang, Auburn University; Guanqun Cao, Auburn University
- *Nutrition and Lifestyle Patterns of Andean Rural-to-Urban Migrants Living in Pueblos Jovenes of Lima, Peru*-- Jacqueline J. Pujol, University of Virginia; Natalie Mar Cordero, University of Virginia
- *Correlation between BMI and Length of Time in the U.S. for Latina Immigrants: Preliminary Results from a Healthy Eating Intervention in Alabama*-- Barbara Hansen, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Isabel Scarinci, University of Alabama-Birmingham
• Working Out at Work or After Work: The Relationship between Work and Recreational Physical Activity by Age and Educational Attainment-- Alejandra Maria Colon Lopez, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Jalal Uddin, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Elizabeth Baker, University of Alabama-Birmingham

• Lay Explanations of Visible Dental Decay and Oral Health as Embodied Cultural Capital-- Nathan Palmer, Georgia Southern University; Alicia Cumberlander, Georgia Southern University

11:30 AM–12:45 PM  Session 33. Issues of Gender and Sexuality - Paper Session
Presider: Caitlin Renee Haggard, Morehead State University

• Homoeroticism and Masculinity in Male Sports Locker Rooms-- Parker Dean Sturm, Birmingham-Southern College

• Connecting Theory to Method: Why Expanding Conceptions of Gender Measurement is Essential in Trans and Non-binary Scholarship.-- Penny Harvey, Georgia Southern University

• The Effects of Toxic Masculinity on Transgender Men-- Caitlin Renee Haggard, Morehead State University

11:30 AM–12:45 PM  Session 34. Sociology and the Wake of 2016 - Paper Session
Presider: Elizabeth Nicole Ruth Grimsley, East Carolina University

• Toxic Patriotism-- Elizabeth Nicole Ruth Grimsley, East Carolina University

• Revolution or Resistance: A Reevaluation of the 2016 Election and its Aftermath-- Glenn Coffey, University of North Florida

• Racist and Antiracist Media Discourse: A Comparison of News Media Reporting on Donald Trump and David Duke-- Peter Shrock, Southeastern Louisiana University; John Boulahanis, Southeastern Louisiana University

• Symbolic Racism and Firearm Policy-- Benjamin Dowd-Arrow, Florida State University; Amy Burdette, Florida State University; Terrence Hill, University of Arizona; Daniel Tope, Florida State University; Jeremy Uecker, Baylor University

11:30 AM–12:45 PM  Session 35. Shaping Environmental Attitudes - Paper Session
Presider: Mary Elizabeth Doucette, Eckerd College

• The Influence of State Political Party Affiliation: Land Use Changes between 1992 and 2012-- Mary Elizabeth Doucette, Eckerd College

• Gender and Climate Change Views in Context: A Cross-National Multilevel Analysis-- Kyle Knight, University of Alabama-Huntsville; Jennifer Givens, Utah State University
- *Interactions and Institutions: Symbolic Interactionist Tools for Assessing Community Resilience*-- Braden Thomas Leap, Mississippi State University

11:30 AM–12:45 PM  **Session 36. Economics, Race, and Family - Paper Session**  
**Presider:** Megan Steele, University of Georgia  
- *Working While on Leave*-- Gayle Kaufman, Davidson College  
- *A Content Analysis of How Socioeconomic Status and Belonging to the LGBT+ Community Intersectionality Affects the Family Concept*-- Simon Marcus Demarco, Flagler College  
- *Family Economic Stress and African American Adolescent Academic Engagement: Does Family Stress or Family Investment Better Explain the Link?*-- Megan Steele, University of Georgia; Leslie Gordon Simons, University of Georgia  
- *Race and Parenting in the Public Sphere: An Ethnographic Study of Child’s Play at a Local Suburban Neighborhood Park*-- Miranda Pam Geffrey, Davidson College  

11:30 AM–12:45 PM  **Session 37. Trans Activism in the Southeastern U.S.**  
*Co-sponsored by SWS-South and the SSS Committee on Gender and Sexuality - Paper Session*  
**Presider:** Baker A. Rogers, Georgia Southern University  
- *Small Campus, Big Changes: Working to Improve the LGBTQ+ College Experience in the Rural South*-- Naomi Simmons, Newberry College; Brook Thornsbury, Newberry College  
- *Transgender Stigma Reduction and Increased Inclusion*-- Brianna Leigh Patterson, University of Alabama-Birmingham  
- *"We’re the Normal Ones Here": Community Involvement, Peer Support, and Transgender Mental Health*-- Austin H. Johnson, Kenyon College  
- *Trans Incarceration: The Necessity for More Resources and Activism*-- Sarah Rogers, Mississippi State University  
- *"You Need to Get on Board": Cultural Expectations of Trans Inclusion on a College Campus*-- Emily Fairchild, New College of Florida  
**Discussant:**  
- Baker A. Rogers, Georgia Southern University  

11:30 AM–12:45 PM  **Session 38. On the Higher Education Frontline: Marginalized Faculty Members' and Graduate Students' Experiences, Consequences, and Strategies - Paper Session**  
**Presider:** Debaleena Ghosh, Southern Illinois University - Carbondale  
- *"These Zack, Hunter, Zachery, They’re Always Going to
Try and Challenge Me...": Immigrant Faculty’s Tales of Sexism, Racism, and Ethnocentrism Inside and Outside the Classroom-- Debaleena Ghosh, Southern Illinois University - Carbondale

- The Link Between Experiencing Discrimination, Impostor Syndrome, and Academic Stress for Women of Color Doctoral Students-- Jennifer Turner, Hollins University; Kaitlin Boyle, University of South Carolina-Columbia; Letisha Brown, Virginia Tech
- Telling their Stories: Using Narrative Analysis to Explore the Imposter Phenomenon Among Successful Women of Color-- Shelby Gilbert, Florida Gulf Coast University; Ingrid Fernandez Arguelles, Florida Gulf Coast University
- "In a Racist Kind of World, I’m Glad I’ve Got My Girls": Black Feminist Digital Sisterhoods Through Social Media-- Veronica April Newton, Georgia State University; Jelisa Clark, Fayetteville State University; Lisa Covington, University of Iowa

11:30 AM–12:45 PM Session 39. Gender, Sexualities, and Religion *Sponsored by SWS-South - Paper Session
Organizer: Mandi N. Barringer, University of North Florida
Presider: Mandi N. Barringer, University of North Florida

- Religious Impacts on Health among Black Sexual and Gender Minorities-- Brandi Woodell, Old Dominion University; Alexis Swendener, University of Nebraska - Lincoln
- Religious Conflict and Sexual Identity Among LGBT Adults-- Alana Innerbichler, University of North Florida
- The Role of Religiosity, Gender and Economic Self Interest in Shaping Refugee Policy Opinion-- Caroline Howard, University of North Florida
- Campus Preachers: The Impact of Free Speech on University Campuses-- Mandi N. Barringer, University of North Florida; J. Erica Sumerau, University of Tampa

11:30 AM–12:45 PM Session 40. Theoretical and Methodological Advances in Computational Sociology - Paper Session
Organizer: Andrew Davis, North Carolina State University
Presider: Andrew Davis, North Carolina State University

- #sendwine: The Contradicting Intersection of Motherhood and Drinking Norms in Online Spaces-- Rachel Ryding, University of Delaware
- Cross-Medium Universals in Conversation: Comparative Computational Analysis of Online and Offline Social Dynamics-- C. Benjamin Gibson, University of California-Irvine
- Local Character and Support for Feminism: How Cultural Environments Predict Online Feminist Sentiment-- William Scarborough, University of North Texas
Gender and the Limitations Gap: An Examination of Gendered Differences in Scholarly Discussion of Research Limitations-- Jessica Pfaffendorf, North Carolina State University; Andrew Davis, North Carolina State University

11:30 AM–12:45 PM Session 41. Marginalized Mothers/Mothering from the Margins *Co-sponsored by SWS-South and the Committee on Gender and Sexuality - Paper Session
Organizer: Tiffany Taylor, Kent State University
Presider: Tiffany Taylor, Kent State University
- When Mama Goes to College: Low-Income Mothers’ Orientation to Education Creates a Two-Generation Educational Orientation-- Sheila Katz, University of Houston
- Welfare Managers’ Use of Racially-Coded Language to Preserve Controlling Images-- Brianna Turgeon, Jacksonville State University
- Good Hair/Good Mother, Bad Hair/Bad Mother: How Natural Hair Constructs Black Motherhood-- Taura Taylor, Georgia State University
- "Good" Mom vs. "Bad" Mom: How Sex Worker Status Impacts the Intensive Mothering Expectation-- A. Davies Robinson, Kent State University
Discussant:
- Tiffany Taylor, Kent State University

11:30 AM–12:45 PM Session 42. Debt, Economic Mobility, and Wealth Inequality - Paper Session
Presider: Samantha Durham, University of North Carolina-Wilmington
- One Nation, United in Debt: A Study of Student Loan Debt-- Samantha Durham, University of North Carolina-Wilmington
- Moving Out to Move Up: Higher Education Pathways to Mobility in Rural America-- Ryan Parsons, Princeton University
- Du Bois, Race, Gender, and Persistent Wealth Inequality, 2000 - 2017: Black Sociology for the 21st Century-- Maretta McDonald, Louisiana State University; Lori Latrice Martin, Louisiana State University
- Exploring the Gap Between Economic Growth and Standard of Living in Low, Middle, and High Income Countries around the World-- Christine Wernet, University of South Carolina Aiken

11:30 AM–12:45 PM Session 43. Sociology of Culture: Music, Literature, and Film - Paper Session
Presider: Nathaniel Chapman, Arkansas Tech University
- When Local Encounters Become Global: Inhabiting...
Divergent Conventions in the Chinese Traditional Music World-- Jiaxuan Yu, Emory University

• Joining the Conversation: How Young Adult Literature Encourages Discussion of Difficult Life Topics-- Elyssa Gunter, Covenant College

• “The Simple Smiles and Good Times Seem all Wrong”: Symbolic Boundary Maintenance and Gatekeeping the Phish Scene-- Nathaniel Chapman, Arkansas Tech University; Hannah Mieczkowski, Stanford University

• The Persistence of Protection: Industrial Sources of Stability and Change in Hollywood Heroic Epics-- Neal King, Virginia Tech

11:30 AM–12:45 PM  
Session 44. Mixed-Race in the US and UK (Emerald Books, 2019), by Jennifer P. Sims and Chinelo Njaka -  
Author-Meets-Curious-Readers  
Organizer: Jennifer Sims, University of Alabama-Huntsville  
Presider: hephzibah strmic-pawl, Manhattanville College

• Author-- Jennifer Sims, University of Alabama-Huntsville  
• Author-- Chinelo Njaka, Peckham Rights!  
• Curious Reader-- hephzibah strmic-pawl, Manhattanville College  
• Curious Reader-- Shantel Gabrieal Buggs, Florida State University  
• Curious Reader-- Haley Pilgrim, University of Pennsylvania

11:30 AM–12:45 PM  
Session 45. Navigating the Journal Publication Process: Perspectives from the Editors of Sociological Inquiry and Social Currents *Sponsored by Alpha Kappa Delta (AKD) - Panel  
Organizer: George Wilson, University of Miami  
Presider: George Wilson, University of Miami  
Discussants:  
• George Wilson, University of Miami  
• Martha Crowley, North Carolina State University  
• J. Scott Carter, University of Central Florida  
• Cameron Lippard, Appalachian State University

11:30 AM–12:45 PM  
Organizer: Diane Everett, Stetson University  
Presider: Diane Everett, Stetson University  
• Kris De Welde, College of Charleston  
• Diane Everett, Stetson University  
• Sharmaine Jackson, Stetson University  
• Kristopher Oliveira, University of South Florida

11:30 AM–12:45 PM  
Session 47. Poster Meeting Session I: Children/Youth and Consumption - Poster Session  
Presenters will be at their posters for networking and Q & A
- **Making Meaning and Community Transformation:** Negotiating Mentorship Programs in Low-Income Public Schools in the Bible Belt-- Lacey Jae Ritter, Wingate University; Candace Lapan, Wingate University; Catherine Wright, Wingate University
- **Garland of Grace: Students' Success in the Ecclesiastical Approach to Homeschooling**-- Ashleigh Marie Sturgeon, Lee University
- **A Comparative Study on Domestic and International Adoption of Children with Special Needs**-- Ciara Angelique' Young, Lee University
- **Silent Victims: Examining the Academic Experiences of Children of Incarcerated Parents**-- Summer Elaine Fitzpatrick, Christopher Newport University
- **Silver Trauma**-- Laura Elizabeth Owens, Lee University
- **Sober Students: A Theoretical Analysis of the Social Correlates of Abstinence**-- Kristi Hoffman, Roanoke College; Stephanie Zemba, Roanoke College
- **Medical Professionals' Treatment of Patients with Substance Use Disorder**-- Samantha Nicole Fries, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
- **The Efficacy of Substance Abuse Treatment: Problems in Conceptualization and Treatment Modalities**-- Samantha Nicole Fries, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
- **The Effect of the African Bio-mineral Balance Diet on Social Life and Stigma**-- Miranda R. Wilder, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
- **Far From Home: Consumption and Personalization in College Dorms**-- Mattin Avalon, Winthrop University; Jai'Lyn Lowe, Winthrop University; Kaitlyn Anneliese Clingenpeel, Winthrop University; Michael Sickels, Winthrop University

11:30 AM–2:15 PM **Session 48. Documentary Film Screening and Discussion II**

1:00 PM–2:15 PM **Graduate Program Info Session**

1:00 PM–2:15 PM **Publications Committee**

1:00 PM–2:15 PM **Session 49. Monumental: Racial Inequalities in Health - Paper Session**
**Presider:** Byron Anton Miller, University of South Florida
- **The Domino Effect: Investigating the Depression of Black-Nonblack Multiracials**-- Byron Anton Miller, University of South Florida; Jordan Cooper, University of...
South Florida; Loren Hill, University of South Florida

- Help-Seeking Behavior of African-American Women--Makeiva Ashley Jenkins, University of Georgia
- Experiences and Awareness of Health Disparities of Black People-- Elmire Bien-Aime, University of Central Florida
- U.S. Blacks, Gender, Religious Involvement, and Subjective Well-being.-- Hans Momplaisir, Trinity Washington University

1:00 PM–2:15 PM  Session 50. Let’s Talk About Sex - Paper Session  
Presider: Elizabeth Ziff, University of Indianapolis

- The Belle of the Purity Ball: Examining Organizational Discourse of Sexual Abstinence-- Briannah Zwirn, University of South Florida
- Sex Secrets and Disclosure: Are There Gender Differences?-- Keely Maelynn Fox, East Carolina University; Tara Lynn Martin, East Carolina University; David Knox, East Carolina University; Lacey Jae Ritter, Wingate University; Susan Milstein, Texas A&M University; Sara Fehr, Texas A&M University
- Exploring the Sexual and Reproductive Behaviors of Teenagers in Indiana-- Elizabeth Ziff, University of Indianapolis
- "Sex Dolls"/Action Figure Models/Intimate Partner Alternatives as Healthy Outlets for Sexual Fantasies-- Don Delano, University of Central Florida

1:00 PM–2:15 PM  Session 51. Race, Public Places, and Virtual Spaces - Paper Session  
Presider: Jeffrey Dean Baptist, Texas Tech University

- Online Echo-Systems: Message Amplification and Reverberation of Key Individuals within False Twitter Persona Networks-- Jeffrey Dean Baptist, Texas Tech University
- Cross-Medium Universals in Conversation: Comparative Computational Analysis of Online and Offline Social Dynamics-- C. Benjamin Gibson, University of California-Irvine
- Symbolic Interactionist Perspectives on Multiplayer Online Gaming-- David Kirschner, Georgia Gwinnett College
- A National Assessment of the Presence of Commercialism at Local National Public Radio Affiliates-- Peter Nieckarz, Western Carolina University

1:00 PM–2:15 PM  Session 52. Environmental Education - Paper Session  
Presider: David Michael Burley, Southeastern Louisiana University

- Texas A&M University Sustainability Study: Operation,
Research and Educational Curriculum-- Madeline Marie Luster, Texas A&M University; Jenna Lamphere, Texas A&M University, Galveston
• Learning and Practicing Environmental Sociology in Zion National Park-- David Michael Burley, Southeastern Louisiana University
• Challenges to Climate Change Perceptivity and the Development of Climate Culture in Rural Southern Spain-- Pilar Morales Giner, University of Florida
• Environmental Beliefs about Climate Change Solutions-- Michelle McLeese, University of Southern Mississippi; Charles Walter, University of Southern Mississippi; Mario Marset Ehrle, University of Southern Mississippi

1:00 PM–2:15 PM  
**Session 53. Gendered Work and Pay - Paper Session**  
City Terrace 09

**Presider:** Karen M. Brummond, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

• **Agency-Level Variation in the Federal Government’s Gender Pay Gap**-- Karen M. Brummond, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
• **Closing the Reproductive Labor Gap: Decommodification in the United States and its Role in Reproductive Labor Participation Rates**-- Joshua Sawyer, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
• **Revisiting Devaluation Theory: Symbolic and Economic Evaluation of Female-typed Occupations**-- Tenshi Kawashima, University of Georgia
• **Analyzing the Effect of Debt on Labor Market Decisions and Outcomes**-- Rebekah Carpenter, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
• **The Gender Gap in the Occupational Status for Professionals**-- Karen Patricia Wirth, North Carolina State University; Anna Manzoni, North Carolina State University

1:00 PM–2:15 PM  
**Session 54. Hip Hop & Rap: Making America "Woke" Again (Part II) *Sponsored by the Committee on Racial and Ethnic Minorities - Paper Session**  
City Terrace 10

**Organizer:** Toni Sims-Muhammad, Allen University
**Presider:** Toni Muhammad, Allen University

• **Perceptions of Hyper Sexualization about Women in Hip Hop & Rap**-- Toni Muhammad, Allen University
• **Hip Hop & Black Entrepreneurship**-- Hayward Horton, SUNY-Albany
• **Violence, Drugs, and Police: An Exploration of Political Messages in Rap Music in the Era of #BlackLivesMatter**-- Christopher James Miceli, Virginia Tech University
• **The Black Middle Class**-- Melvin Thomas, North Carolina State University

**Discussant:**
• Toni Muhammad, Allen University

1:00 PM–2:15 PM **Session 55. Impacts of Social Media in the Lives of Women and Girls - Paper Session**

**City Terrace 11**

**Presider:** Sasha Ayana Pierre-Louis, Virginia Commonwealth University

- *Come and Get Your Capital, Sis: The Use of Twitter to Compensate for Gendered and Racialized Job Networks Among Creatives* -- Sasha Ayana Pierre-Louis, Virginia Commonwealth University
- *Of Hashtags and Hijabs: Social Media as Empowerment among Muslim Women in Indonesia* -- Siti Kusujiarti, Warren Wilson College; Jemma Natanson, Warren Wilson College
- *Direct Homes Sales: Recruiting Women in the Digital Age* -- Jessica Pearce, University of Louisiana at Lafayette

1:00 PM–2:15 PM **Session 56. Interactions and Perceptions in Workplaces - Paper Session**

**City Terrace 12**

**Presider:** Joseph Cleary, SUNY - Buffalo State

- *"Part of Our Social Consciousness": Personal Experiences and the Meaning of Diversity* -- Annika Wilcox, North Carolina State University
- *Situational Stratification in the American Fire Service* -- Roscoe Charles Scarborough, College of Coastal Georgia
- *Disentangling the Effects of Organizational Racial Composition and Managerial Practices on Employee Social Networking Behaviors* -- Jennifer L. Nelson, Vanderbilt University; Rachel Fish, New York University
- *The Role of Storytelling in a Non-Hostile Takeover* -- Joseph Cleary, SUNY - Buffalo State

1:00 PM–2:15 PM **Session 57. The Impact of Barriers and Supports on Marginalized Groups in Educational Settings - Paper Session**

**Grand Ballroom 1 & 2**

**Presider:** Will Tyson, University of South Florida

- *Stigmatization, Detachment, and Network Effects on the Educational Experiences of Students with Learning Disabilities* -- Tyler Bruefach, Florida State University
- *Motivations For and Influences on Women's Enrollment in Technician Education Programs at Two-Year Colleges* -- Will Tyson, University of South Florida; Lakshmi Jayaram, University of South Florida
- *White Women in Transition from Community College to Four-Year STEM Programs* -- Elizabeth Stearns, UNC Charlotte; Margot Neligan, Charlotte Latin School; Sanjana Raj, Ardrey Kell High School
- *Does Being Part of the Racial Majority at a College Campus Help Decrease STEM Dropout?* -- Martha Bottia, UNC Charlotte; Elizabeth Stearns, UNC Charlotte; Roslyn Mickelson, UNC Charlotte
• **Student College Retention and Graduation: The Relationship Between Race and Students’ College Support Systems**— Ahzin Bahraini, University of Miami; Jo Mills Braddock, University of Miami

1:00 PM–2:15 PM **Session 58. The Reproductive Politics of Child Welfare Systems**  
*Sponsored by SWS-South - Paper Session*  
**Organizer:** Estye Fenton, University of West Alabama  
**Presider:** Estye Fenton, University of West Alabama  
- *Native Childrens’ Experiences in Foster Care*— Dakota Roundtree-Swain, Brandeis University  
- *Foster Mothers’ Encounters with Privitization in the Child Welfare System*— Estye Fenton, University of West Alabama  
- *The Voices of Mississippi College Students: Experience with the Child Welfare System*— McKayla Joaquim, Mississippi State University

1:00 PM–2:15 PM **Session 59. New Perspectives on Social Media and (in) the Social World - Paper Session**  
**Presider:** Meagan Rainock, Vanderbilt University  
- *The Impacts of Social Media on the Social Cohesiveness in Indonesia*— Cungki Kusdarjito, Janabadr University, Indonesia; Any Suryantini, Gadjah Mada University  
- *Intersections of Brand Activism, Social Media and Social Movements*— Mariana Crespo, Davidson College  
- *The Discursive Power of Social Media: Twitter Data and Mental Health Treatment-Seeking Behavior*— Meagan Rainock, Vanderbilt University  
- *Remaining in the Vine: The Social Significance of Vine Culture and Internet Iteration*— Mary Grace Donaldson, Covenant College

1:00 PM–2:15 PM **Session 60. Sociology of Work and Alienation - Paper Session**  
**Presider:** Krista Brumley, Wayne State University  
- *The Association of Different Forms of Social Support with Correctional Officer Life Stress*— Robert Michael Worley, Lamar University; Eric Lambert, University of Nevada, Reno; Vidisha Worley, Lamar University  
- *Be Like Mike?: Nike, Superstar Athletes, and the Unseen Strangers Who Make Our Shoes*— Matthew Vos, Covenant College  
- *The Paradox of Time: Work, Family, Conflict, and the Meaning of Time*— Krista Brumley, Wayne State University; Katheryn Maguire, Wayne State University; Shirin Montazer, Wayne State University  
- *Understanding Horizontal Relational Aggression in Nursing*— Sarah Elizabeth Aadahl, Virginia Tech

1:00 PM–2:15 PM **Session 61. Flatlining: Race, Work, and Health Care in the New**  
**Grand Ballroom 3**
Dalean logics.

Economy (University of California Press, 2019), by Adia H. Wingfield - Author-Meets-Curious-Readers
Organizer: Susan Hinze, Case Western Reserve University
Presider: Susan Hinze, Case Western Reserve University
• Author-- Adia Harvey Wingfield, Washington University in St. Louis
• Curious Reader-- Kendra Jason, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
• Curious Reader-- Vincent Roscigno, Ohio State University
• Curious Reader-- LaTonya Jean Trotter, Vanderbilt University

1:00 PM–2:15 PM  Session 62. Interviewing Minority Populations *Co-sponsored by SWS-South & the Committee on Racial and Ethnic Minorities - Panel
Organizer: Nik M. Lampe, University of South Carolina
Presider: Lain A.B. Mathers, Indiana State University
• Richard N. Pitt, Vanderbilt University
• Lisa R. Miller, Eckerd College
• Lain A.B. Mathers, Indiana State University
• Shantel Gabrieal Buggs, Florida State University
Discussant:
• Lain A.B. Mathers, Indiana State University

2:30 PM–3:45 PM  Session 63. Keynote
• (Why) Aren't Things Better? LGBTQ Adolescence and Social Change-- Stephen Russell, University of Texas-Austin

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  SWS-South DIY Birdhouse Building and Coloring Workshop: Self-Care at Academic Conferences

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  Social Currents Editorial Board Meeting

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  Session 64. Medical Sociology, Healthcare Access and Utilization - Paper Session
Presider: Terrence Hill, University of Arizona
• Inequities in Women's Access to Reproductive Healthcare-- Sarah Collins, University of Memphis; Caroline Virginia Reilly, University of Memphis
• Why Do African Americans Continue to Underutilize the Healthcare System?-- Danya Seymone Kelly, Birmingham-Southern College
• Does the Andersen Behavioral Model for Health Services Use Predict How Health Impacts College Students' Academic Performance?-- Emily Vernet, University of Central Florida
4:00 PM–5:15 PM  **Session 65. Gender and Violence - Paper Session**  
*City Terrace 06*

**Presider:** Sonya Spence, University of Central Florida

- **Intimate Partner Violence Help-Seeking in the U.S. Transgender Survey**-- Adam Messinger, Northeastern Illinois University; Victoria Kurdyla, North Carolina State University; Xavier Guadalupe-Diaz, Framingham State University
- **"I Just Wasn’t Ready to Leave": Examining the Role of Agency in the Narratives of Domestic Violence Victims**-- Rachel Durso, Washington College
- **The Pregnant Murders: Exploring Pregnancy-associated Intimate Partner Homicide Motives**-- Sonya Spence, University of Central Florida
- **Victimization and Health Outcomes For TGNC Individuals in Women’s Prisons**-- Kristina Davis, University of Central Florida

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  **Session 66. White Emotions and Language - Paper Session**  
*City Terrace 10*

**Organizer:** Joong Won Kim, Virginia Tech

**Presider:** Joong Won Kim, Virginia Tech

- **Pejoratives and Exclusion: How Linguistic Queues Returns Images of the Past**-- Marlese Durr, Wright State University
- **Capitalism, Racism, and Trumpism: Whitelash and the Politics of Oppression**-- David Embrick, University of Connecticut; Cameron Lippard, Appalachian State University; J. Scott Carter, University of Central Florida; Bhoomi K. Thakore, University of Central Florida
- **Uncle Kimo Doesn't Get It: Reinforcing Racial Apathy With Racist Humor**-- Liann Yamashita, Duke University
- **Bilingual Peer Mentoring, Symbolic Violence, and Racialization of ESL Students in a Diverse School**-- Melanie Jones Gast, University of Louisville; James Chisholm, University of Louisville; Yohimar Sivira, University of Louisville; Jack Allen, University of Louisville

**Discussant:**

- James Thomas, University of Mississippi

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  **Session 67. Religious Sub- and Countercultures - Paper Session**  
*City Terrace 12*

**Presider:** John Walter Mann, Davidson College

- **Seclusion or Exclusion: Holiness in the Light of a Larger Culture**-- John Mark Patrick Duble, Covenant College
- **Elevation Church: Setting the Standard for 21st Century**
4:00 PM–5:15 PM  
**Session 68. SSS Distinguished Lecture**  
**Grand Ballroom 1 & 2**  
- *Distinguished Lecturer "Where the Millennials and Gen Z Take Us: Further Changes in the Gender Structure?"* -- Barbara Risman, University of Illinois--Chicago

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  
**Session 69. Teaching Sociological Topics - Paper Session**  
**Main Street 02**  
- *Presider: Sarah Hatteberg, The College of Charleston*  
  - Efforts to Integrate Behavioral and Social Components of Health into the Premedical Curriculum: A Review of the Existing Research and Literature-- Fariha Khalid, University of Maryland Baltimore Country
  - Teaching Controversial Sociology Courses: The Sociology of Serial Killers-- James Williams, Texas Woman's University; Mahmoud Sadri, Texas Woman's University
  - Introducing Radical Pedagogy to the Criminal Justice Classroom-- Wayne Gillespie, Georgia Gwinnett College
  - Mate Selection Around the Class: An Activity for Sociology of the Family-- Eryn Gruza Viscarra, Georgia College & State University

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  
**Session 70. Identities, Inequalities, and Family Relationships - Paper Session**  
**Main Street 03**  
- *Presider: Danny Malone, Coker University*  
  - Dating Down, Leveling Up: Degreed Black Women's Attitudes Toward Twenty-First Century Dating and Partner Selection-- Tierica Jemise Gibson, University of Memphis
  - Googling Fatherhood: An Exploratory Content Analysis of New Fathers Discussing Fatherhood Online-- Danny Malone, Coker University

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  
**Session 71. Race, Health, and Socialization - Paper Session**  
**Main Street 04**  
- *Presider: Obie Clayton, Clark Atlanta University*  
  - Smartwatch Use and Social Incentives to Exercise: Evidence from an HBCU-- Richard Moye, Winston-Salem State University; Tangela Towns, Winston-Salem State University; Daniel Rose, Winston-Salem State University; Antonius Skipper, Winston-Salem State University
  - Public Confederate Monuments and Racial Variation in Mental Health-- Ryan Talbert, Vanderbilt University
  - The Development of Professional Social Services for African Americans in the South-- Obie Clayton, Clark Atlanta University; June Gary Hopps, University of Georgia
4:00 PM–5:15 PM  
**Session 72. Art, Podcasts, and Tourism - Paper Session**  
**Presider:** Tierney Bamrick, University of Mississippi  
- *Talking about Race and Inclusion Without Talking about It: Tourism, National Parks, and Historical Sites*-- Tiffany Gayle Chenault, Salem State University; Camille Ann Petersen, Northeastern University  
- *We Show Up Together: Making Art Work in a Young Black Arts Organization*-- Tierney Bamrick, University of Mississippi  
- *Museums: Public-Ish Inaccessibility to Art through Cultural Identity and Institutional Frameworks*-- Lindsey Miller, University of North Carolina-Charlotte  
- *Podcasting as Feminist Public Scholarship*-- Adrienne Marie Trier-Bieniek, Valencia College

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  
**Session 73. Global Identities and Migration - Paper Session**  
**Presider:** Michael G. Bisciglia, Southeastern Louisiana University  
- *Social and Economic Impacts of Gendered Migration on Women Left Behind: A Case Study in Chitwan, Nepal*-- Alisha Ellen Kendrick-Pradhan, Davidson College  
- *When Are You Most Desi?*-- Syeda Bano, Oglethorpe University  
- *Where to Build the Wall? Examining Rates of Ethnically Disaggregated Hispanic Homicide Rates Based on Migration Destination*-- Michael G. Bisciglia, Southeastern Louisiana University

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  
**Session 74. Conditionally Accepted: Christians' Perspectives on Homosexuality & Gay and Lesbian Civil Rights (Rutgers University Press, 2019), by Baker A. Rogers - Author-Meets-Curious-Readers**  
**Presider:** J. Erica Sumerau, University of Tampa  
- *Author*-- Baker A. Rogers, Georgia Southern University  
- *Curious Reader*-- J. Erica Sumerau, University of Tampa  
- *Curious Reader*-- Bernadette Barton, Morehead State University  
- *Curious Reader*-- Mandi N. Barringer, University of North Florida  
- *Curious Reader*-- Dawn Baunach, Kennesaw State University

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  
**Session 75. Navigating the Academy as a Faculty of Color: From First Job to Full--Tenure and Promotion in the Academy**  
*Sponsored by the Committee on Racial and Ethnic Minorities - Panel*  
**Organizer:** Anthony Kwame Harrison, Virginia Tech
Presider: Anthony Kwame Harrison, Virginia Tech
- Maria Luisa Amado, Guilford College
- Hayward Horton, SUNY-Albany
- Toni Sims-Muhammad, Allen University
- Jennifer Turner, Hollins University
- Nicholas Vargas, University of Florida

Discussant:
- Anthony Kwame Harrison, Virginia Tech

4:00 PM—5:15 PM  
Session 76. Roundtable: Elitism, Academic Jargon, and Optimizing Access to Sociological Knowledge - Roundtable
City Terrace 07

Organizer: Tyler McCoy Gay, Georgia State University
Presider: Tyler McCoy Gay, Georgia State University
Discussants:
- Monisha Jackson, Georgia State University
- Celessia Cannon, Georgia State University
- Sam Hammer, Georgia State University
- Tyler McCoy Gay, Georgia State University

4:00 PM—5:15 PM  
Session 77. Roundtable: Adolescence and Young Adults - Roundtable
City Terrace 07

Presider: Fletcher Winston, Mercer University
- Reducing the Prevalence of ACEs through the Promotion of Intervention Programs-- Natalie Lauren Taylor, Florida Atlantic University
- Popular Youth Literature and Gender Scripts-- Thelma Noel, Florida Atlantic University
- The Consequences of Adolescent Poverty for Young Adult Self-rated Health-- Brittany Hearne, University of Arkansas; Ashleigh Hope, Far Harbor
- Engaging Zombies and Millennials in the Classroom and Beyond: One Criminology Program’s Experience-- Nicola Davis Bivens, Johnson C. Smith University; Anita Bledsoe-Gardner, Johnson C. Smith University; Deborah Brown Quick, Johnson C. Smith University
- Institutional Characteristics as Predictors of Successful Student Mobilization-- Fletcher Winston, Mercer University

4:00 PM—5:15 PM  
Session 78. Roundtable: Rights, People, and Social Action - Roundtable
City Terrace 07

Presider: David Jaffee, University of North Florida
- Immigrant Rights Activism: Media Frames and Policing Protest-- Veena Kulkarni, Arkansas State University; Salvatore John Restifo, The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley; Matthew John Costello, Clemson University
- Political-Economic Battle Lines in the Neoliberal Era: Property Rights versus Citizen Rights-- David Jaffee, University of North Florida
• Acts of Narrative Resistance of Muslims in America: Muslim Autobiography and Fighting Stigma-- Mai Jalal Awad, University of Memphis; Michael Silas Topping, University of Memphis

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  Session 79. Poster Meeting Session II: Health Inequalities, Higher Education, and Intersectional Analysis - Poster Session

Presenters will be at their posters for networking and Q & A

• Low Birth Weight Rate and Related Health Indicators among Community Areas in Chicago-- Yingling Liu, Baylor University
• Food Security and Social Conflict: A Comparative Analysis of Four Latin American Countries-- Reagan Cady, Winthrop University; Maria Aysa-Lastra, Winthrop University
• Differences in Racial Disparities in Childbirth Mortality Rates: Why are Black Women Dying?-- Pavia Quamina, University of Central Florida
• State Medicaid Eligibility Thresholds and Prevalence of Children’s Health Insurance Gaps-- Kristoffer Rixon, East Carolina University; Dmitry Tumin, East Carolina University; David Holder, East Carolina University
• Who Participates in Academic Services?-- Richard Colón, University of Central Florida
• The Dating Experiences of Asian American Women-- Caitlyn A Bishop, Stetson University; Rachel Core, Stetson University
• The Gender Gap, Family Structure, and Race-- Shameika D. Daye, University of Central Florida
• Gay Men of Color, Craigslist, and the Racial Construction of Desire-- Chong-suk Han, Middlebury College
• The Aftermath of Trump's Xenophobic Administration: An Analysis of Islamophobia on a College Campus-- Nasya Jasper, Rollins College
• Kevlars In Class?-- Darryl Denard Washington, University of Central Florida
• Looking Beyond the Obvious: The Functionality of Nontraditional Students within the Structural System of a Private Educational Institution in the Southeastern Region of the United States-- Luis Laosfarfan, Elon University; Mussa Idris, Elon University
• It's Not the Education, it's the Experience!: A Critical Discourse Analysis of Community College and Public University Promotional Videos-- Sarah Basile, University of South Florida
• Entering New Lands: Exploring International Students' Perception of Therapy and Mental Health Before and After arriving to the United States-- Hanifah Griffith, University of Central Florida
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM–7:30 PM</td>
<td>Committee on Racial and Ethnic Minorities/Committee on Sociology in Small and Community Colleges Happy Hour</td>
<td>929 E Bay Street, Jacksonville, FL 32202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM–7:30 PM</td>
<td>SWS-South JASMYN Happy Hour/Silent Auction @ MOCA</td>
<td>Jacksonville MOCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 PM–10:30 PM</td>
<td>Student Mixer and Meet the Candidates</td>
<td>Intuition Ale Works</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Detailed Schedule Friday, 3 April

7:00 AM–8:00 AM  **Yoga with Marc Settembrino**  Riverdeck 4
Rise and shine with an accessible yoga practice lead by Marc Settembrino. This practice includes breathwork, movement, and meditation. Perfect for all bodies and levels of experience. Mats and props provided, or bring your own. Rainsite is Mainstreet 8 on 4th floor.

**Organizer:** Marc Settembrino, Southeastern Louisiana University

8:00 AM–4:00 PM  **Book Exhibits**  Grand Foyer Exhibit

8:00 AM–4:00 PM  **Pre-Registration**  Grand Foyer-Registration

8:00 AM–4:00 PM  **On-Site Registration**  Grand Foyer-Registration

8:30 AM–5:15 PM  **Quiet Space**  Boardroom 4

8:30 AM–5:15 PM  **Lactation Space**  Client Office 3

8:30 AM–5:15 PM  **SSS Hospitality Suite**  Main Street 08

8:30 AM–9:45 AM  **Session 80. Consuming Health Care: Shared Decision Making, Communication, and Pain - Paper Session**  City Terrace 05
**Presider:** Stephanie Nicole Wilson, Purdue University
- *An Exploration of Doctor-Patient Communication with Infertility*—Savannah Jean Shelby-Amrhein, Texas Tech University
- *How Does Shared Decision Making Differ By Race*—Vernon T Headley, University of Central Florida
- *Applied Constructionism and Social Change: Integrating Patient and Provider Perspectives to Enact Change in Medicine*—Stephanie Nicole Wilson, Purdue University
- *Health Care Consumption: A Comparison of Traditional and Alternative Cancer Treatment Centers*—Christine Marie McCown, Virginia Tech University

8:30 AM–9:45 AM  **Session 81. Gendered and Sexualized Bodies - Paper Session**  City Terrace 06
**Presider:** Philip Pettis, Vanderbilt University
- *Nature, Nurture, and Adult Gendered Selves: An Examination of Twin and Non-Twin Siblings*—Shannon N. Davis, George Mason University; Ismail Nooraddini,
8:30 AM—9:45 AM  
**Session 82. Critical Perspectives on Race and Whiteness - Paper Session**  
**Presider:** Juan Salinas, University of North Florida

- *Settler Colonialism, Community, and Diversity: White Residents’ Understanding of Gentrification*—Miguel Montalva Barba, Salem State University
- *Critical Whiteness Studies at the Crossroads: An Assessment and a Road Map for the Future*—Woody Doane, University of Hartford
- *White Employers and Racial Privilege: Justifying Their Role in Hiring Undocumented Latino Laborers*—Juan Salinas, University of North Florida

8:30 AM—9:45 AM  
**Session 83. End-of-Life, Religion, Islamophobia and Public Health - Paper Session**  
**Presider:** Luis Romero, Texas Christian University

- *When Science Meets Faith in End-Of-Life Care*—Alexandra Rene Greco, East Carolina University; Susan Pearce, East Carolina University
- *Culturally-Sensitive Approaches to Dying: Muslims and End-of-Life Care*—Lacey Jae Ritter, Wingate University
- *Formula Stories of the Public Debate on Physician-Assisted Death*—Rebecca M Blackwell, University of South Florida
- *Islamophobia and Public Health*—Aminah Nagi Mabruk, University of Texas-Austin

8:30 AM—9:45 AM  
**Session 84. Race, Space, and Place I - Paper Session**  
**Organizer:** Joong Won Kim, Virginia Tech  
**Presider:** Joong Won Kim, Virginia Tech

- *Social Space and Everyday White Supremacy: Latinx Spanish Language Deployment and the Maintenance of White Space*—Frank J. Ortega, Diablo Valley College; Daniel J. Delgado, Texas A&M University- San Antonio
Detailed Schedule  
Friday, 3 April

- *Birds of a Feather Write Together?: Racial Integration in Co-authorship among a Cohort of Underrepresented Minority Faculty in Sociology*-- Crystal Peoples, Duke University

- *Sanctuaries of White Supremacy: Art Institutes and the Boundaries of White Spaces and Whiteness*-- David Embrick, University of Connecticut; Simon Weffer, Northern Illinois University; Silvia Dominguez, Northeastern University

- "*It Was Always There. It's Supposed to be There*"*: Whiteness, Collective Emotion, and Public Space in the Confederate Statue Debate*-- Ashley V. Reichelmann, Virginia Tech; Whitney Hayes, Virginia Tech

8:30 AM–9:45 AM  
**Session 85. Abuse of Equity in Ourselves Based on Institutions of Power: Perspectives of People of Color - Paper Session**  
Organizer: Candice Idlebird, Harris-Stowe State University  
Presider: Candice Idlebird, Harris-Stowe State University

- *A Prosecutor’s Power Through Systemic Discretionary Power*-- Candice Idlebird, Harris-Stowe State University

- *How the Media Portrays African Americans when Being Accused of a Crime*-- Ranita Lathon, Harris-Stowe state university


- *The Impact of Women's Movements in the Portrayal of Women in Media--Comparing Eras*-- Kristen Young, Harris-Stowe State University

- *Domestic Violence Role in Our Society*-- Katrice McNeal, Harris-Stowe state university

8:30 AM–9:45 AM  
**Session 86. Health Effects of Immigration - Paper Session**  
Presider: Beatriz Aldana Marquez, Texas State University-San Marcos

- *Countervailing Effects? Remittance Sending and the Physical and Mental Health of Migrants*-- Coralia Balasca, Ohio State University

- *Documented U.S. Immigrants' Labor Market Adjustment: Mobility and Mental Health*-- Larissa Ferreira Coelho, Virginia Commonwealth University

- "*I Don't Feel Lonely, but I Feel Alone*": Older Immigrants' Experiences of Social Isolation and Belonging-- Stephanie Zemba, Roanoke College; Meeta Mehrotra, Roanoke College

- *Pushing Them to the Edge: Suicidality in Immigrant Detention Centers*-- Beatriz Aldana Marquez, Texas State University-San Marcos; Guadalupe Marquez-Velarde, Utah State University; Linda Aldana, SUNY Albany
8:30 AM—9:45 AM  
**Session 87. Sociology of Culture and Consumers - Paper Session**  
*Presider:* Zara M. Jillani, University of North Carolina-Charlotte  
- *Ayahuasca in the Market: A Comparison of Meaning between Peruvian and American Contexts* -- Joseph Brown, University of North Carolina-Wilmington  
- *Black Hair Socialization in Action: Back to the Future of Power and Pain* -- Patricia Hilliard-Nunn, University of Florida  
- *Exploring the Cultural Logic of University Dining* -- Zara M. Jillani, University of North Carolina-Charlotte  
- *Digital Pornography in Everyday Life* -- Jennifer Johnson, Virginia Commonwealth University

8:30 AM—9:45 AM  
**Session 88. Civic Engagement and Service-Learning in Sociology - Paper Session**  
*Presider:* Stephanie Molinda Hansard, Birmingham-Southern College  
- *"This Seems Totally Overwhelming": Using Journal Writing to Uncover How Undergraduates View the Social World and Their Personal Agency* -- Brenda K Savage, Louisiana Tech University  
- *Teaching Undergraduates in Action: The Evolution of a Service-learning Course* -- Stephanie Molinda Hansard, Birmingham-Southern College  
- *Localizing and Globalizing Intro. to Sociology: Reflections on Successes and Challenges with Implementing Community Based-Projects* -- Sonji Nicholas, Florida Southwestern State College

8:30 AM—9:45 AM  
**Session 89. Development and Dynamism, or What Happens when Places Change? - Paper Session**  
*Presider:* Jennifer E. Melvin, Flagler College  
- *Both Sides of Rosa L. Parks Boulevard: Changing Business Landscapes in North Nashville and Germantown* -- Katherine Everhart, Tusculum University  
- *Neighborhood Change: Benchmarking the Effects of Urban Development* -- Elizabeth Crawford, University of Indianapolis; Katherine Deadmond, University of Indianapolis; Colleen Elizabeth Wynn, University of Indianapolis  
- *Sociology in (Lights, Camera) Action: Examining the Influence of The Walking Dead on a Small Southern City* -- Katie Cooper, University of Tampa; David Zeller, University of South Florida  
- *Doing Sociology in Public Spaces: Gentrification in St.*
Session 90. The Impact of Educational Resources, Policies, and Structures on Undergraduate and Graduate Student Outcomes - Paper Session
Presider: Alanna Gillis, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

- Do First-Generation Students Hang in the Shadows?: Test Preparation and The Class Gap in Higher Education-- Triniti Lakin, Florida State University; John Reynolds, Florida State University
- "Interpreting Your Scores": Evaluating Test Optional Admissions Policies' Effect on Racial Minority and Low-Income Enrollments at Selective Universities-- Herscheda Patel, Georgia State University
- Choosing a Major is Not a Rational Choice: How Institutions, Interactions, and Identity Processes Shape College Major Decisions-- Alanna Gillis, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
- College Advising: An Analysis of Student and Faculty Satisfaction and Success-- Elizabeth Porter, Georgia College & State University; Stephanie McClure, Georgia College & State University; Kayla Henne, Georgia College & State University; Paige Overmyer, Georgia College & State University
- An Intersectional Analysis of Graduate Examinations-- Desmond Goss, Georgia State University; Renee Shelby, Georgia Tech

Session 91. Framing in Social Movements - Paper Session
Presider: John Hedlund, North Carolina State University

- Honey Badgers United: Framing Tactics of Women in the Men's Rights Movement-- Shelby Holmes, Davidson College
- A Framework of Official Framing--Portraying the Implementation of an Unpopular Policy as Responsive Governance-- Yao Li, University of Florida
- Rethinking Antifascist "Violence"-- Alma Hartley, University of Tennessee
- Graduate Student-Worker Unions: A Critical Overview-- John Hedlund, North Carolina State University

Session 92. Health, Illness, and Disability - Paper Session
Presider: Susan Hinze, Case Western Reserve University

- County-Level Social Capital and Cardiovascular Disease Mortality in Post-Disaster Contexts-- Zachary H. McCann, University of Alabama-Birmingham
- From Illness Narratives to Disability Narratives: Stories to Effect Policy Change as a Cure for Social Paralysis-- Anne Bryden, Case Western Reserve University; Susan Hinze, Case Western Reserve University
Social Class, Teachers, and Medicalization Lag: A Qualitative Investigation of Teachers Discussing ADHD with Parents and the Effect of Neighborhood-Level Social Class-- Zack Simoni, The University of Tennessee--Chattanooga

8:30 AM–9:45 AM

Session 93. Reproductive Experiences on the Margins
*Co-Sponsored by SWS-South & the Committee on Racial and Ethnic Minorities - Panel
Organizer: Nik M. Lampe, University of South Carolina
Presider: Angela Vergara, University of Central Florida
  • Miranda R. Waggoner, Florida State University
  • Katharine McCabe, University of Michigan
  • Della Winters, University of Tennessee-Knoxville
  • Angela Vergara, University of Central Florida
  • Alexandra C. H. Nowakowski, Florida State University College of Medicine
Discussant:
  • Angela Vergara, University of Central Florida

8:30 AM–9:45 AM

Session 94. Trauma, Stress, and Teaching: How Faculty Process and Cope with Secondary Stress - Panel
Organizer: Teresa Anne Roach, Florida State University
Presider: Teresa Anne Roach, Florida State University
  • Melissa Bamford, University of Memphis
  • Stephanie Bradley, Radford University
  • Joanna Hunter, Radford University
  • Stacy Salerno, Florida Atlantic University
  • Erica Toothman, University of South Florida
Discussant:
  • Teresa Anne Roach, Florida State University

8:30 AM–10:30 AM

Executive Committee Meeting 3
Mathews

8:30 AM–11:15 AM

Session 95. Documentary Film Screening and Discussion III - Special Session
City Terrace 04

10:00 AM–11:15 AM

Sociologists for Women in Society-South Business Meeting -
Grand Ballroom 4

10:00 AM–11:15 AM

Session 96. Understanding Sexual Violence - Paper Session
Presider: Helen M. Brethauer-Gay, Florida A & M University
  • The Constitution of Sexual Harassment-- Helen M. Brethauer-Gay, Florida A & M University; Felecia Dix-Richardson, Florida A&M University
  • Public Accounts, Judicial Nominees, and #MeToo-- Aislinn Roxanne Brookshire Brookshire, Florida State
Detailed Schedule
Friday, 3 April

University

- #MeToo, #RiceBunny, and #NiUnaMenos: The Transnational Expansion of Women's Movements to Fight Sexual Violence and Their Impact-- Jessica Chandarlis, Texas A&M International University; Pamela Neumann, Texas A&M International University
- Performing Sexual Consent: An Examination of Gender and Consent Norms-- Jason Anthony Savoy, Southeastern Louisiana University

10:00 AM–11:15 AM Session 97. Preparing Students for Career Success - Paper Session
Organizer: Stephanie Bradley, Radford University
Presider: Stephanie Bradley, Radford University
- Stephanie Bradley, Radford University
- Teresa Anne Roach, Florida State University
- J. Erica Sumerau, University of Tampa
- Allison Wisecup, Radford University
Discussant:
  - Stephanie Bradley, Radford University

10:00 AM–11:15 AM Session 98. Queer Spaces, Communities, and Rights - Paper Session
Presider: Ashley Marie Green, University of South Florida
- Where Does "Community" Happen?: Exploring Queer Women's Use of Virtual Space for the Fostering of Community Connections-- Ashley Marie Green, University of South Florida
- Lesbi-Honest About Discrimination-- Hailey Rose Coleman, University of Memphis; Uyvonda Stewart, University of Memphis
- Out of the Closet and into Greek Life: The Experiences of Queer Students in Fraternities and Sororities-- Hannah Bills, Southwestern University
- The Effects of Age and Sex on Attitudes Towards Same-Sex Marriage: Change Between 2008 and 2018-- Calista Ann Lewis-Flores, Clemson University; Kaitlyn Elise Mitchell, Clemson University; Ye Luo, Clemson University

10:00 AM–11:15 AM Session 99. Discrimination, Colorism, Whiteness, and Health - Paper Session
Presider: Jason Cummings, University of South Carolina-Columbia
- The Combined Effects of Colorism and Military Status on Mental Health-- Dominique Alisa Fairley, University of Florida
- The Paradox of Whiteness: The U.S. Great Recession and Accelerated Health Declines Among White Americans-- Jason Cummings, University of South Carolina-Columbia

City Terrace 08
City Terrace 09
City Terrace 10
10:00 AM–11:15 AM  **Session 100. Gender and Work *Sponsored by SWS-South* -  City Terrace 11
**Paper Session**

**Organizer:** Sarah Donley, Jacksonville State University

**Presider:** Sarah Donley, Jacksonville State University

- "You Just Need to Be One of the Boys and Just Accept It:" The Gendered Experiences of Cultural Intermediaries in the Craft Beer, Wine, and Spirits Industry-- Erik Tyler Withers, University of Wisconsin-River Falls
- **Academic Career Narratives: Gender Differences Among Latinx College Students**-- Stacy Salerno, Florida Atlantic University
- **Doing Gendered Expertise at Work: Economists’ Expertise Struggles in Chile**-- Maria Azocar, University of Wisconsin-Madison
- **Gendered Pathways: High School Academic Achievement and Future Leadership Positions**-- Yue Qian, University of British Columbia; Jill Evelyn Yavorsky, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
- **Nonbinary Identity: Perspectives of Personal, Interactional and Systemic Issues**-- Marie Martin, University of Maryland Baltimore County

**Discussant:**

- Sarah Donley, Jacksonville State University

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  **Session 101. Policy in Social Context *Sponsored by the Committee on Sociological Practice* -  Main Street 02
**Paper Session**

**Presider:** Shane Burns, University of Alabama-Birmingham

- **State Statutes Targeting Intimate Partner Violence against Immigrants and Refugees: Looking through the Kaleidoscope of Multiple Frameworks**-- Julio Montanez, University of Central Florida; Amy Donley, University of Central Florida; Amy Reckdenwald, University of Central Florida
- **Paving Accessible Futures: Wheelchair Access in El Salvador, India, Kenya, Nicaragua, and Romania**-- Shane Burns, University of Alabama-Birmingham
- **Child Marriage in Iran: International Policy Versus Shia Leadership**-- Zackery Butler, University of South Carolina
- **Rapid Rehousing in Review: Is This the Answer to Ending Homelessness?**-- Debbie Griffith, University of Central Florida; Willie Barnes, University of Central Florida; J.
10:00 AM–11:15 AM  
**Session 102. Sociology of Food - Paper Session**  
**Organizer:** Anne McNutt Patrick, Virginia Tech  
**Presider:** Anne McNutt Patrick, Virginia Tech  
- *Gender Differences in the Association between Functional Limitation and Depressive Symptoms: The Salience of Food Insecurity*—Robyn Lewis Brown, University of Kentucky; Gabriele Ciciurkaite, Utah State University; Amiee Imlay, University of Kentucky  
- *Conversation is Food for the Soul: The Social Construction of the Authentic Meyhane in Istanbul*—Janna Tamargo, University of Florida  
- *Producing and Reproducing Culture through Food: A study of ethnicity and gender in Central and North Florida Restaurants*—Janna Tamargo, University of Florida; Martina Speranza, University of Florida  
- *What is a Refugee? An Examination of the Paradox between Legal Definitions and Current Trends*—Ginna Solorzano, North Carolina State University  
- *"Have It Your Way": Online Backlash to the New Impossible Whopper*—Anne McNutt Patrick, Virginia Tech

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  
**Session 103. Critical Perspectives on Racialization: Popular Culture, LBTQIA+, and Tourism - Paper Session**  
**Presider:** Daniel Richard Anthony Reed, University of Memphis  
- *Why Does Black Pride Equal White Hate?*—Caitlin A. Charles, Louisiana State University  
- *Giving Your Fandom the Reins: The Homestuck’s Loose Canon on LBTQIA+ Identity and Interpretation*—Daniel Richard Anthony Reed, University of Memphis  
- *Bricolage and Racial Valuation in the Harlem-TripAdvisor Relationship*—William Trevor Jamerson, Virginia Tech  
- *Historical Storytelling and the Social Construction of Race in St Augustine Tourism Narratives*—Camille Ann Petersen, Northeastern University

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  
**Session 104. Telling Our Stories: The Lived Experiences of Marginalized Students' Navigating Dominant Institutional Structures and Cultures - Paper Session**  
**Presider:** Alicia Brunson, Georgia Southern University  
- *Black Students Persistence at a PWI in the South: More than Diversity and Inclusion*—Alicia Brunson, Georgia Southern University; Miyanla Brockington, Georgia Southern University; Alexis Eanes, Georgia Southern University
University

- "Out of Place": Academic Struggles and Opportunities amongst Blacks and Students of Color Undergraduates at Oakland University-- Anthony Briggs, Oakland University Rochester Michigan; Linda Bzhetaj, Oakland University Rochester Michigan
- Mobility in Principle, Mobility in Practice?: How Students Perceive & Navigate Institutional Culture-- Rachel Sullivan, University at Albany, SUNY
- Nothing to Fall Back On: How Working-Class Students Manage Temporal Demands-- SE Jenkins, University of South Florida

Organizers: Phyllis Moen, University of Minnesota; Erin L. Kelly, MIT Sloan
Presiders: Phyllis Moen, University of Minnesota; Erin L. Kelly, MIT Sloan
- Author-- Phyllis Moen, University of Minnesota
- Author-- Erin L. Kelly, MIT Sloan
- Curious Reader-- Irene Padavic, Florida State University
- Curious Reader-- Erik Dizard Kojola, Texas Christian University
- Curious Reader-- Megan Tobias Neely, Women's Leadership Innovation Lab-Stanford University

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  Session 106. Teaching Gender and Sexuality: Challenges and Strategies for Managing Discussion in an Online Environment
*Supported by the Committee on Gender and Sexuality - Panel
Organizer: Idee Winfield, College of Charleston
Presider: Idee Winfield, College of Charleston
- Idee Winfield, College of Charleston
- Daniel Cortese, Governors State University
- Penny Harvey, Georgia Southern University
- Christopher Vidmar, University of West Georgia

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  Session 107. Amplifying Marginalized Voices in Sociology
*Co-sponsored by SWS-South & the Committee on Racial and Ethnic Minorities - Panel
Organizer: Nik M. Lampe, University of South Carolina
Presider: Brittany M. Harder, University of Tampa
- Verna M. Keith, University of Alabama-Birmingham
- Brittany M. Harder, University of Tampa
- Diego de los Rios, American Sociological Association
- Andrea K. Henderson, University of South Carolina
- Alyasah Ali Sewell, Emory University
Discussant:
- Brittany M. Harder, University of Tampa
Session 108. Poster Meeting Session III: Work, Organizations, Religion, and Socially-Engaged Teaching - Poster Session

Presenters will be at their posters for networking and Q & A

- An Examination of the Role of Religious Service Attendance in Major Life Decision-Making Processes-- Savannah Bastian, Vanderbilt University
- Continued Support for Prayer in Schools by Race, Religious Affiliation, and Socio-Economic Status-- Kasey Carpenter, University of South Carolina-Aiken; Douglas Kuck, University of South Carolina-Aiken
- The Not So Simple Way: Red Letter Christianity as Praxis-- Todd Couch, Francis Marion University
- How Does Bias Impact Online Requests for Opportunities in Jacksonville?: A Student-led Email Audit-- Liz Mount, Flagler College
- Bringing in the Bystander: Nurturing Lament as a Pedagogical Strategy in Cultivating Sociological Vocation-- Arlie Tagayuna, Lee University
- Student Engagement-- Sarah Kathryn Hagelberger, Lee University
- Been There, Done That: Experiential Research Learning for Undergraduate Sociology Students-- Lacey Jae Ritter, Wingate University; Christi Sporl, Wingate University; Abigail McGuire, Wingate University; Kyndal Caskey, Wingate University; Taylor Christensen, Wingate University; Sasha Griffin, Wingate University; Chloe Moran, Wingate University; Katie Kasper, Wingate University
- Team-Based Learning as an Introduction to the Social Sciences-- Bryan K. Robinson, Clayton State University
- All Boats Raised, but Not Leveled: Gender Pay Gap Among Young Physicians Persists-- Ananya Sarker, Case Western Reserve University; Susan Hinze, Case Western Reserve University
- Job Satisfaction among U.S. Workers: Level of Independent Work, Co-Worker Support, and Boss-Employee Relations-- Brittany Yongue, University of South Carolina-Aiken; Douglas Kuck, University of South Carolina-Aiken
- It's Cyclical: Gentrification, Civic Engagement, and the Social Distribution of Bike Lanes in Nashville-- Mirah Alix, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
- Making it Work: Social Support Systems for Survival and Identity Affirmation in an Unpaid Vocation-- Erica Chaya Janko, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
- Hurt at the Happiest Place: First Aid for Guests and Cast
**Session 109. Reflections on Diversity, Equity & Inclusion at SSS**
Join us to share your perspectives on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) at SSS. During this session attendees will actively participate in a discussion on DEI and engage in small group work to determine how we can make SSS more welcoming and supportive and foster a greater sense of belonging amongst members.

**Session 110. Meanings, Memories, and Movements: Local Cultural Processes around the World - Paper Session**
Organizers: Vaughn Schmutz, UNC Charlotte; Yang Gao, Furman University
Presider: Yang Gao, Furman University
- **Remembering the Soviet Regime in the Cosmopolitan Present**-- Rachel Mohr, Georgia Institute of Technology; Kate Pride Brown, Georgia Institute of Technology
- **Through the Looking-Glass: Reception of Chinese Elements in Hollywood Movies among Chinese College Students**-- Yang Gao, Furman University; Virginia Wayt, Furman University
- **To Talk or Not to Talk? A Micro- and Meso-Level Theory of Self-Censorship**-- Weirong Guo, Emory University
- **The Elephant in Tiananmen Square: Silence and Memory of the June 4th Movement**-- Bin Xu, Emory University
- **Analyzing the Global Diffusion of the #MeToo Movement using Twitter Data**-- Sharoni Mitra, University of North Carolina-Charlotte

**Session 111. Thin and Fat Bodies - Paper Session**
Presider: Brie Scrivner, University of Alabama-Birmingham
- **Reframing Fad Diets as Fun, Empowering, and a Pathway to Bodily Control**-- Shelly Ann Maras, North Carolina State University
- **"Will You Still Love Me When I'm Fat?": Weight Gain and Romantic Relationships**-- Keely Maelynn Fox, East Carolina University; Lacey Jae Ritter, Wingate University; David Knox, East Carolina University
- **The Feminization and Racialization of #belfies on Instagram**-- Rayanne Streeter, Maryville College

**Session 112. Du Bois, Critical Race Theory, and the Criminal Justice System - Paper Session**
Presider: Austin William Ashe, Norfolk State University
• Dangerous Mind: The FBI's Surveillance of W.E.B. Du Bois-- Anthony Jerome Stone Jr., University of Cincinnati; Earl Wright II, University of Cincinnati
• A Moral Mess: The Racialized Disorder Beneath our Criminal Justice System-- Austin William Ashe, Norfolk State University
• Black on Blue: A Qualitative Examination of How African American Collegians View Law Enforcement-- Ray Von Robertson, Florida Agricultural & Mechanical University; Cassandra Chaney, Louisiana State University

1:00 PM–2:15 PM  Session 113. Sociologies of Multiraciality - Paper Session
Organizer: David Brunsma, Virginia Tech
Presider: hephzibah strmic-pawl, Manhattanville College

- Multiraciality: Notes on the Field-- hephzibah strmic-pawl, Manhattanville College; David Brunsma, Virginia Tech
- A Qualitative Study of Second-Generation Multiracials: Examining the Generational Locus of Multiraciality on the Racial Identification Choices of Black-White Multiracials-- Haley Pilgrim, University of Pennsylvania
- "Because You’re so Different, You Can’t be with Us?:" Assessing Black Multiracial Identity and Involvement in Higher Education-- Jelly Loblack, University of South Florida
- Black Mixed-Race Men and Masculinity: Grappling with the Black Monster-- Remi Joseph-Salisbury, University of Manchester

1:00 PM–2:15 PM  Session 114. Queer Criminology *Sponsored by SWS-South; SWS-S 2019 Graduate Student Paper Award on the Study of Gender Awardee - Paper Session
Presider: Andrea Hunt, University of North Alabama

- Victoria Kurdyla, North Carolina State University
- Carrie Buist, Grand Valley State University
- Jennifer Vanderminden, University of North Carolina-Wilmington
- Lindsay Kahle, West Virginia University

Discussant:
- Andrea Hunt, University of North Alabama

1:00 PM–2:15 PM  Session 115. Parental Stress, Child Well-Being, Gender and Immigrant Status - Paper Session
Presider: Nusrat Meharun, Texas Tech University

- Parenting Stress Mediates and Family Resilience Mitigates The Effect of Adverse Childhood Experiences on Children's Mental Health and Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder-- Jalal Uddin, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Najwa Alharbi, Umm Al Qura University; Helal Uddin, East West

Main Street 03

- Faith Catering: Societal Confidence Regarding Religion-- Barinaakerenen Ebenezer Kpuinen, University of Memphis; Benjamin Baker, University of Memphis; Michael Silas Topping, University of Memphis
- An Examination of the Role of Religious Service Attendance in Major Life Decision-Making Processes-- Savannah Bastian, Vanderbilt University
- On the Making of an Endarkened, Black Catholic Imagination: The First Black Catholic Deacon in Alabama and a Theological Praxis Toward Justice-- Brenda Gayle Harris, Georgia College & State University
- Church Attendance, Well-Being, Christian Fundamentalism, and Stigma-- Haleigh Megan Larkin, Texas Tech University

Session 117. The Hunger is Real: An Examination of Food Insecurity in the Deep South - Paper Session

Main Street 04

- "Hunger is So Terrible Because it is Preventable": A Mixed-Methods Study of Hunger and Food Insecurity in Pickens County, SC-- Catherine Mobley, Clemson University; Cassius Hossfeld, Clemson University; Michelle Eichinger, Clemson University; Leslie Hossfeld, Clemson University
- Food Insecurity and Mental Health: A Case Study of Pickens County, SC-- Cassius Hossfeld, Clemson University; Catherine Mobley, Clemson University
- Race, Food Insecurity, and Farm-to-Hospital Programs in the Mississippi Civil Rights Movement: A Case Study of the North Bolivar County Farm Cooperative-- Bobby J.
1:00 PM–2:15 PM  Session 118. The Effects of Public School Enhancements, Curriculum, and Personnel on Student Outcomes - Paper Session
Presider: Jennifer Triplett, Anderson University
- High Tech, High Grades?: Educational and Extracurricular Technology Use and Academic Achievement in Elementary School-- Jennifer Triplett, Anderson University; Shealy Dominick, Anderson University
- Tracking Inequalities: How Students at International Baccalaureate High Schools Draw Moral Boundaries According to Academic Tracks-- Dalton Reynolds, University of North Florida
- If College-For-All, Then College Prep-For-All?-- Brian Holzman, Rice University; Kori Stroub, Rice University; Camila Cigarroa Kennedy, Rice University; Bethany Lewis, Rice University
- The College Gate Keepers: An Analysis of College Counseling and Student College Access-- Sarah Louise Breeden, Georgia College & State University; Tatyana Patterson, Georgia College & State University; Destiny Jackson, Georgia College & State University; Stephanie McClure, Georgia College & State University

1:00 PM–2:15 PM  Session 119. Popular Culture and Race - Paper Session
Organizers: SunAh Marie Laybourn, University of Memphis; Devon Goss, Oxford College of Emory University
Presider: SunAh Marie Laybourn, University of Memphis
- Maintaining Whiteness in Cultural Institutions: American Opera in the 21st Century-- Ayesha Chetty, University of Cincinnati
- Branding the Human Essence: Exploring Effects of Empowerment Narratives and Hybridized Black Authenticity in Lifestyle Advice-- Amanda Koontz, University of Central Florida
- Community Wealth Building and the Strategic Assimilation of Black Hip-Hop Artists-- SunAh Marie Laybourn, University of Memphis; Joey Brown, University of Maryland

1:00 PM–2:15 PM  Session 120. Theorizing Change - Paper Session

Main Stre
Detailed Schedule
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Organizer: Sheila Katz, University of Houston
Presider: Tiffany Taylor, Kent State University
   • Author-- Sheila Katz, University of Houston
   • Curious Reader-- Tiffany Taylor, Kent State University
   • Curious Reader-- Brianna Turgeon, Jacksonville State University
   • Curious Reader-- Jenny Stuber, University of North Florida
   • Curious Reader-- Katherine Everhart, Tusculum University

Session 122. Teaching Community-Engaged Courses *Co-sponsored by SWS-South, the Committee on Gender & Sexuality, and the SSS Committee on Sociology in Community & Small Colleges - Panel
Organizer: Ashley Vancil-Leap, Mississippi State University
Presider: Ashley Vancil-Leap, Mississippi State University
   • -Marina Adler, University of Maryland Baltimore County; John Schumacher, University of Maryland Baltimore County
   • Kylie Parrotta, California Polytechnic State University-- San Luis Obispo
   • Stephanie Gonzalez Guittar, Rollins College
   • Naomi Simmons, Newberry College
   • Ashley Vancil-Leap, Mississippi State University
Discussant:
   • Ashley Vancil-Leap, Mississippi State University

Session 123. Designing and Strengthening Sociology Service-Learning Courses - Workshop
Organizer: Laura Atkins, Jacksonville University
Presider: Laura Atkins, Jacksonville University
   • Laura Atkins, Jacksonville University
   • Shelley Grant, Jacksonville University
   • Rebecca Reeder, Florida State College at Jacksonville
### Detailed Schedule

**Friday, 3 April**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM−2:15 PM</td>
<td><strong>Session 124. How Sociology Programs Can Assist Students to Crack the Job Market: Crafting Learning Outcomes, Syllabi, and Assessments - Workshop</strong></td>
<td>Main Street 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Organizer:</strong> Kathleen Lowney, Valdosta State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Presider:</strong> Kathleen Lowney, Valdosta State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Panelists:</strong> Maxine Atkinson, North Carolina State University at Raleigh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM−3:45 PM</td>
<td><strong>Session 125. Documentary Film Screening and Discussion IV Special Session</strong></td>
<td>City Terrace 04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*<em>Session 126. Gender and Sexuality in the South <em>Sponsored by the Committee on Gender and Sexuality -</em></em></td>
<td>City Terrace 09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Organizer:</strong> Kristen Barber, Southern Illinois University - Carbondale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Presider:</strong> Heather Downs, Jacksonville University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <em>Sexual Diversities in the American South</em>-- Dawn Baunach, Kennesaw State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <em>Social Inequality in Action: Teaching the Complexity of Privilege and Oppression in a 'Southern' Classroom</em>-- Marni Brown, Georgia Gwinnett College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <em>Measuring the LGBT South</em>-- D'Lane Compton, University of New Orleans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <em>Neither Belle no Beau: Being Fluid in the South</em>-- Nik M. Lampe, University of South Carolina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM−3:45 PM</td>
<td><strong>Session 127. Mentoring/Networking Event II -</strong></td>
<td>Grand Ballroom 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Session 128. Transnational Issues of Gender, Sexuality, and Race - Paper Session</strong></td>
<td>City Terrace 05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Presider:</strong> Komal Dhillon-Jamerson, Virginia Tech</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <em>Gay Pride and Prejudice: Cross-National Variation in Aggregate Levels of Life Satisfaction of Gay Men</em>-- Hannah Rebekah Morris, East Carolina University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <em>Neocolonialism and Capitalism: Skin Bleaching Ads and Corporate Colonization of Indian Markets</em>-- Komal Dhillon-Jamerson, Virginia Tech</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <em>A Cross-National Comparison of Tourism and Sex Trafficking</em>-- Caroline Grace Matawaran, Davidson College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <em>Culture and Its Consequences for Entrepreneurship: Women Entrepreneurs in Neo-liberal China</em>-- Dongling Zhang, Webster University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Detailed Schedule

**Friday, 3 April**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session 129. Fat Studies: Fatness in Diet and Fitness Culture</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM - 3:45 PM</td>
<td><em>Sponsored by SWS-South - Paper Session</em></td>
<td>City Terrace 06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organizer: Lyla Byers, Virginia Tech</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presider: Lyla Byers, Virginia Tech</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• #WakeUpWeightWatchers: Dieting Goes Underage-- Lyla Byers, Virginia Tech</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• #WeightLoss: How Diets are Gendered on Social Media-- Amanda Burroughs, Virginia Tech; Jordan Marth, Virginia Tech</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• BMI: Body Mass Irrelevance-- Brie Scrivner, University of Alabama-Birmingham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Where are the Fat Hikers? An Exploratory Study of Bodies in Hiking Media-- Marc Settembrino, Southeastern Louisiana University; Laura Burns, Southeastern Louisiana; Todd Primo, Southeastern Louisiana University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session 130. Dispatches from the Digital Front: Practical Tips on Seizing Opportunities and Meeting the Challenges of Online Learning - Paper Session</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM - 3:45 PM</td>
<td>Organizer: Cullen Clark, University of Alabama-Birmingham</td>
<td>City Terrace 07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presider: Cullen Clark, University of Alabama-Birmingham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Going Offline in Online Classrooms: Building Support for Online Learners' Experiencing Digital Inequality-- Arialle Crabtree, University of Georgia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Confessions of an Online Adjunct: How My Colleagues and Institution Set Me up for Success-- Mary Kay Culpepper, Ryerson University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Counting Student Credit Hours: A Forced Sustainability Move for a Sociology Department-- Stacey Blount, Fayetteville State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The Promise and Perils of Online Learning in Sociology: Reflections and Recommendations-- Susan Cody-Rydzewski, Georgia State University, Perimeter College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discusssant:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cullen Clark, University of Alabama-Birmingham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session 131. Guns in Society - Paper Session</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM - 3:45 PM</td>
<td>Organizer: Benjamin Dowd-Arrow, Florida State University</td>
<td>City Terrace 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presider: Benjamin Dowd-Arrow, Florida State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Gender Role Attitudes and Gun Policy Preference-- Benjamin Dowd-Arrow, Florida State University; Amy Burdette, Florida State University; Terrence Hill, University of Arizona; Jeremy Uecker, Baylor University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The Politics of Public Acceptance of Research on Guns and Public Health-- Benjamin Dowd-Arrow, Florida State University; Timothy Haverda, University of Oregon; Christopher Ellison, University of Texas-San Antonio; Margaret Kelley, University of Kansas; Pablo Gonzalez,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
University of Texas-San Antonio

- **Gun Ownership and Sleep Disturbance**-- Terrence Hill, University of Arizona; Benjamin Dowd-Arrow, Florida State University; Amy Burdette, Florida State University; Lauren Hale, SUNY Stony Brook

- **Who Favors Arming Teachers to Deter School Shootings? Evidence from a Nationwide Survey**-- Christopher Ellison, University of Texas-San Antonio; Margaret Kelley, University of Kansas; Pablo Gonzalez, University of Texas-San Antonio

- **Gun Ownership and Happiness: Is Happiness Really a Warm Gun?**-- Terrence Hill, University of Arizona; Benjamin Dowd-Arrow, Florida State University; Andrew Davis, North Carolina State University; Amy Burdette, Florida State University

2:30 PM–3:45 PM  **Session 132. Adolescence: Risks and Choices - Paper Session**

*Presider:* Mitchell B Mackinem, Wingate University

- "Water into Wine": Religiosity and Drinking Behaviors among College Students at HBCUs vs. PWIs-- Mitchell B Mackinem, Wingate University; Anisah Bagasra, Kennesaw State University; Lacey Jae Ritter, Wingate University; Christi Sporl, Wingate University

- **Is Stetson University a Counterculture of Alcoholism: An In-depth Analysis of Social Bonding Theory and its Effect on College Students and their Alcohol Consumption Habits**-- John Banks, Stetson University

- **I Do or I Don’t: The Effects of Generational Typology and Relationship Experience on Relationship Expectations**-- Stephanie Lovisiah Hanus, University of Georgia

- **Seatbelt use among Southern college drivers: The effects of sociodemographic characteristics and prior traumatic experiences**-- Tracey Woodard, University of South Carolina Upstate; Courtney McDonald, University of South Carolina Upstate; Ronald Douglas, University of South Carolina Upstate

2:30 PM–3:45 PM  **Session 133. Racialization and Immigration - Paper Session**

*Organizer:* Kim Ebert, North Carolina State University

*Presider:* Kim Ebert, North Carolina State University

- **Controlling Images of Crimmigration and Immigrant Resistance**-- Miara Bailey-Hall, North Carolina State University

- **Racialization of Immigrants in a Comparative Perspective**-- Ginna Solorzano, North Carolina State University

- **Racialization Of and By Allies in Immigrant Advocacy Organizations**-- Avery Walter, North Carolina State University

- **Racialized Sexuality at the Mexico-US Border**-- Blair
Detailed Schedule
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Yates, North Carolina State University

- Frame Analysis of Conflict Surrounding Immigration--
  Joshua Hummel, North Carolina State University

Discussant:
- Kim Ebert, North Carolina State University

2:30 PM—3:45 PM  
Session 134. Applying Sociology in the Community *Sponsored by the Committee on Sociological Practice - Paper Session
Presider: Laura Atkins, Jacksonville University

- Growing Community Engagement through a Sustainable Partnership Approach-- Laura Atkins, Jacksonville University
- What Makes a Non-Profit Successful: Exploring the Impact of A Grocery Programs on Low-Income Adults and Children-- Courtney Howell, University of Central Florida
- Food Insecurity and Health: Analysis of Self-Report Data from Orlando's Working Poor-- Jacquelyn Fernandez-Reiss, University of Central Florida; Lauren Daniel, University of Central Florida
- Hungry for an Education: Food Insecurity and Academic Performance of Children in Mercy Drive-- Justen Rosenberg, University of Central Florida

2:30 PM—3:45 PM  
Session 135. Professional Mobility: Opportunities and Constraints - Paper Session
Presider: Anne-Kathrin Kronberg, University of North Carolina-Charlotte

- Professional Gatekeepers: The Effect of Professional Mix on Employees' Mobility from Nonprofessional to Professional Status-- Anne-Kathrin Kronberg, University of North Carolina-Charlotte; Christopher Rider, University of Michigan; Anand Swaminathan, Emory University
- Military Service as an Alternate STEM Credential-- Christina Steidl, University of Alabama in Huntsville; Regina Werum, University of Nebraska - Lincoln; Sela Harcey, University of Nebraska - Lincoln
- An Intersectional Investigation of Glass Barriers in Engineering: Race/Ethnicity and Gender Delineations and Dynamics-- Yu Tao, Stevens Institute of Technology; Connie McNeely, George Mason University
- The (Lack of) Visibility of Latina Executives in Corporate America-- Alida L. Minkel, Hispanic Association on Corporate Responsibility; Lisette Garcia, Hispanic Association on Corporate Responsibility
- The Lifecycle of a Stretch Assignment: Flexible Bureaucracy, Advancement, and Inequality in the New Economy-- Megan Tobias Neely, Women's Leadership Innovation Lab-Stanford University; Shannon Gilmartin,
Women's Leadership Innovation Lab-Stanford University; Caroline Simard, Women's Leadership Innovation Lab-Stanford University; JoAnne Wehner, Women's Leadership Innovation Lab-Stanford University; Aliya Rao, Singapore Management University; Sofia Kennedy, Women's Leadership Innovation Lab-Stanford University

2:30 PM–3:45 PM  Session 136. Theoretical, Methodological, and Political Issues in Research on Higher Education - Paper Session  Main Street 03
Presider: Kris Macomber, Meredith College

- *Transferring Social Matter: A Descriptive Meta-Synthesis of Theories About Physics Faculty Socialization to Teaching*-- Claudine McLaren Turner, University of Central Florida
- *Towards a New Theory of Sexual Violence During the College Years*-- Kris Macomber, Meredith College; Amie Hess, Meredith College
- *Re-Assessing the Construction of Culture in Measuring Educational Attainment*-- Michael Parrish, University of Cincinnati
- *Mapping Campus Microaggressions in the Deep South: A Useful Tool With Unanticipated Consequences*-- Kirk Johnson, University of Mississippi; Willa Johnson, University of Mississippi; James Thomas, University of Mississippi; John J. Green, University of Mississippi

2:30 PM–3:45 PM  Session 137. Producing and Consuming "Food" - Paper Session  Main Street 04
Presider: Elizabeth Grauerholz, University of Central Florida

- *Shifting from Plant-based to Meat/Dairy-based Diets: Social Forces that Shape "Backsliding"*-- Elizabeth Grauerholz, University of Central Florida; Racine Jacques, University of Central Florida; Jaime Hecht, Elise Lorenzo, University of Central Florida
- *Feeding the Future: Impacts and Possibilities of International Interventions in Food Production*-- David Ader, University of Tennessee

2:30 PM–3:45 PM  Session 138. The Outsized Power of Middle-Class Parents in U.S. Public Schooling - Paper Session  Main Street 05
Organizer: Anthony Healy, Emory University
Presider: Anthony Healy, Emory University

- *Are Parents Powerful or Powerless? The Relative Power of Family, Schools and the State*-- Toby Parcel, North Carolina State University
- *The More Things Change, the More they Stay the Same: The Maintenance of White Privilege and Power in a
2:30 PM–3:45 PM  
**Session 139. Sociological Analyses of Science - Paper Session**  
**Presider:** Bradley Nash, Appalachian State University  
- *Political Climate and Consequences for Science and Environmental Protection in the U.S. and Brazil*-- Anne Price, Valdosta State University; Lindsey Peterson, Mississippi State University; Victoria Schenk, Valdosta State University  
- *Re-Framing the Scientific Ethos: Sustaining Science as a Social Movement in the 21st Century*-- Bradley Nash, Appalachian State University  
- *Incorporating the Discipline of Sociology into Medical Curriculum: Reviewing Existing Theories and Interventions*-- Fariha Khalid, University of Maryland Baltimore Country

2:30 PM–3:45 PM  
**Session 140. The Evolution of Luxury (Taylor and Francis/Routledge, 2020), by Ian Malcolm Taplin - Author-Meets-Curious-Readers**  
**Organizer:** Amanda Koontz, University of Central Florida  
**Presider:** Amanda Koontz, University of Central Florida  
- *Author*-- Ian Malcolm Taplin, Wake Forest University, NC & Kedge Business School, Bordeaux  
- *Curious Reader*-- Amanda Koontz, University of Central Florida  
- *Curious Reader*-- Nathaniel Chapman, Arkansas Tech University  
- *Curious Reader*-- J. Slade Lellock, Virginia Tech  
- *Curious Reader*-- Wei Zhao, University of North Carolina-Charlotte  
**Discussant:**  
- Amanda Koontz, University of Central Florida

2:30 PM–3:45 PM  
**Session 141. Get a Helping Hand! The 411 on Teaching Institutions *Co-sponsored by SWS-South and the SSS Committee on Sociology in Community and Small Colleges - Panel**  
**Organizer:** Naomi Simmons, Newberry College  
**Presider:** Naomi Simmons, Newberry College  
- Naomi Simmons, Newberry College  
- Stephanie Gonzalez Guittar, Rollins College  
- Sarah Donley, Jacksonville State University
Detailed Schedule
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- Estye Fenton, University of West Alabama

2:30 PM–3:45 PM  Session 142. Contingent Faculty Forum *Organized by ASA - Panel
Organizer: Diego de los Rios, American Sociological Association
Presider: Diego de los Rios, American Sociological Association

2:30 PM–3:45 PM  Session 143. Connecting Sociology to Job Skills Through Active Learning - Workshop
Learn and share how to get students to learn sociology through doing sociology and making connections between sociological tools and job skills for the students.
Organizer: Maxine Atkinson, North Carolina State University at Raleigh
Presider: Maxine Atkinson, North Carolina State University at Raleigh
- Leader-- Maxine Atkinson, North Carolina State University at Raleigh
- Leader-- Kathleen Odell Korgen, William Paterson University
- Leader-- Catherine Harnois, Wake Forest University

2:30 PM–3:45 PM  Session 144. Poster Meeting Session IV: Community, Political Economy, and Politics & Policy - Poster Session
Presenters will be at their posters for networking and Q & A
- Housing the Community or Tourists: Processes of Gentrification in Galveston Post Hurricane Ike-- Hana Bayrakdar Barazi, Wofford College; Jenna Lamphere, Texas A&M University, Galveston
- Racism, Governance, and Redeveloping the Urban Core: "That Corner of our Downtown Will Come to Life Like We Had Never Seen it Before"-- Wenonah Machdelena Venter, University of South Florida
- Globalized Labor Migration and Impoverishment: Examining the South Asian Diaspora in the Gulf Coast Cooperation (GCC)-- Danya R Rangachar, Davidson College
- Constructing "Modern" Japan: Modernization Theory, Orientalism and Japanese Economic History-- Jessica Lory Shoemaker, Florida Atlantic University
- Into the Hands of the Partisans: How did Tennessee Promise happen in Tennessee?-- Hannah Ingersoll, Vanderbilt University
- A Comparative Study of State Response to the Opioid Crisis-- Michelle Petrie, University of South Carolina Aiken; Philip Mason, University of South Carolina-Aiken
- The Political Participation of Latino Noncitizens in the U.S. (2015-2019)-- Emily Ann Brubaker, George Mason University
- Religiosity and Immigration in the United States-- Emily

- Main Street 06
- Main Street 02
- Grand Foyer Nook
Detailed Schedule
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Grace Curran, Rollins College
• *Who are Anti-feminists and What Do They Believe?*-- Catherine Harnois, Wake Forest University; Katherine Dalvano, Wake Forest University
• *Immigration*-- Kristina Elizabeth DeVivo, Central Connecticut State University
• *Virtual Buzz: Race, Gender, Social Media and Perceptions of Trump's Politics*-- Patrick Koroma, Lee University

4:00 PM–5:00 PM  **Meet the SSS Authors Moment**  Grand Foyer Nook
SSS members have been very productive since our last annual meeting. Come meet members who have published books in the last year and share in their excitement.

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  **SSS Black Caucus Meeting**  Mathews

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  **Session 145. What Careers Can You Pursue with an MA in Sociology? - Paper Session**  City Terrace 05
Organizer: Ashley Marie Peterson, East Carolina University
Presider: Ashley Marie Peterson, East Carolina University
• Ashley Marie Peterson, East Carolina University
• Bob Edwards, East Carolina University

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  **Session 146. Fat Studies: Experiencing and Theorizing Fat Oppression *Sponsored by SWS-South - Paper Session**  City Terrace 06
Organizer: Ariane Prohaska, University of Alabama
Presider: Ariane Prohaska, University of Alabama
• *Sick but Healthy: Bariatric Patients and the Social Construction of Illness and Disability*-- Corey Stevens, Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville
• *Big Christian Beauty Queens: Negotiating Gender, Religion and Body Size in a National Plus-Size Pageant*-- Ariane Prohaska, University of Alabama
• *The Exceptionalism of Size and Shape*-- Ramanpreet Annie Bahra, York University
• *One Bad Mother: An Analysis of Fat Motherhood Under Neoliberalism*-- Sarah Renee Mayer, Davidson College

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  **Session 147. Race, Space, and Place II - Paper Session**  City Terrace 09
Organizer: Joong Won Kim, Virginia Tech
Presider: Joong Won Kim, Virginia Tech
• *The Racial Geography of Democracy: Racialized Space and Community Among Grassroots Progressive*-- Michael Rosino, University of Connecticut
• *Structural Racism at Prominent Virginia Colleges From 1880-1930: A Visual and Textual Analysis Using University Yearbooks*-- Stephen C. Poulson, James
**Session 148. Legal Consciousness among Law Enforcement and Emergency Department Staff - Paper Session**

- **Legal Consciousness among Law Enforcement and Emergency Department Staff**-- Carol Sue Walther, Northern Illinois University
- **Legal Consciousness among Law Enforcement and Emergency Department Staff**-- Kari Hickey, Northern Illinois University
- **Legal Consciousness among Law Enforcement and Emergency Department Medical Staff**-- John King, Northern Illinois University
- **Legal Consciousness among Law Enforcement and Emergency Department Medical Staff**-- Carly Besler, Northern Illinois University
- **Legal Consciousness among Law Enforcement and Emergency Department Medical Staff**-- Victoria Andrzejewski, Northern Illinois University; Hunter Layne, Northern Illinois University; Jennifer Gijada, Northern Illinois University

**Session 149. Children, Weapons, and Politics - Paper Session**

- **Weapons at School: Examining the Significance of Place**-- Lisa Yost, Virginia Tech; Anthony Peguero, Virginia Tech; Melissa Ripepi, Virginia Tech; Kecia Johnson, Mississippi State University
- "**That's a Whole Other Ballgame, the Whole Gun Thing...**: Children's Perceptions of Gun Violence in Schools"-- Courtney Heath, Mississippi State University; Nicole Rader, Mississippi State University; Margaret Hagerman, Mississippi State University
- **Conscious Discipline as Self-Surveillance**-- Taylor Devereaux, University of Central Florida

**Session 150. Attitudes toward Immigrants and Immigration - Paper Session**

Presider: Hannah Aronson, Davidson College
The Decline in Americans' Opposition to Immigration: Evidence from Two Data Sources, 1966 - 2018-- Moshe Semyonov, University of Illinois-Chicago; Matthew Sanderson, Kansas State University; Anastasia Gorodzeisky, Tel Aviv University

The Undesirable Immigrant in Minnesota: Is it About Religion?-- Sandrine Zerbib, St Cloud State University; Ann Finan, St. Cloud State University

Immigrant Sentiment Within the Model Minority Myth: How South and East Asian Immigrant Communities Form their Attitudes towards other Immigrants-- Hannah Aronson, Davidson College

Comparative-Historical Analysis of Reporting Social Tolerance in the United States, Turkey, and South Africa.-- Ismail Yigit, Mississippi State University

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  
Session 151. Community-Based Research Across the Curriculum - Paper Session  
Organizer: Julia Waity, University of North Carolina Wilmington  
Presider: Julia Waity, University of North Carolina Wilmington  
- Making the Link: A Model for Embedding Community-Based Research Across the Curriculum-- Jennifer Vanderminden, University of North Carolina-Wilmington; Julia Waity, University of North Carolina Wilmington  
- Understanding Music Festival Culture: Bonnaroo University-- Ken Spring, Belmont University; Sarita Stewart, Belmont University  
- Teaching Community-Based Courses: The Dream and the Reality-- Sandra Godwin, Georgia College & State University  
- Community Engaged Research Across Disciplines-- Samantha Durham, University of North Carolina-Wilmington; Julia Waity, University of North Carolina Wilmington; Kirsten Kinzer, University of North Carolina-Wilmington  
- Incorporating a Multilevel Research and Intervention Project into a Community-based Research Course for Graduate Students-- LaToya O'Neal, University of Florida; Biswadeep Dhar, University of Florida; Karla Giron, University of Florida; Cody Gusto, University of Florida; Gerard Dorve-Lewis, University of Florida; Jihee Song, University of Florida; Antoinette Waller, University of Florida

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  
Session 152. Constructing Workplace Identities and Meanings - Main Street 03  
Paper Session  
Presider: Michael Sickels, Winthrop University  
- Paid Activism and "Happy" Activists: Pathways of Professionalization for Working-Class NGO Employees--
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Liz Mount, Flagler College
- *Ambassadors, Cynics, and Saboteurs: Retail Worker Identity and Employee Brand Discourse*-- Michael Sickels, Winthrop University
- *Multidimensional Identity and Use of Technology among Firefighters*-- Andrew George McBride, University of North Carolina-Charlotte; Wei Zhao, University of North Carolina-Charlotte; Wendy Long, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
- *Knowledge Management, Social Learning, and Police*-- Michelle Nathalie Nilsson, University of Florida; Marian Borg, University of Florida

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  **Session 153. Sociological Examination of Food Insecurity - Paper Session**  Main Street 04
**Presider:** Ken Kolb, Furman University
- *The Struggle for Success: Food Insecurity among College Students*-- Fariha Khalid, University of Maryland Baltimore Country; Deveraux Smith, University of Maryland Baltimore County
- *Designing Food Desert Solutions with Residents’ Everyday Realities in Mind.*-- Ken Kolb, Furman University
- *Complexity in the Desert: Heterogeneity in Food Shopping and Purchasing Patterns Within Disadvantaged Urban Communities*-- Ellis Logan, Valdosta State University

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  **Session 154. Labor in Higher Education - Paper Session**  Main Street 05
**Presider:** Rosario Fernandez Romero, University of North Florida
- *Fighting the Good Fight Part II: Adjuncts Fight Back*-- Christian Schlaerth, Waldorf University
- *Gender and Racial Biases in Higher Education: Navigating Multiple Intersections as a Female Faculty*-- Rosario Fernandez Romero, University of North Florida
- *'Teaching while Black'*-- Clifford Broman, Michigan State University
- *Anti-Racist 'Scholar-Activism' in UK Higher Education: Navigating Neoliberal Institutions*-- Remi Joseph-Salisbury, University of Manchester; Laura Connelly, University of Salford

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  **Session 155. Get a Helping Hand! The 411 on Research Institutions *Sponsored by SWS-South* - Panel**  City Terrace 08
**Organizer:** Naomi Simmons, Newberry College
**Presider:** Naomi Simmons, Newberry College
- Tiffany Taylor, Kent State University
- Patricia Drentea, University of Alabama-Birmingham
- Sheila Katz, University of Houston
- Naomi Simmons, Newberry College
Session 156. Navigating a Career with a Lavender Vita
*Sponsored by the Committee on Professions - Panel
Organizer: Brandy Simula, Emory
Presider: Danielle Currier, Randolph College
- Sara Crawley, University of South Florida; Chong-suk Han, Middlebury College
- J. Erica Sumerau, University of Tampa
- Shantel Gabrieal Buggs, Florida State University
- Tara Sutton, Mississippi State University
- Ali Sewell, Emory University
Discussant:
- Danielle Currier, Randolph College

Session 157. Thriving in Grad School: Practical Strategies from Admission to the Job Market - Panel
Organizer: Sarah Ovink, Virginia Tech
Presider: Sarah Ovink, Virginia Tech
- Thriving in Grad School: The Pre-Application Phase-- Sarah Ovink, Virginia Tech
- Thriving in Grad School: Getting Started-- David Brunsmo, Virginia Tech
- Thriving in Grad School: Knowledge Production-- Whitney Hayes, Virginia Tech
- Thriving in Grad School: Preparing for the Job Market-- Jennifer Turner, Hollins University
- Thriving in Grad School: Connecting with Community-- Michelle McLeese, University of Southern Mississippi

Session 158. Community Activism in Jacksonville - Panel
This session will host representatives from several community organizations committed to progressive social change in Jacksonville Florida (Jacksonville Progressive Coalition, Jacksonville Community Action Committee, and Northside Coalition) in the areas of criminal justice reform, police accountability, community development, race relations, removal of Confederate monuments, and citizen participation. Speakers will discuss the challenges faced and the strategies employed.
Organizer: David Jaffee, University of North Florida
Discussant:
- David Jaffee, University of North Florida

Session 159. Roundtable: Theory - Roundtable
Presider: Abigail Gabriella Nicole Duncanson, Florida Atlantic University
- Examining Broken Windows and Order Maintenance Policing-- Sean Michael D'Annibale, Suny Oneonta
- A Case for Inclusion: Ida B. Wells Barnett the Classical Sociological Theorist-- Michael Royster, Prairie View A&M University
The Specter of the (Trans)gressive Fag: Transphobia in the Black Community-- Abigail Gabriella Nicole Duncanson, Florida Atlantic University

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  Session 160. Roundtable: Race and Mental Health - Roundtable
Presider: Taylor Jackson, Florida State University
- #SelfCareSundays, Retreats and Other Meet-ups: An Examination of Black Women’s Wellness Events-- Taylor Jackson, Florida State University
- The Mental Health of African Americans in Relation to Religiosity-- Josie Yanique Lindor Walter, Florida Atlantic University

4:00 PM–5:15 PM  Session 161. Roundtable: Undergraduate/Graduate Presentations - Roundtable
Presider: Michael Silas Topping, University of Memphis
- The Destruction of Coral Reefs-- Jillian Marie Dolan, Flagler College; Anne Saville, University of Florida
- Interchangeable Forms of Abuse within Families-- Katherine Irene Haggar, Florida Atlantic University
- Social, Economic, and Political Valuations of Higher Education-- Casey Welch, UMO
- Racial Differences in Women’s Stroke Mortality in the Southern United States-- Mohamad Almasri, Saint Leo University; Michael Silas Topping, University of Memphis

4:00 PM–5:30 PM  SWS-South Self-Care Garden Walk @ the Cummer Museum - Off-Site
Meet in the lobby just before the start of this event so that we can arrange transport to the Cummer Museum. Admission is free at this time on Fridays! Text or call Bri (256-654-4584) with meet-up questions.

5:45 PM–7:00 PM  Presidential Honors and Convocation Ceremony, Annual Award, and Presidential Address
Grand Ballroom 1 & 2

7:00 PM–9:00 PM  Presidential Reception
Rain site is Grand Ballroom 4
Riverdeck 2 Lower Deck

8:30 PM–10:30 PM  Game Night
Come with your card and board games (and beyond) to unwind and get to know your colleagues better in a non-competitive (or slightly less competitive) spirit! This is an informal gathering open to all SSS participants.
Detailed Schedule Saturday, 4 April

7:00 AM–8:00 AM  **Yoga with Marc Settembrino**  
Riverdeck 4  
Rise and shine with an accessible yoga practice lead by Marc Settembrino. This practice includes breathwork, movement, and meditation. Perfect for all bodies and levels of experience. Mats and props provided, or bring your own. Rainsite is Mainstreet 8 on 4th floor.  
**Organizer:** Marc Settembrino, Southeastern Louisiana University

7:45 AM–8:30 AM  **SSS Business Meeting**  
Mathews

8:00 AM–12:00 PM  **Book Exhibits**  
Grand Foyer Exhibit

8:00 AM–12:00 PM  **On-Site Registration**  
Grand Foyer-Registration

8:00 AM–12:00 PM  **Pre-Registration**  
Grand Foyer-Registration

8:30 AM–9:45 AM  **SSS Committee Meetings *Allotted meeting time for all other SSS committees not already listed in program**  
Grand Ballroom 4

8:30 AM–3:45 PM  **SSS Hospitality Suite**  
Main Street 08

8:30 AM–4:00 PM  **Quiet Space**  
Boardroom 4

8:30 AM–4:00 PM  **Lactation Space**  
Client Office 3

8:30 AM–9:45 AM  **Executive Committee Meeting 4**  
Mathews

8:30 AM–9:45 AM  **Session 162. Geography Matters and Threats to Health - Paper Session**  
City Terrace 05  
**Presider:** Colette Lynne Afou Ngana, Case Western Reserve University  
- *Social Locations, Environmental Factors, Access, and Health: Understanding Intersectional Factors and Mechanisms that Lead to Neighborhood and Community Level Health Outcomes*-- Brittany M. Harder,
University of Tampa; Julia Jester, University of South Florida

- **Understanding Social Inequality through Unintentional, In-home Burn Injuries**-- Colette Lynne Afou Ngana, Case Western Reserve University

- **Still Gasping for Air: A Mixed Methods Policy Analysis of Existing Efforts Evaluated at the Intersections of Race, Ethnicity, Socioeconomic Status, Place, and Health in the Prevention and the Reduction of Asthma in East Harlem**-- Brittany M. Harder, University of Tampa; Cameron Moskol, University of Tampa

- **Operationalizing Access: Assessing Urban/Rural Definitions, Distance, and Time in Relation to Health**-- Kaelee Mae Belletto, Vanderbilt University

- **Health Insurance Coverage in Rural Florida and the Gulf Coast after Affordable Care Act**-- Hosik Min, University of South Alabama; Kenneth Hudson, University of South Alabama

8:30 AM—9:45 AM  Session 163. Factors Affecting and Affected by Family Demographics - Paper Session  City Terrace 06

**Presider:** Margaret Ralston, Mississippi State University

- **The Fracking Oil Boom and Family Formation**-- Andrew Lowell Owen, Northwestern University

- **Changes in Religious Affiliation Across the Life Course: Effects on First Fertility**-- Dustin Michael Hughes, Louisiana State University

- **Health and Happiness: The Influence of Marriage across Gender, Age and Place**-- Margaret Ralston, Mississippi State University; Lindsey Peterson, Mississippi State University

8:30 AM—9:45 AM  Session 164. Black Racial Attitudes, Frames, and Epistemologies - Paper Session  City Terrace 07

**Presider:** Nicole E. Jones, University of Florida

- **"We Can't Blame it on 'The Man' or Can We?": Black Millennials' Explanations of Racial Inequality in the "Post-Racial" Era**-- Celeste Lee, Spelman College

- **"Hey, If You Can Make it in St. Louis, You Can Make it Anywhere": Hyperracialized Space and Mental Health of Black Missourians**-- Nicole E. Jones, University of Florida; Kaleea Lewis, University of Missouri; Alaysia Brown, University of Missouri

- **African-American and Black Immigrant Students in the U.S. South: Race, Identity, and School Achievement in the New Black Mecca**-- Jerome Morris, Endowed Professor of Urban Education University of Missouri-St. Louis

- **But Was it Racist? (Mis)-Interpreting the Persistence of Racial Inequality in the White Workplace**-- Ifeanyi
Session 165. Embodiment, Multiraciality, and Empowerment - Paper Session

Presider: Sarah Elizabeth Castillo, University of Tennessee-Knoxville

- *Contested Beauty: Multiracial Women Negotiating Colorism and Embodied Capital in Romantic Relationships* -- Melinda Mills, Castleton University
- *Race Self-labeling Choices of Multiracial Individuals* -- Sarah Elizabeth Castillo, University of Tennessee-Knoxville
- *A Longitudinal Study of Black -White Biracial College Women's Dating Experiences and Partner Preferences* -- Kristen Clayton, Oglethorpe University
- *The Psycho-social Aspects of Dating and Sexuality for Women with Severe Physical Disabilities* -- Chelsie Nitschke, Tennessee State University; Karen Abel, Tennessee State University; Barbara Kilbourne, Tennessee State University

Session 166. Corporations, Workers, and Communities - Paper Session

Presider: Matthew Sedlar, George Mason University

- *Reverse-engineering the Company Town: Subsidy, Competition, and the Case of Amazon* -- Matthew Sedlar, George Mason University; Hayley C. Brown, Center for Economic and Policy Research
- *Who Benefits from Privatization? An Analysis of Stakeholder Benefits* -- Nathan Meyers, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
- *The United States of Trump Corp.: The Governing Style of a Personal Brand* -- Joel Michael Crombez, Kennesaw State University; Steven Panageotou, Arkansas State University
- *Dharavi's Right to Mumbai: Exploring Relevancy of the "Durable Slum" in a Globalizing City* -- Karthik Balaji Ramanujam, Florida Atlantic University

Session 167. Race, Social Control, Disciplinary Practices, and Outcomes in Public Schools - Paper Session

Presider: Jeremy Kidd Prim, University of California- Davis

- *Risky Business: Understanding the Unequal Time Frames When Students Are Most at Risk For School Suspensions and Juvenile Justice Contact* -- Horace Duffy, Rice
University

- *The Role of Teacher Racial/Ethnic Composition on Schools' Use of Disciplinary Sanctions*-- Kyleigh Moniz, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
- *Shut Up and Obey: The Long-Term Effects of Behavioral Management Charts Used in Public Schools*-- Aya Ekesha Barnes, University of Tennessee-Knoxville

8:30 AM–9:45 AM  **Session 168. Social Psychological Processes in Action - Paper Session**  
Presider: Victoria Money, University of South Carolina-Columbia

- *Assessing Susceptibility: Why People Respond to Fraudulent Emails*-- Timothy Steven Rich, Western Kentucky University; Madelynn Einhorn, Western Kentucky University
- *Thou Shalt Lie: Anticipatory Deflection Management*-- Victoria Money, University of South Carolina-Columbia
- *Why Come Forward Now? An Experimental Investigation of the Contexts that Prompt Whistle-blowing*-- Kayla Pierce, University of Notre Dame; Paige Ambord, University of Notre Dame
- *Feeling Racial Discrimination: How Social Support Matters for Emotionally Processing Racially Discriminatory Events*-- Malissa Alinor, University of Georgia

8:30 AM–9:45 AM  **Session 169. Incels and Hate Groups - Paper Session**  
Presider: Virginia Beard, Longwood University

- *The Hate Void: A Proposed Method for Projecting Hate Crimes in Regional Analysis*-- Nicholas Garcia, Washington college; Paige Kelly, The Ohio State University
- *"Nice Guys Aren't Actually that Nice": A Content Analysis of Former Incels of Reddit*-- Maria Nicole Scaptura, Virginia Tech
- *Taking the Black Pill: Applying Theoretical Criminology to the Case of INCEL Mass Murderer Alex Minassian*-- Virginia Beard, Longwood University; Hollie MacDonald, Longwood University

8:30 AM–9:45 AM  **Session 170. Substance Use and Abuse - Paper Session**  
Presider: Elizabeth Baker, University of Alabama-Birmingham

- *Substance Use during the Transition to Adulthood and College Graduation*-- Elizabeth Baker, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Katie McIntyre, Birmingham-Southern College
- *Social Control and Marijuana Use Among Adolescents: A Reexamination in the 21st Century Context*-- Andrew Frederick Baird, Christopher Newport University; Jacqueline Gillespie, Christopher Newport University
• Exploring the Onset Risks of First Marijuana Use Among U.S. Adults-- Jiabin Fan, Louisiana State University
• The Effects of Differential Association and Social Bonding Theory on Adolescent "Hard" and "Soft" Drug Use-- Grace Ann Paul, Stetson University

8:30 AM–9:45 AM  Session 171. Social Movements: Pathways to Barriers and Successes - Paper Session
Presider: William Danaher, Southern Illinois University Carbondale
• The Impact of Social Movement Resources on the Outcome of the Two Charleston Hospital Workers Strikes-- Von Bakanic, College of Charleston
• Historical Precursors to the 1969 Charleston Hospital Workers Strike-- William Danaher, Southern Illinois University Carbondale; Marc Dixon, Dartmouth
• The Movement For Black Lives Challenges and Successes--Five Years Later-- Shaneda L Destine, University of Tennessee-Knoxville
• Pitting the Working-Class Against Itself: Solidarity, Strikebreaking, and Strike Outcomes in the Early U.S. Labor Movement"-- Larry Isaac, Vanderbilt University; Rachel McKane, Vanderbilt University; Anna Jacobs, Austin Peay State University

8:30 AM–9:45 AM  Session 172. Doing and Teaching Applied Sociology: Indianapolis as a Classroom - Panel
Organizer: Colleen Elizabeth Wynn, University of Indianapolis
Presider: Elizabeth Ziff, University of Indianapolis
• Brandon Mouser, University of Indianapolis
• James Pennell, University of Indianapolis
• Greta Pennell, University of Indianapolis
• Colleen Elizabeth Wynn, University of Indianapolis
Discussant:
• Elizabeth Ziff, University of Indianapolis

8:30 AM–9:45 AM  Session 173. Poster Meeting Session V: Intimate Relationships and Sexual Violence - Poster Session
Presenters will be at their posters for networking and Q & A
• Union Formation Amongst College Undergraduate and Graduate Students: A Study of Attitudes and Behaviors-- Sydney Kayelene Campbell, Mercer University; Emily Mixon, Mercer University
• Generational Differences Among Southern LGBT Chosen Families-- Abigail Elizabeth Parmley, University of Tennessee
• Sex Secrets: Impact of Disclosure versus Non-disclosure on Relationships-- Tara Lynn Martin, East Carolina University; Keely Maelynn Fox, East Carolina University; Lacey Jae Ritter, Wingate University; David Knox, East Carolina University
Carolina University; Sara Fehr, Texas A&M University; Susan Milstein, Texas A&M University

- **Working with Sexual Violence Survivors: Reports from Agencies in Spartanburg, South Carolina**-- Jessica McMaster, University of South Carolina Upstate

- **Dating and Sexual Violence: Experiences of University of South Carolina-Upstates' Students**-- Mckayla Malaythong, University of South Carolina Upstate

- **Obstructing Quality Care: Barriers Faced by Nurses When Becoming SANE Certified**-- Elisabeth Dianne Colquitt, Mercer University

- **Effects of the #MeToo Movement on Rape Myth Acceptance and Likelihood to Report**-- Cassandra Lee Thomason, University of Alabama; Ariane Prohaska, University of Alabama

- **Bought! A Look at the Global Trends Found Within Sex Trafficking**-- Sarah Ellen Strickland, Lee University

- **Attitudes toward Intimate Partner Violence in Uganda**-- Jasmine Walker, East Carolina University; Sitawa Kimuna, East Carolina University; Yanyi Djamba, California Department of Public Health

- **The Realities of Hookup Culture on College Campuses**-- Alicen Joyce Nico, Eckerd College

- **Behind Closed Doors: A GIS-based Analysis of Community-level Factors and Intimate Partner Violence**-- Karla Hurtado, University of Central Florida

- **Behind the Badge: Sexual Assault Committed by Law Enforcement in the United States**-- Ketty Andrea Fernandez, University of Central Florida; Madelyn Diaz, University of Central Florida

---

**10:00 AM-11:15 AM  Session 174. Mentoring/Networking Event III - Grand Ballroom 4**

This session focuses on the job market: hiring departments, hiring organizations, and individuals with guidance on job seeking at different types of institutions or organizations.

---

**10:00 AM-11:15 AM  Session 175. LGBTQ Health, HIV/AIDS, Stress and Suicide Intention - Paper Session City Terrace 05**

**Presider:** Heather Sue McDonald, University of Georgia

- **What We Don’t Know Hurts Others: Addressing the Knowledge Gap Among Healthcare Providers with Transgender and Non-binary Patients**-- Jillian Marissa Rogero, University of Central Florida

- **Effects of LGB Awareness on LGB Mental Health**-- Ari Joshua Isaiah, University of Central Florida

- **Racial Differences in Policy Determinants of HIV/AIDS**-- Gabe H Miller, Texas A&M University

- **The First Year: Transitions, Stress, and Health among**
**Undergraduate College Students**-- Laura Simon, Mercer University
- *Changes to Social Status and Intimate Relations as Possible Predictors of Suicide Intention*-- Heather Sue McDonald, University of Georgia; Daniel J. Boches, University of Georgia; Jeffery Benjamin Patterson, University of Georgia

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  
**Session 176. Families Facing Challenges - Paper Session**  
*Presider:* April Schueths, Georgia Southern University  
- *Living at the Intersection of Family and Immigration Law*-- April Schueths, Georgia Southern University; Danshanique Adkins, Georgia Southern University  
- *Blessing or Burden: Transitions into ElderCare and Caregiver Well-being*-- Jeremy Reynolds, Purdue University; Katie James, Interfolio  
- *Intimate Partner Violence by Women in the Dominican Republic*-- Barbara Zsembik, University of Florida; Antionette McFarlane, University of Florida; Julia Arroyo, University of Florida; Chuck Peek, University of Florida  
- *Multilevel Determinants of Men’s Use of Physical Violence against Wives and Partners in the Dominican Republic*-- Barbara Zsembik, University of Florida; Julia Arroyo, University of Florida; Antionette McFarlane, University of Florida; Chuck Peek, University of Florida

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  
**Session 177. SWS-South: Status and Experiences of LGBTQ+ Youth and Young Adults - Paper Session**  
*Organizer:* TehQuin Forbes, Florida State University  
*Presider:* J. Scott Carter, University of Central Florida  
- *JASMYN Overview*-- Cindy Watson,  
- *Soliciting Recognition, Communicating Queer Identity*-- Jason D'amours, Florida State University  
- *Health and Healthcare Utilization among TGNC Black and Latinx Adolescents*-- Bee A Ben Khallouq, University of Central Florida; J. Scott Carter, University of Central Florida; Shannon K. Carter, University of Central Florida; Lindsay Taliaferro, University of Central Florida  
- *"I'm Not Your SISTA": Queer Black Women's Experiences in LGBTQ+ Night-time Spaces*-- Monisha Jackson, Georgia State University  
- *Nonbinary Identity: Perspectives of Personal, Interactional and Systemic Issues*-- Marie Martin, University of Maryland Baltimore County

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  
**Session 178. Community and Campus-Based Undergraduate Research - Paper Session**  
*Presider:* Courtney McDonald, University of South Carolina Upstate
• Engaging Undergraduate Students in Academia through Early Research Exposure-- Carley Geiss, University of South Florida; Christina Partin, University of South Florida

• Community-Based Research: Dating and Sexual Violence-- Courtney McDonald, University of South Carolina Upstate

• What is Title IX?: Student Engagement in the Study of Campus-Based Gender Politics-- Amina Zarrugh, Texas Christian University; Erin Carpenter, Texas Christian University; Jason Ginnings, Texas Christian University; Devin Kaiser, Texas Christian University; Suzanne Yost, Texas Christian University

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  Session 179. Transactional Approaches to Race: Emerging Scholarship on Race and Markets *Sponsored by the Committee on Racial and Ethnic Minorities - Paper Session

Organizer: Anthony Kwame Harrison, Virginia Tech

Presider: Anthony Kwame Harrison, Virginia Tech

• Blackface in the Fashion Marketplace-- Talé Mitchell, James Madison University

• Race and Reputations Entrepreneurs: The Curious Case of James Billboard Jackson-- Anthony Kwame Harrison, Virginia Tech

• Understanding the Role of Race and Gender on Consumer Perceptions of Entrepreneurial Activity-- Rowena Crabbe, Virginia Tech

• Race, Identity, and Diaspora in Black Suburbia-- Orly Clerge, University of California-Davis

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  Session 180. New Perspectives on Race and Racialization - Paper Session

Presider: Nicholas Vargas, University of Florida

• Managing the Racial Divide: How Second Generation Asians Understand and Perform Race-- Radha Modi, Florida State University

• Growing Up Muslim in America: Self-Image and Perception Living with the Two Identities-- Amana Khan, University of Central Florida

• Own Group Prejudice and the Transmission of Bias-- Tamani Kasawne, Meredith College

• Latinx Skin Color Stratification: The Complexity of Complexion-- Nicholas Vargas, University of Florida

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  Session 181. Identities, Sports, and Evening the Playing Field - Paper Session

Presider: David Maume, University of Cincinnati

• Institutional and Contextual Correlates of Black Athletic Overrepresentation at Predominantly White Institutions-- Jo Mills Braddock, University of Miami;
Felecia Theune, University of Miami; Marvin Dawkins, University of Miami

- **Contact Sport Participation and Adolescent Delinquency**-- David Maume, University of Cincinnati; Michael Parrish, University of Cincinnati

- **Making It in the Hunter Show Barn: Gendered and Classed Barriers to Success**-- Addie Woods, Davidson College

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  **Session 182. DIY Making and Making Identity - Paper Session**  
**Organizer:** Mary K Culpepper, Ryerson University  
**Presider:** Patricia Drentea, University of Alabama-Birmingham  
- **Social Dynamics and Fluid Art: Influencers in the On-Line Community of Acrylic Paint Pouring Artists**-- Constance L. Shehan, University of Florida  
- **Girls, Go Hack Your World!: Exploring Gender Messages in Relation to Engineering in Goldieblox YouTube Videos**-- Emily Gwen Blosser, University of Louisiana-Lafayette  
- **"Wald Old Popp": DIY and Socialist Romania's Music Scenes**-- Adrian Popan, University of West Alabama  
- **The Elements of Making: A Social Practice Perspective on Everyday Creators**-- Mary Kay Culpepper, Ryerson University  
- **Dropped Stitches: Public Conversations on Intersectional Identities in Online Craft Communities**-- Mercedes Tarasovich, University of Alabama-Birmingham  

**Discussant:**  
- Patricia Drentea, University of Alabama-Birmingham

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  **Session 183. Sociological Practice and Public Sociology**  
*Sponsored by the Committee on Sociological Practice - Paper Session*  
**Presider:** Andrea Hunt, University of North Alabama  
- **Program-Evaluation in Community-Based Settings that Serve Youth and Families**-- Andrea Hunt, University of North Alabama  
- **Central Florida Hospitality Industry Workers' Quality of Life**-- Caroline Austin, University of Central Florida  
- **University and Community Relationships as Determinants in Understanding the Purpose and Utilization of Applied Sociology Programs**-- Kellie Sue Wilkerson, Humboldt State University; Tracie Wynand, Humboldt State University; Morgan Tamayo, University of Alabama-Birmingham  
- **"Put The Poison In Your Kid To Save Another One!": Examining Anti-Vaccination Motivations in Parents**-- Lauren Daniel, University of Central Florida

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  **Session 184. Considerations When Working with the Hidden**  
**Main Street 03**
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Homeless - Paper Session
Organizer: Kara Tsukerman, Georgia State University
Presider: Kara Tsukerman, Georgia State University

- Teens that Look like Me: Student Researchers’ Experiences with Homeless Youth-- Melanie Turner, Georgia State University; Eric Wright, Georgia State University; Ana LaBoy, Georgia State University
- The Intersections between Youth Homelessness and Education in a Large Metropolitan City-- Cody Wallace, Georgia State University; Eric Wright, Georgia State University; Ana LaBoy, Georgia State University
- "I Ran Away from the House with Just a Bag": The Transitory Nature of Youth Homelessness-- Kara Tsukerman, Georgia State University; Zoe Elizabeth Webb, Georgia State University; Eric Wright, Georgia State University; Ana LaBoy, Georgia State University
- Methodological Considerations for Interviewing Extended Stay Motel Residents-- Stephanie Gonzalez Gutierrez, Rollins College

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  Session 185. Reversing the 'Gaze' on Racism, Speciesism, and Spectacle - Paper Session
Presider: Tanetta Andersson, Trinity College

- Rodeos and the Perpetuation of Human Interests over Nonhuman Interests-- Erin N. Kidder, University of Central Florida
- Tails In the Wind: An Exploratory Examination of Media Reports on Nonhuman Animals Throughout Hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico-- Nathan Jagoda, University of Central Florida
- Deconstructing Dark Tourism Experiences through an African-American Lens-- Milanika Turner, Florida Agricultural & Mechanical University

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  Session 186. Cultures with(out) Beer and Alcohol: Opportunities and Constraints - Paper Session
Presider: J. Slade Lellock, Virginia Tech

- "Is this a Brewery or a Daycare?": Family Values and Craft Beer Consumption-- Nathaniel Chapman, Arkansas Tech University; Amanda Koontz, University of Central Florida; J. Slade Lellock, Virginia Tech
- Staying Sober, Growing Older in Alcoholics Anonymous-- Jolene Sanders, Hood College

10:00 AM–11:15 AM  Session 187. Careers in Medical Sociology: Pathways and Possibilities *Sponsored by the Committee on Sociological Practice - Panel
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Organizers: Alexandra C. H. Nowakowski, Florida State University College of Medicine; Terrence Hill, University of Arizona
Presider: Terrence Hill, University of Arizona
  - Alexandra C. H. Nowakowski, Florida State University College of Medicine
  - Terrence Hill, University of Arizona
  - Wanda Rodriguez-Donham, Florida Department of Health
  - Byron Anton Miller, University of South Florida
  - Jennifer Brailsford, University of Florida
Discussant:
  - Alexandra C. H. Nowakowski, Florida State University College of Medicine

10:00 AM–12:45 PM Session 188. Documentary Film Screening and Discussion V Special Session

11:30 AM–12:45 PM Session 189. Empowering Women - Paper Session
Presider: Laura Backstrom, Florida Atlantic University
  - "Not Just as First Lady but as a Mother": The Constraints and Strategic Opportunities of Hegemonic Femininity in Michelle Obama's Let's Move! Campaign-- Laura Backstrom, Florida Atlantic University
  - Girls Need Love, Too: Content Analysis of the Billboard Hot 100-- Jamekia Danielle Collins, Georgia Southern University
  - Women Musicians' Experiences in a Men-Dominated Music Scene-- Melanie Turner, Georgia State University
  - Gifted, Black, and Curvy: An Autoethnography of two Black Female Scholars Living in Coconut Grove, FL-- Akinshimaya Rashida Nnamdi, University of Miami; Kapriskie Seide, University of Miami

11:30 AM–12:45 PM Session 190. Medical Sociology: State Authority, Public Safety, Capitalist Production and Social Capital - Paper Session
Presider: Lijun Song, Vanderbilt University
  - Establishing Authority over Tuberculosis in Early Republican China, 1911-28-- Rachel Core, Stetson University
  - A Clash Between Rights: Clinic Buffer Zones, Harassment, and Reasonable Fear in a "Stand Your Ground" State-- Leigh Kassem, University of Florida
  - Take Your Pills: Exploring the Portrayal of Nonmedical Adderall Use-- Arlette Giselle Alvarenga, University of South Florida
  - Sex Differences in Lifespan Variability by U.S. State, 1960–2014-- Dustin Brown, Mississippi State University; Joseph T Lariscy, University of Memphis; Benjamin
Detailed Schedule
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Walker, Mississippi State University
• Does Who You Know Satisfy or Dissatisfy Your Life? Social Capital, Social Cost, and Life Satisfaction in Three Societies-- Lijun Song, Vanderbilt University

11:30 AM–12:45 PM Session 191. Social Inequalities - Paper Session City Terrace 09
Presider: Joseph Merry, Furman University
• Cohort Heterogeneity in the Educational Costs of Adolescent Childbearing-- Joseph Wolfe, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Mieke Thomeer, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Shawn Bauldry, Purdue University
• Inequality Beliefs: A Systematic Interdisciplinary Review, 1970-2018-- Joseph Merry, Furman University; Becca Waldorf, Furman University
• Land Grabbing in the Colombian Altillanura-- Alvaro German Torres Mora, University of Tennessee-Knoxville

11:30 AM–12:45 PM Session 192. On Race and Policing: Lived Experience and Public Culture - Paper Session City Terrace 10
Presider: Debbie Griffith, University of Central Florida
• Policed Lives: Fear, Faith, and Family in the Southwest-- Watoii Rabii, Oakland University
• The Talk: Life vs. Death A Community In Crisis-- Debbie Griffith, University of Central Florida
• Cultivation Theory: Mass Media Effects on Punitive Crime Policies-- Lindsey Dale Elliott, Murray State University; Jared Rosenberger, University of Tennessee-Chattanooga
• Vicarious Discrimination and Mental Health among Black Americans: Findings from a Community Sample-- Myles Moody, University of Kentucky

11:30 AM–12:45 PM Session 193. Alcohol Production, Distribution, and Consumption - Paper Session City Terrace 11
Organizer: Nathaniel Chapman, Arkansas Tech University
Presider: Nathaniel Chapman, Arkansas Tech University
• Gentrification and Craft Beer: Creating White Spaces-- Nathaniel Chapman, Arkansas Tech University; David Brunsma, Virginia Tech
• Hallyu-Wave and Transnational Racial and Gendered Orders: An Analysis of Korean Soju Advertisements on Instagram-- Joong Won Kim, Virginia Tech; Erik Tyler Withers, University of Wisconsin-River Falls
• “It Could Never be just about the Beer”: Tales from Beyond the White-Bearded-Dude Nexus in Craft Beer-- Eli Wilson, University of New Mexico
• Whitewashing Cider: Fermenting the Forbidden Fruit and America's Original Sin-- Daina Harvey, College of the Holy Cross

11:30 AM–12:45 PM  Session 194. Social Psychological Identity Development - Paper Session  City Terrace 12
Presider: Patrick McGrady, University of New Haven

• Resistance and Reproduction of Machismo by Latinx Single-Mothers-- Ariana Barcenas, Meredith College

• "I feel like I Have to be Super Jewish to Prove Myself!": The Influence of Reflected Appraisals on Identity Work Among Jews of Color-- Philip Pettis, Vanderbilt University

• Who are antifeminists, and what do they believe?-- Jill Kiecolt, Virginia Tech; Jeffrey Toussaint, Virginia Wesleyan University

• Together in Song: Social Support and Identity Development in a Gay Men's Chorus-- Patrick McGrady, University of New Haven; Matthew Ruhnke, University of Chicago

• Highway 61 Revisited: The Role of Place and Status in Musicians' Career Satisfaction-- Adam Schoenbachler, Vanderbilt University

11:30 AM–12:45 PM  Session 195. Affordable Housing, Housing Insecurity, and Homelessness - Paper Session  Main Street 03
Presider: Gayle Kaufman, Davidson College

• Attitudes Towards Affordable Housing in a Southern Suburb-- Margaret Reliford, Davidson College

• The Relationship Between Youth Homelessness and Adult Homelessness-- Autumn Hope Johnson, Stetson University

• Experiencing Homelessness and Housing Insecurity: An Undergraduate Research Project-- Ruthie Wienk, Lee University; Elijah James Cox, Lee University; Abagail Close, Lee University; Albian Johnson, Lee University; Daphane Ahrens, Lee University; Gina Merson, Lee University; Isaac Mercer, Lee University; Lauren Goss, Lee University

• Sociological Practice and Civil Justice Advocacy in Cleveland Municipal Housing Court-- Casey Albiz, Case Western Reserve University

11:30 AM–12:45 PM  Session 196. Emotional Labor and Empathy Work in Medicine, Museums, Theme Parks - Paper Session  Main Street 04
Presider: Susan Hinze, Case Western Reserve University

• Emergency Communications: A Quantitative Survey of Emotional Labor-- Katherine L Rowe, Middle Tennessee State University

• Empathy Work: The Case of Memorials and Museums--
Natalia Ruiz-Junco, Auburn University

- *Medication Errors and Emotion Management Strategies*-- Linda Treiber, Kennesaw State University; Jackie Jones, Kennesaw State University
- *Enchanted Work or Emotion Work? Family Experiences at Disney World*-- Alexis Franzese, Elon University; Jacob Hayward, Elon University

11:30 AM–12:45 PM  
**Session 197. Fascism, Racism, and Oppression in the 21st Century—Why Palestine Matters** - Panel  
Organizer: David Embrick, University of Connecticut  
Presider: Manuel Ramirez, University of Connecticut  
Panelists: Woody Doane, University of Hartford; Johnny E. Williams, Trinity College; Tanetta Andersson, Trinity College; David Embrick, University of Connecticut  

11:30 AM–12:45 PM  
**Session 198. Applying Lived Experience in Sociological Practice: A "Write Where It Hurts" Panel** *Sponsored by the Committee on Sociological Practice* - Panel  
Organizer: J. Erica Sumerau, University of Tampa  
Presider: J. Erica Sumerau, University of Tampa  
Discussant: J. Erica Sumerau, University of Tampa

11:30 AM–12:45 PM  
**Session 199. Finding Your Path: Reflections on Moving into Administrative Leadership Positions** - Panel  
Organizer: Shelia Cotten, Michigan State University  
Presider: Shelia Cotten, Michigan State University  
Discussant: Shelia Cotten, Michigan State University

11:30 AM–12:45 PM  
**Session 200. Sociologists Doing Activism** - Panel  
Organizer: Dale Wimberley, Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University  
Presider: Dale Wimberley, Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University  
Discussant: The Science and Politics of Microaggressions at a Southern University-- Kirk Johnson, University of Mississippi
• Sociology Is Transferable: Managing Campaigns and Candidates in New York State's North Country-- Anna M. Sorensen, SUNY Potsdam
• Educators Challenging Civil War Memorialization in Central Virginia-- Stephen C. Poulson, James Madison University
• Bird Island as Aztlan: Climate Justice Planning in San Antonio-- Kamala Platt, Arizona State University
• Public Sociology Challenging Neoliberal Urban Development: The Jacksonville Port Authority Expansion-- David Jaffee, University of North Florida

11:30 AM–12:45 PM  Session 201. Graduate Students in Action: Navigating Action-Oriented Scholarship in Graduate School - Panel
Organizer: Hersheda Patel, Georgia State University
Presider: Hersheda Patel, Georgia State University
• Graduate Students in Action: Conducting Traditional Research Projects in At-Risk Communities-- Asantewaa Darkwa, Georgia State University
• Graduate Students in Action: Conducting Academic Research Projects for Government Agencies-- Hersheda Patel, Georgia State University; Ifeanyi Ukpabi, Georgia State University
• Graduate Students in Action: Facilitating Public-Private Partnership Research-- Ifeanyi Ukpabi, Georgia State University
• Graduate Students in Action: Managing Various Stakeholders' Needs in Non-profit Service-- Amber Levister,
• Graduate Students in Action: Becoming the Expert Outside of Academia-- Hersheda Patel, Georgia State University

11:30 AM–12:45 PM  Session 202. Poster Meeting Session VI: Media Consumption and Race & Ethnicity - Poster Session
Presenters will be at their posters for networking and Q & A
• Technology's Influence on Mental Illness Stigma-- Leah Paige Thomas, Birmingham-Southern College
• "I Ain't Built Like A Supermodel: A Study of Body Image and Advertising-- Natasha Patrice Ellis, University of Tennessee-Knoxville
• Perceived Racial Tensions following the U.S. 2016 Presidential Elections-- Sicely Mariela Baquedano, University of Tennessee-Chattanooga
• Residential Segregation and Environmental Racism in Memphis, TN-- Sarah Collins, University of Memphis
• White Demon or White Knight?: Perceptions of Police Bias Against Minorities-- Matthew L Dixon, Lee University
• Comparing Processes of Ethnic Boundary Change on
17th- and 18th-Century Barbados and Montserrat-- Caroline Virginia Reilly, University of Memphis

• Constructing 'Crimmigrants': Media Hegemony in the 21st Century Immigration Enforcement Regime-- Akiv Dawson, Howard University

• Race in Rural Schools: The Impact of Racial Composition on Student Achievement-- Britney RaeAnn Cotton, Florida State University

• "Why Can't I Get Online?" Lack of Internet Access in North Carolina-- Rebecca S. Powers, East Carolina University; Michelle Livermore, Louisiana State University; Hannah Norman, East Carolina University; Marina Hobday, East Carolina University

• Can Daily Internet Use Cause Self-Reported Anxiety?-- Jennifer Elizabeth Ellis, University of Central Florida

• How We See Race: Using Eye-tracking Technology to Explore Racial Perception-- Emma Lou Haynes, University of Alabama-Huntsville; Jennifer Sims, University of Alabama-Huntsville

1:00 PM–2:15 PM  Session 203. Whiteness, Otherizing, and Borders: Rhetorics and Logics - Paper Session

Presider: Luis Romero, Texas Christian University

• "What If That Were My Child": White Maternal Activism on the US/Mexico Border-- Molly Elizabeth McConnell, Southwestern University

• Racial Ignorance and Opportunity Hoarding: How Non-Knowing Sustains Education Inequality-- Abigail Christine Tobias-Lauerman, University of Tennessee

• Malleable Detention: An Analysis on the Modes of Adapting and Sustaining Immigration Detention-- Luis Romero, Texas Christian University

1:00 PM–2:15 PM  Session 204. Mental Health, Care, the Gendered DSM and Genetic Counseling - Paper Session

Presider: Jennifer W. Applebaum, University of Florida

• Community Stakeholders and Outpatient Mental Health Care-- Nana Tuntiya, University of South Florida

• Mental Health Stigma and the Role of the Companion Animal-- Jennifer W. Applebaum, University of Florida

• Men are Angry and Women are Anxious: Differential Diagnoses by Gender in the DSM-V-- Lacey Jae Ritter, Wingate University; Christi Sporl, Wingate University; Katie Kasper, Wingate University; Kyndal Caskey, Wingate University; Taylor Christensen, Wingate University; Chloe Moran, Wingate University; Sasha Griffin, Wingate University; Abigail McGuire, Wingate University

1:00 PM–2:15 PM  Session 205. Global Perspectives on Racism, Racialization, and City Terrace 10


Place - Paper Session
Presider: Georgios Topalidis, University of Florida
- Antiblack Racism among Early Korean Immigrants in the United States-- Jae Kyun Kim, Davidson College
- Residential Discrimination Against Southeast Europeans in the Early 20th century-- Georgios Topalidis, University of Florida
- Accumulation by Structural Dispossession in Urban Bangladesh-- Lipon Mondal, Virginia Tech

1:00 PM–2:15 PM Session 206. Positionality and Performance: Vertical and Horizontal Masculinities - Paper Session
Presider: Annie Mae Jones, University of Central Florida
- Incels and the Manosphere: Tracking Men’s Movements Online-- Annie Mae Jones, University of Central Florida
- Performing Conflict: Authenticating Identities of Gender, Race and Class in Mixed Martial Gyms-- Lucas Ernesto Lopez-Arrastia, Florida Atlantic University
- "I See Masculinity As...Ever-Changing": Masculinity Among Black Male Students in America-- Zachary Shawn White, Southwestern University

1:00 PM–2:15 PM Session 207. Social Interaction, Community Building, and Development Debates - Paper Session
Presider: Melanie Yvonne Bovard, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
- Urban Residents’ Views on Assets, Challenges, and Renewal Options in their Community-- Melanie Yvonne Bovard, University of Maryland, Baltimore County; Audrey Denakpo, University of Maryland, Baltimore County; Maia Punksungka, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
- Community Identities and Narratives: Shaping Energy and Other Development Preferences in Rural Communities-- Eric Larson, Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College; Peter Robertson, Peer Social Science
- Building Civic Capacity Through a Collaborative Citizens Academy-- Mya McCoy, Georgia College & State University; Stephanie McClure, Georgia College & State University
- Race and Place: Ethnoracial Cohesion and Contestation among Puerto Rican and Black Residents in a Central Florida Community-- Stephanie Dhuman Giron, University of Florida

1:00 PM–2:15 PM Session 208. Games, Gaming, and Socialization - Paper Session
Presider: Kathrine Suzanne Brown, Texas Tech University
- Many Shades of Play: Performance Anxiety in Tabletop Gaming-- Kathrine Suzanne Brown, Texas Tech
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- **Social Play? The Critical Role of Social Interaction in Geeky Games**-- Bertan Buyukozturk, Florida State University; Heather Shay, University of South Carolina-Beaufort

- **College Students' Perceptions of Playing a Gender-integrated Sport: "Even with Quidditch, the Game is Not Nearly as Serious as it Would be with Just Girls or Just Boys"**-- McKayla Joaquim, Mississippi State University

- **What is a Gamer?: Construction of Identity among Members of a Gaming Community**-- Dion Campbell, University of Florida

1:00 PM–2:15 PM Session 209. Community Based Research and Public Sociology - Main Street 02

**Paper Session**

**Presider:** Curtis Lamar Webb III, University of Cincinnati

- **How to Put Academic Sociology into Action to Promote International Human Rights-- (Almost) without Ever Leaving Campus**-- Dale Wimberley, Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University

- **The Challenges of Community-Based Research**-- Jon Shefner, The University of Tennessee; Lisa East, University of Tennessee-Knoxville; Emily Medley, University of Tennessee-Knoxville

- **What is and What Can Be: Lessons from Building a Community Research Initiative**-- Curtis Lamar Webb III, University of Cincinnati

- **Building Opportunity for Tenant Civic Participation and Collective Efficacy**-- Stephen Jeffrey Sills, University of North Carolina-Greensboro

1:00 PM–2:15 PM Session 210. Living Place: Eviction, Discrimination, and Place-Making - Paper Session

**Presider:** Karla Zeline Brown-Matthews, University of South Carolina

- **How Do People in Varied Socioeconomic Classes Experience Eviction and Involuntary Housing Displacements in Norfolk, Virginia?**-- Zakkiyya Krystal Anderson, Norfolk State University

- **Smoothing Stigma for Housing Vouchers Usage: Interactions among Voucher Tenants, Landlords and Housing Locators**-- Susan Rakosi Rosenbloom, Drew University

- **Living While Black: How Racial Discrimination in Public Spaces Affects the Mental Health of African Americans**-- Karla Zeline Brown-Matthews, University of South Carolina; Jason Cummings, University of South Carolina-Columbia; Maya Morris, University of South Carolina
Challenges and Opportunities: Racial-Ethnic Inequalities in Second-Generation Housing Affordability and Residential Stability-- Brandon Martinez, University of Miami

1:00 PM–2:15 PM  Session 211. Sociological Topics - Paper Session  
**Presider:** Alexis Lawrence, Stetson University  
- The Relationship Between Feminist Philosophy and Academic Performance-- Katelynn June Goodfellow, Stetson University  
- The Effect of Concentrated Disadvantage on Students’ Post-High School Success-- Alexis Lawrence, Stetson University  
- The State and Other Entities: Monopolizing the Legitimate Private Usage of Force-- Eleanor Knutson, Texas Tech University

1:00 PM–2:15 PM  Session 212. More Than the Eye Can CV: Repackaging Academic Skills for Non-Academic Careers - Workshop  
**Organizer:** Christina Partin, University of South Florida  
**Panelists:** Christina Partin, University of South Florida  
Carley Geiss, University of South Florida

1:00 PM–3:45 PM  Session 213. Documentary Film Screening and Discussion VI  
**Special Session**
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